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ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,

Teacher of English and Italian Singing
and Physiology of the Voice,
begs to inform his numerous friends and the public
that be will be prepared to receive puyils for
PRIVATE LEMONS,
on the 5th of
September at his new aid elegant
rooms, No. 140 Trement street, over Arthur
Schmidt’s Music store._
The term opens on the 12th of September, but pupils may enter at any time,_
Mr*. O’NEILL will also be prepared to receive
pupils in private instruction at the above rooms on
and after Sept. 6th.
sep!6d3m

MB. H. N. O’NEIIA,

EDUCATIONAL

a

OPPOSITE

Exchange Street.

Fine Portrait Work

H. KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT,
180% Middle street.

KOHAS.

Facilities

Especial

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

MRS. LYDIA E.

I

C. JORDAN,

E.

J

ENGINEHR AN

CIVIL

Theatre.

Portland

Will Re-op«n lor the

fall

Frank Curtis.Proprietor and Manager.

Friday and Saturday and Saturday Matinee, Nor. 4th and 5th, 1881.

The following are members
Bar Association:

GRAYSOA OPERA CO
FRIDAY

EVENING,

THE

COUNSELLOR AT

Exchange St.

HELEN E.H. CARTER

in

^BKITINA !"*'t0D

°f

Matinee: OLIVETTE.

CARDON

34

commences

dlw

FAIR!

GRAND

Bosivorlli Post, Ho. 2, (S. J. R.,
respectfully

Grand Fair at

announce a

ONE

FOR

Afternoon

WEEK,

LAW,
31% Exchange Street

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
93 Exchange Street.

D

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

f

COUNSELLOR

COUNSELLOR

42% Exchange Street.

COUNSELLOR

exhibition.

on

Glass Engraving

199

H

CLARENCE HALE,

U

AARON B. HOLDEN,

CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINMENT

COUNSELLOR

from

2 till 6 o’clock.

L

COUNSELLOR

10 cts.

Exchange Street.

I

P.J. LARRABEE,

L

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
199 Middle

Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange

Street.

LOCKE & LOCKE,

I

^SRAiD

OPEWINO

L

COUUSELLORS AT LAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

Roller Skating Rink
HALL,
CONGRESS

AT

Wednesday Eve., Nov. 9.

L

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
61 % Exchange Street.

I

WILBUR F. LUNT.

I

L

7 30 to 1.0.00.
Kttstiu*
open at 7.1 i>
Admission 25 cts. Regular sessions every Wed30
to
10.00
p. m. Efficnesday evening from 7

Omrs

A

ient and obliging aids will be in
assist begi' ners.
new skate is to be used which is
popular in all the leading rinks.

Theatre.

Portland

New

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

BENJAMIN

KINGSBURY,
86

0

JAMES O’DONNELL,

D

HENRY C. PEABODY,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

COUNSELLOR

B. Me AU LEY
Bray

Uncle Dan’l
In E.

A. Iocke’s New England Comedy,

A Messenger from Jarvis Section

LAW,
119% Exchange St

&

AT

dyer,

COUNSELLORS

AT

LAW.

100 Exchange St.

B

THOMAS B. REED,

B

EMERY

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93

Exchange St

general beverage and uecessary
corrective of water rendered Impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
As

a

other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputatiou of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

61% Exchange St

COUNSELLOR

AT

Prices

as

SSTROUT,COUNSELLORS

Sale of seats commences Friday,
nov3d*d

usual.

November 4th.

31% Exchan ge S

BYKON D. VERRILL,
COUNSELLOR AT

COUNSELLOR

LAW,
88 Exchange St

by CHANDLER.

Music

To be had at W. E.
Ticket? 35 or 3 for $1.00.
Chandler’? Music Store, 177 Middle St., and at the
nov2dtd
door,

SHALL

a

school for

KH.

E. PENNELL,
VOICE, SINGING

Tenor

AND ORGAN.

IN ALL

Soloist,

Store.

BRANCHES
96 Park Street

BUSINESS CARDS.

Nov. 7.

milifly

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
Appetite, Juandico, Affections of the Liver,
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, inDyspepsia
General Debility. Directions eleven languages.
Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
the Greatest Blood Purifier on earth.
PRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cents.

course

of

W.F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.

_M.W&Fly

ELEGANT

ASSEMBLIES

admission Gent with Ladies,
course of six assemblies, $3.00.

Single

for

a

fob and (gaiud

TABLELAHPS

(OPunde’i,

Ho. 37 Plum Street.

75 c. Tickets
oct27d5m

With Isenntful Pottery
Centres.

JOST & MORTON,

Limoges,
Longwj,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines,
Satsuma, Kioto, &e.

FRESCO PAINTERS,
IS Market Nqnare, Portland.
Prices reasonable and satisfaction

Je2

NOV. 3d.

THURSDAY,

March, 8.30.

by Chandler.

dtf

oc26_

AMERICAN
TRUST

LOAN

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

COMPANY,

F ° X

TACKLE,
11

an«l

BKEECII
L OA DING
Agent

for

CUTLERY

w

^1
kj

J

REVOLVERS,
RENI1R0CK,
ATLAS

POWDER,
Electric Fuse.

Dupont’* Potviu* iTlill*.

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

221
JySO

MIDDLE

STREET.

c. L. BAILEY.
_

E. N.
1180 W.

Capital $1,000,000
1

FRESHMAN & BROS.
Advertising Agents,
VVDBTH ST.,.CINCINNATI

DIRECTORS:
Fred. L. Ames,.'" Tlios. Nickerson,
Chas. J. Morrill, Geo. C. Lord,
Thomas Dana.
H. D. Hyde,
Asa P. Putter,
Ezra H. Baker,
Levi
D. P. Kimball,
C.
H.
Wade,
Jonas
French,
B. P. Cheney,
Wm. B. Bacon, A. L. Coolidge,
D.
W.
F.
Gordon Dexter
Forbes,
H. M. Whitney,

LEGAL DEPOSITORY for
This Company
Administrators, Executors, Assignees, Charitable
of Law.
all
Courts
Associations and
IT WILL ACT AS TRUSTEE, or as fiscal or trans
municipalities,
etc., and
fer agent for corporations,
REGISTER and COUNTERSIGN certificates of
stocks, bonds, & c.
IT IS AUTHORIZED TO NEGOTIATE LOANS
and to RECEIVE M9NEV ON DEPOSIT.
lVe invite business and correspondence, and will
make prices for prime securities Dy mail or telegraph
ASAP. POTTER, President.
N. W. JORDAN, Actuary,
B. L. ARBECAM, Treasurer.
aug31eod3ir
a

CLARK,

Private Lessons in French, Latin and
English studies. Residence 782 Congress Street.
eodtf
sepO
resume

230 Middle St.

eodtf

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros9

stock of firsVolas*

jRTLANP.
dtf

can

depend

upon

Richard Connor, a prominent DemoPlattsburg, N. Y., has written the
Democratic State committee as follows: “I
am in receipt of your communication of Oct.
24, urging on me the importance of getting
out the full Democratic vote this fall. I beg
to inform you that I fail to see the matter in
the light you do. I have been a life-long
Democrat and always voted the Democrat
ticket, but I have got through. I think the
best thing the Democrats can do this Fall is
to stay at home and attend to their work,
unless they want to come out and vote for
the Republican candidates, every one of
whom is a gentleman and an honest man as
far as I can learn. As regards the State
politics, the taxes have been reduced nearly
one-third during the past year, and I am
satisfied to let well enough alone! Business
is booming. Why not let it boom?”
crat in

3

REASONS

CLASSED

TTTW

Age, and

umuj

Consumption and a AFTER TARING.
Fremature Grave.
which we desire to
JQF^Full particulars in our pamphlet,
The Specific Medicine is
send free by mail to every one.
sold by all druggists at f 1 per package, or six packages for $5
mail
on
or will be sent free by
receipt of the money, by
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

ffr3P“Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221 Congress St.,
vEDfomo tf Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.
aug29dl yr

scp28

eo<16ra

F. II. KFNISON

DR

Compressed
YEAST.
Absolutely fresh and reliable
or

baker,

Truss

all times, from
supply it

at

as we now

FOB

FRESH EVERY DAY.
C. A.

BECKFORD,
GENERAL AGENT IN MAINE,

220

Federal

eep20

Portland.

Street,

dtf

Hoops

SALE

BY

BRADFORD,
FORE ST.,

I^Our Yeast is extensively counterfeited

Notice carefully our Label, which is printed on jel
low. paper, and bears signature of Gaft, Fleischmann
& Co., without which none is Genuine.

“The industrial revolution now proceeding and far advanced in this southern land,’’
says Edward Atkinson of the Atlanta Exposition, “must be seen to be appreciated, and
its visiblo and tangible results are here. No
one who has any private interest in connection with this section of our common country, no one who has any public interest in
the welfare of our nation, can afford to stay
the
away from here who can possibly spare

Portland, Maine.
lm

octG

PRATT’S

ASTRAL

SAFEST
a

utuisuos a

that yon get HF YOUB
CEB, PRATT’S GENUINE.
Be

sure

'—1—

o—

GBO-

lutely new inventions for the treatment of
cotton—all in wonderful variety.”

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents,
oetS

21

MARKET SQUARE.

eod3m

On governor’s day at the Atlanta exposition several of the visiting governors were
weighed with the following result: Colquitt
of Georgia—“cotton—176; Bigelow of Connecticut— “nutmegs—186J-: Jarvis of North
Carolina—“tar”—203; Blackburn of Kentucky—“blue grass”—2214; Hoyt of Penn-

IMPORTED

jdESBBtK

LIQUORS

WINES &
•f all

kinds, in the

PACKAGES,

ORIGINAL

—FOB Si. LB BY—

R. STANLEY &

SON, Importers,

sylvania—“iron”—248.

1M FORK ST., PORTS.AND ME.
deeSI

...

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
lO SPBIICII STREET, NEW YORK
The Pause may oe found on tile a our office.
NEW YORK
4 PARK ROW

Cures

Colonel C. O. Rockweil of St. Louis,
who was in attendance upon President
Garfield during a considerable portion of
his illness, has been appointed an inspector
in the post office- department, and assigned
President Arthur, as
on duty at St. Louis.
soon as he heard that Rockwell desired the
place, directed his appointment.

Debility,

AffeoFever and

Ague, Paralysis, Chrome Diarrhea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in

a

W CHARGE!

Dyspepsia, Nervous

tions, General

bad State of the Blood,

accompanied by Debility
State of the System.

or a

grave,

the eminent biographer, Col Con well. Books
by
all ready for delivery. An elegantly illustrated volEndorsed edition.
ume.
Liberal

terms.

Agents

take orders for from 20 to 50 copies daily. Outsells
any other book ten to one. Agents never made
money so fast. The book sells itself. Experience
not necessary. Failure unknown. All make immense profits.
Private terms free.
GEORGE STINSON A CO., Portland, Maine.

oct7 dlm&wlm41

A Texas

low

wanted for Life of Presifl A D r I r I 11 ^2ent8
II A IIIII I H0nt Garfield. A complete, faithU11111 I L LUful
from cradle to

history

We cure RISKTYIATISM ami NEURALGIA lu their worst forms, and all other pains,
Tree of Charge, and will send you the medicine
by express. This is ne humbug, as thousands in
the Ctty o' Itoston will testify. Encloe stamp, and
address E. R. M’F'G CO., 29 Summer St., Boston

or

MW&F&wly

nov4

or

12

Apply
DONALD, on the premises,
167 High St., Portland

Jolin

O.

to
or

on

of

for the

a

wear

saloon.

The supreme court of Iowa has decided
a district judge may adjourn his court
order i,f he is unable to be
a

Proctor

HAS REMOVED HIS OFFICE TO
NO. 93 EXCHANGE STREET,
d3w
0C28
INTO CENTENNIAL^BLOCK.

responsible

and tear to which it will be subIn
order that the test may be a perjected.
fect one the crossing has been laid in front

the

the Gerry Farm
CHARLES D. Mo
to JOHN C. GERRY
oct22dtf

Horses

paper is

slhtemenl that in Daflas, in that State, a
crossing has been made of sandstone in order to test the capacity of the stone to stand

Horses to Winter.
take 10
WILL
in Deering.

expression,

the potentialities of the future are to be
found here—in the ores, in the timber, in
the coal, in the productions of agriculture»
in new apparatus, new machinery and abso-

BEST.

AND

gicoict, ovivoi|H,on«»w.

If I may use the

time to come.

OIL.

f"TRAOE MARK

BEFORE TAKIMB

addressing

BEST

for

seminal Weakness.
Impotcncy, and all
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss or
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Fain in
Old

Q

CELLULOID

getting

The Great Ensr-

TRADE
MARK,isP?eweay•
unfailing cure

WHY THE

Gaff, Fleischmann & o.’s

their grocer

l>ATMfit.iATI to

id*d%

|

Vttaaee they are the LIGHTEST. HANDSOMEST,
t 4 STRONGEST known. Sold by Opticians and
‘Selers, Made by SPENCER OPTICAL CO. NTZ
--

nA

Rhode Island District to fill the vacancy
caused by the elevation of Mr. Aldrich to
the Senate, will not take place until Nov.

and freckles, and is the BEST toilet

FAMILIES

-

in

as their majority
large. In the Eleventh
District, formerly represented by L. P. Morton, now Minister to France, W. W. Astor,
the young man of the family, Las been nominated by the Republicans, and Roswell P.
Flowers by the Democrats. Chas. R, Skinner
has been nominated by the Republicans to
suceeed Warner Miller in the Twenty-seventh
District, and James W. Wadsworth to succeed Lapham in the Twenty-second District.
Both districts are overwhelmingly Republican, and the candidates of the party will be
elected. The special election in the First

Pianos,

Block,

sepS9

<>ro

will probably elect Hardy,

Samuel Thurton,
3 Free St.

non Ttrn

in the district is very

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.
Also A choieo

nnnnl lmoo

Nine seats in the Lower House of Congress have been vacated since the election in
November, 1860. Evarts W. Farr of New
Hampshire, died Nov. 30; Ossian E. Ray
has since been elected in his place. M. D.
O’Connor, of Charleston, S. C., died in Mav
last; Samuel Dilable was chosen to succeed
Mr.
him at a special election held June 9.
Conger, of the Seventh Michigan District,
was elected to the Senate, and John T- Bn*
chosen a member of the Lower House in his
place. Mr. Frye, of Maine, was similarly
promoted to the Senate, and Nelson Dingley
elected to represent the Second Maine District in the House. There are four vacancies in the New York delegation. The death
ot Fernando Wood necessitates a special
election in the Ninth District, The Republicans have nominated ex-Collector Tom
Murphy, and Tammany and Irving Halls
have put up John Hardy. The Democrats

|

all parte of the

oolO

Advertising Agents,

MISS H. E.
will

on

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

T. Burr,
Alex. II. Rice,
Elisha Atkiup,
Oliver Ames,

is

sensitive feet.

jneI3

_

Colonel Arndt
of the

Steuben

that

by
>

telegraphic

present in person.

von

family
four*

Steuben,

the headthis
})f

now visiting
Iaao Ixoya will

spoiled by the magnificent treatment they
‘•The Republican party has frequently
furnished evidence,’’ the Washington Star
says, “that it is the most compact and best

disciplined political organization
in the country.”

ever

known

$1,000,000

national bank shares.
Seven hundred millions of dollars were
issued in Confederate bonds, and the New
Orleans Democrat says they are worth near1

rta

mnnti

vinnr no

flwtv

WP1*A

tflW!ir(l

tllft

end of the Confederacy.
After

a

five months' struggle the Cincinagreed to go to work at

nati strikers have

1

precisely the prices they were receiving
when they demanded twenty per cent, advance.

____

Tiif export of petroleum from the United
States is nearly fifty million dollars amount
yearly. Probably as much more is consumed
in this country.

“A very bonny and handsome ticket” for
President in 1884, the Iowa State Register
Blaine of
says, is the name of “James G.

Maine.”________

According to the Christian Union Mr.
Ingersoll knows no more about the Christian
religion than a hoy would know of a chesthis fingers with ths burr.
nut from

pricking

“It will always be conspicuous amoDg
American State papers,” says the Omaha
Republican of Secretary Blaine’s Panama
_

“President Arthur is gaining in the
confidence of the Republican party day by
day,” says the Omaha Bee.
_

it.

--

One fifth of the cotton-spindles of the
United Stales are represented in Edward
Atkinson’s party at Atlanta.
From the day he entered the State Depart-ment, the Nashville, Tennessee, Chronicle
says, Mr. Maine has garnet! nosrs

or

menus.

present at the Yorktown
Centennial, Generals and Colonels enough
to command an army of 7,000,000.
There

Two Timely Topics.
Ben Butler
cusses

were

los republicanos
A man agreeable “a
Garfield Blaine,” the Novedades of New
York calls Judge Folger.

The Glamis Mystery.
Some Strange stories of the Supernatural in Modem Life.

The hereditary death summons of the Ogilvies, the beating of a ghostly drum, was heard
through the corridors of Airlie castle in Forfarshire, just before the death the other day of
the ninth earl of Airlie, 4,000 miles away in
Colorado. No less grave and intelligent a perthan the late Dr. Norman McLeod lends
the weight of his testimony to the occurrence
of this manifestation some 30 years ago just before the death of the earl’s father and predecessor in the title. Scotland, the land of fell and
flood, is full of such superstitions as this of the

son

the Oglives. The apdeath of a Bruce is announced by
the speoter of a woman in white, which apand
pears to the doomed scion of that ancient
The late earl of Elgin,
once royal house.
a man of an e miuently sound and robust char-

drumming bogie of

proaching

acter, undoubtedly believed himself to have
been warned in thts way, and was profoundly
affected by the vision. The same thing is
stated of his brother, General Robert Bruce>
who accompanied the prince of Wales on his
visit to this country in 18G0. Nor are such
to Scotland. The white woman of the Hohenzollerns went shrieking through
the Schioss at Berlin on the eve of the death
of the practical and unbelieving Fred erick the
Great, and for many a generation past the spirit of the Stanleys has been seen an d heard
“weeping and bemoaning herself before the
death of any nerson of distinction be longing
to the family.” A like apparition haunts the
castle of one of the O’Neills of Ireland in the
shape of a fair, pale woman clad in the aacient
Irish dress, and with ruddy, golden, disheveled
hair, the injured ghost of a daughter of the
had married her
people of whom the chief whoher
in his ciistle
ridded liim3elf by drowning
The Benedictine nun of the Middletons;
moat.
a
on
at
midnight
which
owls
the twin
perched
battlement of Wardour castle foretelling the
death of an Arundell of Wardour; the whitebreasted bird which flutters about the death
beds of the Oxenhaus of Devonshire; the mystic sturgeon which forces itself up the current
of the Trent to call one of the Cliftons of Clifton into the unknown world, and the visionary
trunk of au unreal oak which floats at dawn in
the lake of Brereton hall when a Brereton is
about to die—these are all familiar to the lovers of the “night side of nature.” That such
superstitions can grow on other soil than that
of ancient institutions and the hereditary pride
of race we all know. The tale of the double
reflection seen by Abraham Lincoln in his
mirror, and of the ghostly warning which he
took from that phenomenon, is familiar. But
one of the strangest and most inexplicable stories of the supernatural in modern life is that
Glamis castle,
of the mystery of Glamis.
which stands like Airlia castle, in Forfairshire
the
same time,
at
the
stateliest, and,
is one of
one of the wierdest and most imposing homes
of the Scottish nobility. It is of such vast extent that when the first pretender “James
III.” went there in 1715 to join the earl of
Strathmore, who marched thence to die under
the standard of the Stuarts at Sheriffmuir,
for the brince
eighty bedrooms were prepared
and his retinue. The castle has been so modernized in parts as to make it a superb resifeudal
dence, but it retains most of its early
features and is full of strange passage ways,
hidden chambers, stairs that lead no one
knows whither, aud antique tapestries alive
with grim fantastic shapes. For 500 years it
has been the home of the old Scottish race of
the Lyons, created barons of Glamis in 1445,
earls of Kinghorne in 1606, and earls of StrathWhat the mystery of Glamis is
more in,1677.
no one knows or ever has knowu save the master of Glamis for the time being and his eldest
son and heir, to whom he is bound to eommug
nicate it when that son and heir attains hi
majority. The present earl of Strathmore and
Kinghorne is now in his 57th year. Five years
ago, in 1876, his son and heir, Lord Glamis,
came of age.
Being then a lieutenant in the
Life Guards, he promised several of his companions at a dinner of the Guards club, just
before he went down to keep his birthday at
Glamis castle, that on his return he would
mystery.’ He
tell all about the famous
his
went, and when he returned the first of
claimed
the fulfillhim
and
friends who met
was
so
received
this
promise
of
hasty
ment
that the matter was never mooted again.

omens confined

_

It is estimated that the sun’s light is equal
to four hundred billion billion gas jets. But
this is not a particle of value to our people
To borrow the idea of some other fellow, the
sun doesn’t shine at night when we most need
the light, and in the daytime it is light enough
without it.—Norristown Herald.

Frees

the

His Mind-And

Star

Resignation

and

Route

Route—His Opinion
and

of

DfeCanal

MacVeagh’s

Blaine’s

Panama

Letter.
__

On Tuesday last General Benjamin F. Buta guest at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, in
New York, where he was visited by a reporter
of the New York Herald, who interviewed
him on two public questions—one national,

ler was

the other International.
His first question
concerned the Star route cases, and was thus
answered by the general:
The condition of affairs in regard to the
Star route prosecutions presents a question
which for the first time has found itself in our
history.in this precise form. Mr. MacVeagh
was made Attorney General Tor the avowed
as I remember it, of pursuing the
and bringing
them to
tar route people
that were not bo in tho inception
If
jnstice.
of his candidature for the place it certainly
was the earliest pronunciamento of his busiThis prosecution was to be the feature
ness.
of the Department of .Tustico uuder the late
Not only that, but the Attorney
President.
General made sundry outgivings as to the
vigor with which the prosecution would be
pressed by his office, the enormity of the
crimes of the accused, and seemed to pnl
himself in the position to be ready at the end
of his term to claim the nomination for the
presidency on the strength of his performances
in that direction, as did Mr. Bristow upon the
strength of his in regard to whiskey thieves.
Mr. MacVeagh's clients are the people of the
United States; his case one of great alleged
public wrong, against the peopte and their

gurpose,

goveranientVana

ms retainer

rufc

w.gwwm,

raw

Now the
President.
question comes whether, while his case is actually before the court, the counsel of the people
should be allowed to throw up his brief and
have a
quit his clients’ cause. Upon that I can
no
very debided opinion that a lawyer
more throw up his brief and his clients’ case
there
before the court, having been brought
by him, than can an officer of the army reoffice in the gift of the

sign

New York Staie
Personal property
pays twelve per cent, of the total tax, State
and local, and of this fraction one-third,
out of $332,000,000, is made up of
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tees.

have received here.

let them go on.
Such are the views, on two questions of
great public interest, held by General Butler. They are words of note if not of acceptance, and will certainly secure wide
hearing and attentive consideration. It will
probably be found that those who agree
with him are many.
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in this State has the

The Kentucky Legislature will probably
have to deal with the woman suffrage question next winter. The law of that State
now permits white widows who have chil
dren the privilege to vote for school trus-

tions he began until relieved by order of the
President. His withdrawal from the Department and the conduct of the Star Route
cases, is, General Butler opines, a violation
of moral and legal duty. In regard to the
last the opinion of Mr. MacVeagh’s critic,
who is a lawyer of the first rank, is entitled
to high consideration.
General Butler is quite as decided in his
views of the canal question. Ho eavs he
should go farther than Secretary Blaine has
gone. He is opposed by every dictate of
judgment, and every sentiment of patriotism to the Panama scheme. He does not
hold that the construction of the canal, is
an infringement of the Monroe doctrine, but
that the projected water-route is not for the
necessity, convenience or interest of the
United States; on the contrary it will be injurious to us in time of peace and a serious
danger in time of war. While he does not
believe in forcibly opposing the building of

force, he does think that full notice
should be given to the constructors that
when it becomes, in the judgment of our
Government, for the interest of this country
to take possession of it, we shall do so wholly irrespective pf any rights of private property which may be claimed for the money
put into it. If, with this understanding,
capitalists choose to prosecute the scheme,
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To encourage British woolen manufacturers the Princess of Wales and her daughters have been for several years wearing
home-made woolen dresses during the greatThe movement is haver part of the year.
ing quite a boom, supported by ladies In the
very highest circles.
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DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md.
We give above a correct likeness of this well
known and successful physican and surgeon, who
has made a life long study of Nervous Diseases a:<d
the Diseases of the Skin, and he now stands in the
highest rank, as authority on those special and disstressing diseases. In the course of his practice he
discovered what now are renowned in medical practice, viz: a combination of Celery and Chamomile
in the shape of Pills. They are used by the profeB
sion at large and constantly recommended by them
It is not a patent medicine. It is the result of his
own experience in practice.
They are a sure cure
for the following special diseases, and are worthy of
a trial by all intelligent suiferers.
They are pre-
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125,000 Republican votKentucky who can be relied upon, and
that not less than 25,000 Democrats voted
with their party in Kentucky for the last
time in 1S80, simply because they believe
that party never can achieve a national victory.
there are now over
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General Ben Butler was caught iu the act
of visiting New York the other day by a reporter of the Herald newspaper of that city
and put to the torture of an interview. The
General sustained the examination with
better temper than usual, conversing with
freedom and apparent frankness upon two
topics of public interest, the resignation of
Attorney-General MacVeagh and the letter
of Secretary Blaine upon the proposed Panama canal.
He was as always vivacious, interesting, and truculent. The resignation
of MacVeagh he stigmatized as desertion on
the battle-field, and insisted that ilie first
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The annexation of Northern Idaho to
Washington is again agitated, and with it
the question of the admission of the new
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New York and Ohio combined.
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or
DESEET ON

THE

BATTLEFIELD

in the face of the enemy, and all agreo that
the latter is woithy of death, and is so punished by every civilized nation. True, for
unfaithfulness or any other reason,at his pleasure, the client may discharge his lawyer, as
the commanding general may relieve an officer
on the field while a battle is progressing, as
was done by Sheridan in the case of Warren,
which, it is now claimed, was improvidently
done, upon which I have neither knowledge
wra.
nnininn lint the right tO llitVC SO llODO IS
unquestioned. Now, as 1 understand it, the
President of
representative of tho client, the the
Attorney
the United States, insists that
to
the end, at
his
cases
shall
General
prosecute
least those which are before the courts, and it
is supposed that they can be finished in December; but, from some kno.v lodge of the lawsuits, I do not think that they will be ended as
soon as that.
Why should the lawyer of the
Government stand in any different position as
from the lay wer of any otheo
client
regards his
client, having received his fees, in this case a
in the
very high one, with a possible hope
lawyer’s mind undoubtedly of the very large
contingent fee which I have indicated? I
think the President does right to enforce the
rule and hold Mr. MacVeagh to his retainer.
In an ordinary case the court would enforce it
and
against the lawyer, one of its officers,
would not allow counsel who has received a
fee for trying a case, for his own purposes, at
his own will, to desert his client’s cause at the
and if
pinch when it was before the court,
counsel refused to go on would very likely call
name
his
him to the bar to show cause why
should not be stricken from the rolls. I see it
stated that the Attorney General expects to
in the
withdraw and receive another retainer
cases as
shape of money for prosecuting these
to be
this
believe
I
cannot
employed counsel.
be so derelict of
true, because no man could
In an ordinary
as to do such a thing.

duty
case

between client and counsel

to take
it would not be permitted for counsel
to
advantage of his client’s being in court
call
upon
withdraw, so that the counsel might
he
what
than
fees
and
larger
his client for new
be paid him
had engaged to try the case for, to
a
lawyer, I
before he would go on. And, as
settled
by the Preshope that this point will he
to stand
ident requiring the attorney-general
by his cases.
Reporter—General, what L the real reason
for the resignation of Mr. MacVeagh.
General Butler—That I cannot tell. He unexdoubtedly will inform the public either by
or by Lis subsequent acts up-

pregg^aclar^tioii

you seen Secretary
^^Reporter—Have
Panama canal.

letter

on

Blaine’s

the

General Butler—I have.

seen tho comments of
the London press upon it?
General Butler—I have read them carefully.
haa shown
I am clad that the Secretary of State
of foreign
that wfl have now at least a minister
instead
interests
American
affairs who looks to
furthof Britifc'h interests. Indeed I should go
but perhaps his
er than Mr. Blaine has gone;
I
should
all
say. I
diplomatic language means of
dictate
judgment and
am opposed by every
to the Panama
every sentiment of patriotism
I do
ranal scheme, either in peace or in war.
that the buildnot pnt it upon tiie Killy ground
docMonroe
tho
of
ing of it is an infringement
the view of
trine, which seems to have been
the Monroe
the Hayes administration, because
to do with
,-foctrine as enunciated has nothing
Monroe
doctrine,however,
the
of
The spirit
it
American inwhich, if I understand it, is that
about anything that
terns must be consulted
American
affects the American nation, upon
and the North Pole, I
soil between Cape Horn
look at this canal profully concur in. Let US
ject in its several aspects.

lJeporter—Have you

a

first, in peace, as

op

pat-T^ay

com-

merce,

has seized upon the whole commerce
the eastern shore of the American continent. We still control some commerce on the
Open that canal and she
western shores.
seizes upon that. If anybody i adnlges the not
too wise idea that when the British vessels carrying British goods get through the canal they
will take their freight up to Sau Francisco to
be distributed up and down from [thence, such
British
person simply indulges in a dream.
ships will distribute freight thsmselves in their
exclusion
of
the
American
the
own way to
merchant. England can lay down goods at
the end of the Panama oanal from Liverpool
The disas cheaply as she can in New York.
tance is a little longer, but the passage is not
she and
Now
or
as
[rough.
dangerous
nearly
the Horn to
we must sail 15,000 miles aronpd
do it unless she employs an American railroad
at Panama. When she lays down goods in
New York there is no other way to get them
in the Western market save to employ railroads which have been built by the govern-

England

on

+

_a_a__

nvnnncn

been remunerated.

westward-bound
we

vsrlit/tH VtOVA Tint. Vdf

I have thus spoken of the

commerco.

look at the commerce of

Suppose,

Asia.

now,

Our rail-

road—and we have two almost finished to San
Francisco—makes San Francisco the entreport
Teas, for exof all commerce from the East.
ample, with a remunerative freight over atoura
railroads, can be put down in England
or
cheaper rate via San Francisco, New York
Baltimore, than around the Cape of Good
Suez
the
canal,
or
Horn
through
Hope, Cape
with the advantage of not so leng water transcirportation, which is understood, under all
cumstances, more or less to injure teas, so that
we do not

have as good tea in America

as

in Rus-

sia, where it has been brought from the East
aoross the country. Then the question of time
is a great element in the cost of the article
from loss of interest and changes of values.
Now San Francisco receives the

BENEFIT or THE TRAVEL

east and west of the officers of the British
avenues of
army even. In short, we hold now
commerce which are open to no other nation
the question is
on earth but ourselves, and
whether we shall submit to have that last
taken
possession
opening for its revivification
of by our rivals. I saw that the Board of
Trade of San Francisco some time since passed
some resolutions in favor of Count Losseps’
canal as being the means of getting goods
accheaper from Europe. I saw no argument
its advancompanying the resolutions Ishowing
unable
to
see
am
tages to San Francisco, and
these advantages.
In case of war the disadvantage of such a
canal is still more obvious. Bv our folly in
taking a few millions for the Alabama claims,
the major part of which we have so far refused
to distribute to those who suffered the losses,
we agreed to a rule making coal contraband of
war, i. e.,that if any neutral nation furnish
any ship of war with coal more than sufficient
to get home then, that neutral nation shall be
the
responsible to the other belligerent for all the
damage done by that ship of war during the
cruise which she is enabled to make by
coal so furnished. That was the doctrine upon
which the Geneva tribunal held theBi.iah
Government responsible for the ravages of the
Stonewall after she left Melbourne. Therefore we have declared the rule that no neutral
nation shall furnish any of our war vessels in
time of war with a single pound of coal except
We have not a coaling slato send her home.
tion of our own for our own ships except held
neutral
nations, and but one or
by lease from
two of those; so that our war vessels in time of
war will be simply merchants buying coal of a
neutral nation which is to be held responsible
for all the damage they may inflict upon the
enemy by means of the coal so furnished. Iu
case of war how much coal could our navy buy
on such terms?
England for nearly one hundred years has been acquiring and fortifying
military posts, now coaling stations, all oyer
the world, but she has not one nearer San
In
Francisco than the Sandwich Islands.
spite of all
THE

"GUSH”

AT YORKTOWN.

and lately over the assassination of our President, wherein all the governments of Europe
vied |with each other to show by their sympathy how much they wereoposed to assassination of a ruler, so that some uncharitable people might think they desired to teach their subjects that America, too, had come into the
family of kingly nations, having suffered by

*
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assassination, and would no longer afford a
place ol refuge for those accused of political
crimes. I think there may be complications
with England, so long as she continues to hold
colonies on American soil, which may bring on

in the not very distant future. At any
would he the p-»rt of wisdom to see
where we would stand in Buch an event. As
matters stand now England could not blockade
San Francisco, because no blockade would be
sufficient which was not made by 6team war
vessels, and she has no war vessels which can
carry more that enough coal to make the run
from the Sandwich Islands |to San Francisco
and return. But, open the Panama canal, and
yon might as well anchor Gibraltar off the Golden Gate; because then she could put her heavy iron-clads around our Pacific port and maintain them there, certainly until we could
build a navy which would cope with them. The
whole western coast of our continent would be
we had a
open to the ravages of her navy until
hers. But
navy on that coast that could meet
it Is said that the powers propose a guarantee
of neutrality in the canal. History teaches
what that means. The powers guaranteed the
neutrality of Denmark, but that guarantee did
not count for inucb when the fleet of Nelson
Whatever the paper
was at
Copenhagen.
guaranties might be,the strongest naval nation
in case of war would take possession of the
Panama canal. It would be a refreshing sight
in case of
a war

rate it

in him at all, had his foot on an electric wire
which communicated with the regiment and
with every man in the regiment, and that each
the
man was a mere automaton, not moved by
foot
word dt command, but by their colonel’s
And
wire in the ground.
on the concealed
absolute
what I admired must of all was the
that was preserved in tne
of
accuracy
rigidity
minutest detail.
The tendency of a Republican country liKe
bear
this ie io despise accuracy which does not
fruit r«ht away. But the accuracy m military
is
reallly
affairs whieh appears good to outsiders
evidence of
the means to an end. It is the
of
may
time
in
danger
^hich
that discipline
reliance than
be found to have no other stable
drill
and
by that consuetude which rigorous
carries
practice, the intuition of dssciplme,
nature to
with it. Discipline becomes second
nature. The weak point
a soldier, almost first
that
is
forces
they
cf all volunteer improvised
have not that amount of discipline which beold
comes engrafted into the very nature of the
soldier. But those men seamed yesterday to
aid
what
that
they
have been that way so long
it was
was not the result of thoughtfuness,
not the result of a first rehearsal, or a second
a thing by
of
rehearsal, but the performance
as
rote. And they had come to that perfection
this
naturally as the taking of a cocktail. All for
eeoms to come out of an infinite capacity
taking pains in these Connecticut people.
...
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IVMC'ATIONS

tab

fob

to

Bee an

American vessel of

war

and

En-

an

glish vessel of war being drawn side by side
through the Panama canal without firing a
shot, because there was a paper guarantee
Now, what
somewhere that they should not.

is this remedy? I am not one of those who believe with the administration of the late President that wo are to threaten to fight all the
world now if anybody attempts to build a canal at Panama, because I do not believe that
the American navy at the present time could
successfully contend in battle on tho Spanish
Main with the North American British squadron, to say nothing of the rest of her navy, of
which that is a very inconsiderable part. But
I assume that there is nobody who doubts that
when tho United States feels it for its interests
to take possession of the Panama canal or of
any one of the Central A merican States, and
we
goes steadily and quietly about it, that
Wave not the power to Co that against all the
world. It would take time, meu and money
aud we have plenty of each. Therefore I hope
..
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will
unanimity,
Congress
be no party question, will simply give notice
to everybody that in its judgment, it is neither
for the necessity, convenience or interest of the
United Slates to have a canal at Panama, and
that whoever builds it a>'ter such notice must
dose with the full and distinct understanding
that when it becomes in our judgmeut for the
iut rests of tho United States to take possession ef such, we shall do so wholly irrespective
of any rights of private property which may
be claimed for the money put into it. After
hav ug served them with this notice ff anybody builds the canal upon these conditions so
be it. It may he a convenient thing to have
there when we uoutrol it, but in my judgment, capital will never be found to build it
when it is understood by capital that it is to be
with
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it

meat

in

as
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WAR BETWEEN ENGLAND AND AMERICA
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and power of the United States.

QUEER CUSTOMERS.
The Fork of Death, the Great Soup-Eater*
and the Host Whose Six Gueste Were
Always Late.

In M. Eugene Chavett’s witty and carious
little volume, published in 1867, “Restaura-

Reslaures,” some entertaining portraits are given of eccentric guests, celebrated
at Parisian cafe’s.
One of the most famous of
these was Gourier, commonly called “The
Fork of Death,” a habitud of the restaurant
teurs et

Bouvalet, who invited a victim to dine With
him by the year and slew him with high feeding. The first died of apoplexy after a six
months’ combat; the second held his own for
years,aud then succumbed to “a liver complaint’’—an indigestion brought on by over-indulgence in the liver of the Strasbourg goose,
“three days after,” as Gourier sadly said when
gazing on a funeral train from the window of
the restaurant, “I had treated him to a new
hat for his birthday.” A third champion then
descended into the arena, a long, lean man
named Ameline, who said as his invariable
grace when sitting down to table with his host.
‘You old rascal, I’m going to bury youl’’ when
the host gently replied by way of “amen,”
two

“Nonsense. The other two said the same
thing.” The crafty Ameline, however, took
occasion to pick a quarrel monthly with hi®
amphitryon, and retiring sulkily to his tent
dieted himself ou tea, toast, and senaa, returning to the encounter mollified and refreshed
after an absence of two or three days, daring
which Gourier lost still more ground by eating
rapidly and injuring his digestion by solitary
and gloomy reflections. One day, after this

Wa* Dhp’TjOffiob Ghibf Signal
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
Nov.

)/
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For New England.
Light rain or snow, followed by clearing and
colder weather, southwest to northwest winds,
and rising barometer.
Cautionary signals from Hatteras to East-

port.

[special bulletin.]

Heavy rains have prevailed in the Middle,

South Atlantio and New England States and
Valley and
light rains in the Gulf States, Ohio named
disLake region, followed in the last
tricts Dy decidedly colder westerly winds and
from
fallen
fair weather. The temperature has
10 to 20 degrees in districts east of the Mississippi except on tha New England coast, where
it has risen slightly* Winds have shifted to
southerly and southwesterly west of the Mississippi, with slowly rising temperature.
The indications ar© that odder and fair
towas trier will prevai in the Middle States
day, and fair and colder weather for New England Friday night and Saturday.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Another Burglar Caught) In Biddeford.
Biddeford, Not. 3.—Last night about 7
o'clock Charles Dudley of the firm of Dudley
Brothers, grocers, having occasion to go to the
found on entering that it had been
broken into and looking about found Frank
La Point of this city concealed under the
counter.
Calling assistance the fellow was
seized and taken to the police station to answer to breaking and entering. These fellows
store

who for

a

time have

rapidly coming

to

escaped

detection are

grief.

Musical Convention in Waterville.
Watervh4.b, Nov. 3.—A musical convention was organized here yesterday to conIt had a grand concert totinue four days.
night. A large number of the musical fraternity from all over the State are in attendance.

Straight Greenback State Committee.
Lewiston, Nov. 3.—The Greenback State
committee chosen by the Lewiston convention
in September organized at Auburn to-day with
John White of Levant as chairman; R. M.
Springer of Portland as secretary. Eleven
counties were represented. H. S. Hobbs was

appointed member for Knox
signed. An address will be

vice Dunton reissued for contributions to purchase -Solon Chase a press and
type for a new paper. Wendell Phillips has
sent him a check fd» $25.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Missionary Association.
Worcester, Nov. 3.—At the American
Missionary Association meeting this morning
the proposed amendment to the constitution
wag referred to a committee to report next
year. Tbe session was spent in discussion of
Chinese and Afrieafl work.
session a paper on
At
the afternoon
women's work for women was read by Miss
The committee of
L. B. Emery of Maine.
finance made a formal call for $300,000 for the
coming year.
American

_

NEW YORK.

yffs't ;AI»py?uTfiJSKR
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Nbw Ygkk, Not. 3.—The police found this
morning a brown overcoat, black dress coat and
Derby hat lying on the dock at west 20tb
street.
Apparently the owner had drowned
himself. Papers found in the pocket of the

coat lead to the supposition that the owner was
James P. Lewis of No. 20 Franklin street,
New Haven, Conn., or Bristol, R. I.

WASHINGTON.

apoplexy.

There was a good deal of monotony and variety about the bi-monthly repast of the eccentric who used to dine at the Maison Ph'llippe,
going concientiously through the 35 or 40 soups
on the bill of fare and topping oil with a cream
meringue. Another much pointed out diner
frequented the restaurant Vefour, distinguishing himself by his devotion of sweets—a plump
and rosy little old gentleman, who had carried
the Princess Lambaile’s head round Paris in
his salad days. Handal, who ordered the dinner for four and, arriving alone, hade it be
brought in “prestissimo—I am de gompany,”
the man of an unbounded
was outdone by
stomach who used to visit Vachette’s every
fortnight and call for the proprietor, Brebaut.
and give the following order: “My dear Brebant, I shall have six friends to dinner to-morAll experinced
row (mentioning their names)
diners, you see! Get us up a nice little dinner—
70 francs a head, without wine. Have it served
at 6 o’clock po9toffice time. I have told them
to be punctual.” At 5 45 the host arrives, inspects the table, writes out the names of the diners and places their cards at their plates, arranges the relishes according to the taste of
each, takes out his watch. “Ah, 6 o’clook, and
here.” Brebant—"Perhaps you are
do one
fast?” “No, I always keep postoffice time, and
I told them 6 to the minute. I’ll give them a
lesson. Have diuner served?” Brebant—“But
they may have been unaccountably delayed
“Well,I’ll givetbeinfive minutes’ grace.’’After
watching for them in vain—“Put on the dinner; they can overtake me.” Then he fell to
and devoured the diuner for seven, indulging
in a monologue for the benefit of the waiter
“Why on earth did all those scoundrels iail to
keep their appointments? Ah, by jove, A ah
ways dines to-day with his wife’s mother—I
But B9 I suppose he
never thought of that.
has had an attack of his old enemy, the gout,
And C—oh, the rascal has met a pretty woman
will never
ou the way, I could bet on it; he
learn wisdom if he lives to be as old as Methnselah. (Having found excuses for all.) But,
hang it, a gentleman could send three line9 to
say he couldn't come.” Coffee being served, he
sends for Brebaut and says, with a triumphant
smile: “You see, if I had taken your advice
I'd be waiting for them still. I’ll invite them
attain two weeks from now, and see if they will
And two weeks later,
be more punctual.
the same comedy having been performed with
due solemnity, the diner reiterates his determiatioD with indignant vehemence: “D—n them,
I’ll ask them again! J want to see bow far
they will carry their brutal lack of politeness.”

Archibald Forbes

on

American

Soldiery.
Courier]
[Interview
Speaking of these Connecticut troops, said
be, 1 could not but be struck with that miraculous gift of talk which is the attribute of the
American citizen. We Englishmen have a
habit of looking down upon a talking man and
agree with Carlyle when he says the able man
in Charleston News and

bound to say tiiat
the first night I was here, when I beard those
Connecticut men get upon their hind legs and
is the silent

man.

And I

am

freely, with a good deal of buncombe
thrown in, I said to myself: Much that I am
t dd that I will see to-morrow-will be promised
without fulfilment. Batitcrme about quite
the other way. And I am free to say that it
orate

seems to

me

that if there are a great many
that Connecticut regiment
here on parade, in a nation, it

regiments like

which I saw
don’t want any standing army at ail, as they
would constitute a far cheaper and more effective force than any standing army would be. I
have seen all the armies in the world, I believe, from the Afghaa scalawags to the Rus-

Imperial Guards, and I have never seen
greater precision and solidity than those men
manifested on that dress parade. To me it
was a revelation, and rather a disagreeable
revelation, simply from this point of view,

sian

which you can easily understand, that I bepainfully aware that here was another
factor in the world capable of beating us A
man never likes to finq out that the number of
men stronger than himself is on the increase.
We Englishmen have been indulging in the
the continental
satisfaction that however
countries might grow with their millions of reserves against our
hundred or two hundred
thousand trained troops, we were yet capable
of swaggering over the United States, in the
matter of drill aud discipline and punctilious
performance of evolutions. But what I saw
yesterday proved to me that such was not the
These men marched and wheeled quite
case.
equal io our Grenadier Guard, and I don’t
think I have ever seen anything to equal the
in the manual in that dress parade.
t seemed to me that the commanding officer,
who weut to the front and moved as a piece of
mechanism and not like a creature with bowels
came

frecision

THE STAR ROUTES.
Argument of Counsel on the Criminal Information Procedure.
Washington, Nov. 3.—Argument on the
motion to set aside the criminal information
in the star
(taking the place of an indictment)
route cases was begun this morning before
Cox in the Supreme Court of the Dis-

The President Gone to New York.

■Washington, Nov. 3.—President Arthur
left this city fer New York this morning accompanied by Secretary Hunt. The latter will
be at sent ten days or more on a tour of inspection of Northern navy yards.
Army Officers Dismissed.
President Arthur has confirmed the court
martial sentences of dismissal of army officers
Capt. Thomas J. Spencer and Second Lient.
H. A. Johnson.
In the case of First Lient. A. B. Tavlor, of
the 9th cavalry, who was sentenced by court
martial to be dismissed. President Arthur has
approved the sentence, but in view of the recommendation of the court, concurred in by the
department commander and Gen. Sherman,
that clemency be exercised, has mitigated it to
suspension from rank for one year with forfeiture of one half pay and confinement to the
limits of the post where his company may be
serving for the same period.
Repqrt of Treasurer Gilflllan.
In the annual report of United States Treasurer Gilfillan the receipcs of the government
show an increase over those for 1880 from every
source of §67,255,681.59, which added to the
net redaction of 86,930,070.19 in expenditures,
makes au increase in the surplus revenue of
The excess of receipts over
§34,186,751.78.
payments was §100,089,404.98, of which §90,872,261 03 was expended in the redemption of
The balance in the Treasury
the public debt.
increased 348,667,003.93 during the fiscal year.
The amount expended on account of interest
and premium om public debt shows a redaction
of §14,982,905.57. Balance standing to credit
of disbursing officers and agents, June 30, was
§24,930,307.88. During the year fifty-four national banks were organized and twenty went
into voluntary liquidation, leaving 2136 doing
easiness

me increase oi

gom

auu silver com

and bullion within the last year is $39,150,000
gold and $16,250,000 in silver. The increase in
gold has been greater and silver less in the last
year than in any year since the coinage of
The'total destandard silver dollars began.
mand lor coin in redemption of United States
notes has aggregated since redemption but
$12,029,086, and no notes whatever have been
presented for redemptien since February, 1881.
The excess of assets over the demand liabilities of the government other than United
States notes is shown by a tabulated statement
Total amount of standto be $J4G,4£3,491.77.
ard silver dollars coined to September 30, 1881,
of
which
is $98,322,706,
$32,373,426 are in circulation. There was a large increase during
the fiscal year in the amount of silver certificates in circulation. The Treasurer says that
the rule subjecting mutilated United States
currency to a discount is no just and should be
The ('Treasurer is more firmly of
modified.
the conviction that the power now possessed
of throwing up their circubanks
national
by
lation at will is wrong in principle, unn cessary and dangerous. The Treasurer urges that
ihe salaries of employes in his office be increased.
tfhe United States and Peru.
In regard to the published report that the
United States government had directed Gen.
Hnrlbnrt to continue to recognize the {government of President Oalderon as the legitimate
government of Peru, Secretary Blaine to-day

said:

There is nothing in the affairs of Pern abont
which the department cares to speak.
Admiral Rodgers to be Retired.
It is understood that Capt. Ramsey succeeds
Rear Admiral Rodgers as Superintendent of
the Naval Academy.
Rodgers goes on the
retired list.
268,830 Pensioners.
The annual report of the pension bureau
showB that on the 30th of June there were

268,830 pensioners.
The Newark Bank Robbery.
Newark, Nov. 3. —Nothing new of importin
Frederick
ance
the bank failure today.
Frelinghuysen qualified as receiver today, his
father the ex-senator being his bondsman for
thirty thousand dollars. An injunction was
served on President Halsey today from the
Corn Exchange Bank of New York, restraining him from collecting securities forwarded
to the bank for collection.
The Mechanics’ National bank of this city
has notes amounting to $441,491.65 belonging
to the Mechanics’ National bank of Newark
on which the New York bank has a claim for

nearly 300,000.
The directors of the broken Newark bank
have attached $100,00 in the hands of T. W.
Dicby, a shoe manufacturer, said to have been
loaned him by the Nugents.
Arrival of the New British Minister.
Philadelphia, Nov. 3—Steamship Indiana
with Lionel Sackville Wes., the new British
minister to this country has arrived in the D> 1
aware Revenue Cutter Hamilton with invited
gnestswent down to meet the steamer and welcome the new minister.

Nihilists Threaten to Prevent the
Czar’s Confirmation.
NO

MONEY IN

CONFEDERATE

THE

BANK OF ENGLAND.

Judge

trict, holding criminal term.
The Government was represented by the District Attorney, Mr. Corkhill, and by Messrs,
Brewster of Philadelphia, Bliss of New York,
und Cook of Washington, and the defence by
Messrs. Totten, Wilson, Shellabarger, Robert
G. Ingersoll, Sypher, ex-Representative from
Louisiana, and M. Jefferson Chandler of St.
Louis.
The argument was opened hy Mr. Jeremiah
M. Wilson. He recited the steps already taken in the case, and said there could be no authority found in any statute kfor filing a criminal information. He challenged counsel on
the other side to point to any such statute. If
it could be filed at all it could only be filed because of its being authorized by the common
law that had come down from English ancestors. The proposition to ignore the Grand
Jury in a case so important as this must have
been a great surprise to the court, as it certainly was, and continued to be to the entire profession outside the oirole of learned attorneys
on the part of the Government. It had always
been regarded as an extraordinary remedy in
the court
England, and so extraordinary that monument
always (except in the case .of that
of wrong and oppression, the Court of Star
Chamber) regarded|and|treated itjwith disfavor.
While it had been a recognized instrumentality it had been known as the representative of
arbitrary, irresponsible power, a weapon of offence in the hands of a monarch against the
people when the will of the monarch was
notheverything and the rights of the people
ing. It had been odious in the land of its orinational
life
in
this
of
gin For eighty years
country there had not been a single instance of
an attempt to resort to that proceeding in the
prosecution of a great crime. There had never
been in this country a prosecution by information, except in the case of minor offences, such
as violation of the revenue laws, where that
mode of proceeding has been expressly authorized by statute. He cited the case of Taplor
against Thompson, 5 Peters, as showing that
Maryland (from which the District of Columbia inherited Its oommon law) the right to
proceed by information, if it every existed in
In Maryland, nad been lost'by long disuse. The
Grand Jury was the only racognized authority for the prosecution of parties for crime,
but if this proceeding should prevail Grand
Juries might as well be dispensed with in future; but if the prosecution relied on the common law then they must be bound by its rules.
If they would live by the sword they might
perish by the sword. At common law the Attorney General, representing the Crown, might
file an information in the court of King’s
Bench at his own discretion and on his own re-

sponsibility.
Wilson continued his argument at great
length ana criticizea ana naicaiea me various

in the information denying that the
prBsecution had shown any offense whioh had
been defined as such by the statute. The last
reason presented in support of the motion to
quash was constitutional. Under the constitution no person could be held to answer for any
capital or other infamous crime except upon
jury.
presentment or indictment of the grandwas
inHe argued that the crime here charged
famous and therefore could not be prosecuted
He
quoted a number of
by information.
authorities in support of his proposition
the
Government
of
counsel, adMr. Bliss,
dressed the Court after Mr. Wilson finished.
It appeared, he said, that the tjofouce had
other objections to the information, and that
there were other propositions to be made
against it. He thought it but fair that before
the prosecution should be called upon to answer all the propositions of the defence should
be stated.
Mr. Cook also contended that Mr. Ingersoll
should present the case of Brown, his client,
before the prosecution should be obliged to go
counts

on.

Mr. Ingersoll—I suppose that after we shall
have heard lrom oze of the learned gentlemen
on the other side it may be in order for me to
say a few words in regard to Mr. Brown, but I
am free now to contract that if either of you
gentlemen successfully answer the argument
that has been made I will say nothing about
Brown. (Laughter.)
Mr. Blis« said he wished to be perfectly fair
about the matter. It might happen that some
of the points he was to answer would be presented by Mr. Ingersoll, which will necessitate
his (Bliss) again addressing the Court. He
thought, therefore, it would be best for Mr. Ingersoll to precede him.
Mr. Iugeisoll—I may say for the enlightenment of Mr. Bliss that I shall insist that the
facts set forth in this information in regard to
Mr. Brown, even if all are admitted to be
true, do not constitute any offence. Secondly,
I Shall insist that the facto set forth in each
and eveiy count are contradictory, absurd and
impossible. (Laughter.) It is impossible that
any such acts should be done in such way.
That is my general statement, that there is
nothing in this information charging Mr.
Brown with any indictable offence. W bother
an
information needs facts is another
imI shall insist that it is
question.
that

ever

cuu-

possible
spired with Brady to influence Brady or
that Brady ever conspired with Brown to get
Mr.

Brown

(Laughter.) I shall
..—.—--*
ir
insist
to give a contract to McDonough and that
thereupon McDonough never conspired with
Brady and Brown to have the contract de-

Brown to influence him.

—;-i.

vu».

4-vear-oid Welch mutton, threw his head back.
His conpanion thinking lie was about to sneeze,
muttered the customary benediction, but Gourier fell forward into the currani jelly, dead as
He who had
the mutton he so dearly loved.
taken the fork had periBhed by the fork. He
should have imitated the prudent diner of the
cafe Riche, \ ho always had two dozen saucers
piled at his loft when he sat down to table,
and wore one between his collar and the nape
of his neck throughout the repast, changing it
as it became warm as a
preventative against

Grain

FOREIGN.
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I shall insist that McDonough never conspired to cheat himself
and that he never went to the extent of
hiring Brown to help him. (Laughter.) I
shall also insist that it is not within the
bounds of probability that any man ever paid
$8,000 or $16,000 to get that other to conspire
with another man as well as himself to defraud
himself. Now I think I have given a general
view of the course I shall pursue so far as
Mr. Brown is concerned.
I shall also insist that the affidavit of Mr
James to the effect that certain contracts are
on file in his office does not tend to show that
Brown went to New York with an illegal object. 1 shall also insist that when Mr. James
states in his affidavit that he has had conversation with certain persons that those persoui
I shall insist
shall be brought into court.
when he speaks of contracts that those contracts shall be brought into court.
I shall insist the same in regard to the affidavit of Wooodward, and finally I shall insist
(and bere Mr. Ingersoll dropped his bantering
tone and spoke seriously, emphasizing his remark with blows of his hand upon the table)
that in this country or any country where
Saxon blood gives evidence of liberty and
manhood a grand jury stands between a citicen and his calumniator, no matter if that calumniator is an officer of the Cabinet or the
President of the United States.
This sentiment was loudly applauded. Mr.
Ingersoll proceeded: I shall also insist before I
get through with the case of Brown that the
grand jury is placed between the citizen and
his reputation to provide for precisely a case
like this. ,1 shall insist that when a high official of the nation states that though he has not
yet convicted my client he has branded him I
shall insist that the grand jury stand between
that official land the citizen and prevent him
from using that brand. I shall insist that this information has been found imrroperly, illegally and contrary to the spirit of American liberty. Now I have given you, it may be, a general view of the course I intend to pursue.
(Laughter, which was increased by the serious
manner in which Mr. Cook inquired of Ingersoll for authorities upon which he relied.)
After some sarcastic remarks between counsel it was finally agreed that Bliss should open
for the government to-morrow morning and
that be should be followed by Ingersoll, but
that if the latter advanced any proposition to
which Bliss might desire to reply he would be
permitted to do so.
The court then at 2.45 adjourned uatil tomorrow at 10 o’clock.
clared null and void.

GUITEAU.
An Effort to Postpone the Trial Still Further
Washington, Not. 3.—On the opening of
the Criminal Couat this morning a motion was
made by Leigh Robinson, counsel in the Guiteau case, for the delivery to the property
clerk of the District of certain papers, &c.,
belonging to the prisoner. He specified letters written by Guiteau at the time or near
the time of the arrest, newspaper scaps, the
letter found in the possession of Byron Andrews, and other communications from the
prisoner. He desired them to be in the bands
of the properly clerk where counsel for the deThe District
fence could have access to them.
Attorney stated that these things were not
property but evidence of crime aud therefere
belonged to him.
The court said he would examine the statutes and make such order as might appear necessary, but it seemed to him that the counsel
for the defence should have access to the papers. At all events he thought the property
clerk had nothing to do with them.
Robinson also applied for still more time to
the difficulties
prepare for the trial and stated
in the way of the defense being ready the 14th
inst. Among other things he stated that it
had only to be known that a person was to become a witness for the prisoner for a clamor to
be raised against him, and generally for the
'person himself in a manner very disgraceful
to him to have a letter published in order to
set himself in the community. The court said
he would consider the suggestion as to postponing the trial still further and would give it
due weight.
Robinson also stated that he had been misrepresented in Washington papers onasthe last
saying
occasion the he was before the court
that he agreed with Scoville on the question of
that
he
stated
He
had
simply
jurisdiction.
was not to be considered as committed on a
question which he had not examined. He did
anything
not consider himself precluded by
said by Scoville at any time on any branch of
the defense from availing himself at the time
of any defense that might seem to him proper
and that it might be in his power to make.
The court said that was perfectly understood
Attorney
by tl>« court, and that the District
so understood it.
for the

prosecution

Massachusetts

Investigating the Ninth
Regiment.
Richmond, Nov. 3.—The Massachusetts
military«commission commenced an investigation this morning in the mayor’s office. A
large number of witnesses testified under oath
There will be no
signing their statements.

the evidence until the commission make a report at home. Some of the
testimony is exceedingly drmaging to the good
name of the regiment.

publication of

Sx. PEXiRSnURQ, Nov. 3.—It is stated that
five political prisoners were tried here last
week. The authorities maintain secrecy concerning the matter.
A cruiser lately returned to Cronstadt is reported to have been searched and several of
the crew arrested.
Alarm in Russia over the Triple Alliance.
The Slavophil section of the press express
great apprthenslon at the prospect of the aliiance of Germany, Austria and Italy, considering that such a coalition will destroy the peace
of Europe.
No Confederate Money in the Bank of

England.
London, Nov. 3.—The Times, in its financial
article this morning, says:—“We are able to

state that the Bank M England does not hold
a penny available for the payment of Confederate bonds. The public should beware of
buying bonds intrinsically worthless on the
faith of such rumors.”
The St. James Gazette demonstrates the
hollowness of the claim of holders of Confederate bonds and the futility of endeavoring to
exercise pressure on Southern States by the
means which have been resorted to with indifferent success in the cases of Turkey and Peru.
The Standard reproduces the report that
counsel has been retained to press the claims
of Confederate bondholders to a sum in the
Bank of England.
English and French Commercial Relatione.
The Times says it is in position to state that
the treaty negotiations with France have not
been broken off, and the English commission
is merely returning for fresh instructions.
The New French Cabinet.
Paris, Nov. 3.—Gambetta holds interviews
daily with political personages with a view of
having a Cabinet ready after the termination
of the debate on Tunis, a week hence.
President of the French Chambers.
Brisson (Republican) Vice President of the
Chamhnr of Deputies, was to-day elected President of the Chamber.
Nihilist Threats.
Berlin, Nov. 3.--The Nihilists have issued
threats that they will prevent the Czar’s core“"wu“
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POBTLAKD, Nov. 3.S
Tlie following quotations of Grain wero received
1 ly telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
.67 Commercial street:
Jhioago.—Wheat-. —-——Com—-——> Oats-—
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Time. Nov.
May.
64% 6.8%
132%
9.36..
63
132%
64% 68%
9 AO..
43%
63% 67%
0.30..129%, 131% 62
43%
1.80.. 129% 130% 61% 63% 68%
43%
67%
2 38..129% 130% 61% 63
43%
1 04-129% 130% 61% 63% 67%
67%
43%
130% 61% 63
( Jail..-129
a
in
at
10.80
43%c:12.33
pm at
December Oats,
,3%o; 1.04 p m43%: call 43%e.
Oaily Demntic Receipts.
fcy water conveyance—1000 bush Ooroweai

T.'ttb*

THE IRISH AGITATION.
A Tenant Shot for Paying Rent.
MANY MORE APPLICATIONS TO THE
LAND COURT.

*>U
95
71

eastern.
riint & Pere Marquette preferred.
R. & Ft. Smith....

G

■

pu
95

70%
%
i aSdpa.16-16
17Va
17%
Branch...
luinmit
I
81%
82%
Denver |&J Rio Grande.
81%
Northern•*Pacific preferred.| 80%
»»
39%
39%
Common..
3
Nor.
[Sales at the J Broker's Board, Boston,

Mining Company.88c
£dgemoggin Mining Oo..b 60....50e
)eer Isle

Dry Cioods Wholesale market.
following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 54 & 56 Middle street:
The

UNBLKACHED COTTONS.
30 in.

ivatcy

o

..

me

a

Vied. 30 in. 0V4@ 7Vi Fine 8-±.16<a20
Fine 9-4.20<&26
Light 36 in. 6 @6
40 in. 7

Pine

Ml®

Fine

9

10-4....27ya@32%

BLEACHED COTTONS.

Best 3Bin..ll<rt@i3
Wed. 36 in.. 8 @11
Jglit36ln.. 6 ffl 7Ya
@14
Pine 42 in.. 10
Pine 6-4....11
@17

@23
Fine 7-4.19
Fine 8-4.21
@2U
Fine 9-4.25
@30
Fine 10-4 ,.27’A@32V4
Ui tun.

LICKlugB,

Medium.. .11
Light. 8

Cambrics. 5@ 6%

Silesias.10@20

Demme.12^'
Ducke-Brown 9

121AlSl6^4

Fancy

v

uiw,

11,

Corset Jeans.... 7 a: 8
Satteens. 8@ 9%

Beet.16

Cotton Flannels. 7fa?15
Twine & Warps 18@28Vfc
1 1

Q

sa;;..;;;;s%@i

%

Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
Nov.
New Yoke,
3—Evening. -Money loaned
down from 6 to 4, returned to 6 and closed at 6 on
mercantile
call: prime
paper at 6®7. Exchange is
steady at 480% for long and 484% for short. Govbut unchanged. State
active
ernments moderately
bonds in light request and generally firm. Railroad
in late dealings.
weak
but
active
bonds fairly
be transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregatshares.
ed 369.376
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Governmen (securities:
United States 6s, ex.101
United States 5’s ext.101%
United States new, 4%’s, reg. 112
United States new, 4%’s coup.113
United States new, 4’s, reg.116
United States new, 4’s, coup.116
Pacilic6’sof 96.130
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
New York Stock and

Chicago

*
&

Alton.130%
Alton preferred. 140

Chicago
C. B. Quincy.!37%
Erie. £6%

preferred.

»o

their meetings should be dispersed while the
Central League in Dublin is permitted to meet
unmolested. Miss Parnell, wishing to test the
legality of the proceedings of the Ladies’
League, publicly announced in the newspapers
of Wednesday that a meeting of the League
would be held that day. No attempt was made
to interfere with the meeting, although detectectives watched those who entered the League
rooms.

Shore.1223/s
Michigan Central. 94%
95%

Lake

Jersey Central.

New

Northwestern.126%
Northwestern preferred.* 1 Joy*
New York Central.139"%
Rock Island.135
Milwaukee & St. Paul.103%
St. Paul preferred .122
Union Pacific stock.120
Western Union Tel. Co—. 86%
California

Dublin, Nov- 3.—Several hundred fresh
for adjustment of rents were notified in
the Land Court to-day.

Best|& Belcher. 11%
Bodie.
Con. Virginia..

Cincinnati. Nov. 3.—The tase ball convention to-day elected H. D. McKnight ot Pittsburg president. Philadelphia, New York and
Boston have the privilege of entering the association if the; wish.
Burned to Death at 109.
Montkbal, Nov. 3.—A man named Leonard, 109 years old was burned to death in his
cabin at St. Augustine by his clothes catching
fire at the stove.
Taxable Property in Massachusetts.
5 —Rt, turns to the Secretary
of State show the total ttd&otidiror real ana
personal property subject to taxation to this
state is $1,648,239,976, which is an increase of
$63,483,174 over last year.
The Minnesota Bonds.
St. Paul, Nov. 3.—The Senate today concurred in house amended to the bond bill.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
In the Superior Court at Lowell, Maas.,
yesterday the jury returned a verdict of not
guilty in the case of Camille Desmares charged
with having attempted to poison his wife with
Paris green*
Arrangements have been made for a fast
mail car to he attached to the fast mail train
which begins its trips to the West on the New
York Central railroad next Monday.
Hanlan says that on no aceount will he row
again before spring.
Adelina Patti arrived in New York yester-

day.
Steamship Stella

and
from Amsterdam
Calland from Rotterdam brought $250,000 in
This makes the arrivals for
Dutch guilders.
the week $1,047,000.
The sugar crop of Cuba this year will be a

splendid

one.

The New York fund for the relief of the
Michigan sufferers amounts to $23,224.
An injunction restraining Samuel J. Tilden
from disposing of the stock of the New York
iron mine was made prominent yesterday.
The Pittsburg glass strikers went to work
yesterday at the old wages.
Mr. Edward Atkinson and the Eastern cotton manufacturers have been invited to visit
Coiambus, Ga.
Ex-Collector Simmons, manager of the Boston Evening Star, has brought a suit for
criminal libel against the proprietors of the
libellous articles
Boston Sunday Mail for
printed of late in the latter paper.
Edward Atkinson delivered an address at
the Atlanta exposition yesterday.
Navigation has been resumed at Nashville
after a suspension of three months on acconnt
of low water.
Secretary Upton thinks there are among the
inass of Confedeiate archives stored away
about a million in bonds.
Treasurer Gilfillan
emphatically denies the rnmor to-day they are
being wanted with a view to selling them.

FINANCIAL Aim COMMERCIAL
Portland Daily Wholesale market.
Portland, Nov. 3.
The-Flour market continues dull, but firm and
unchanged with only a moderate inquiry. Grain is
unaltered here, while at the West the markets are
quite active, but lower and unsettled. Sugar fairly
active and %c higher. Sweet potatoes are higher
Grapes have gone np le. Fresh Beef is quoted at 6
@10c for hind quar. and 5V4@7c fore quar.
rue following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. Ac.
iurnini

i-iterttne.6 00ft6 60 H. M. Corn,

Spring..6 7617

00

lots

80
66
24 00
27 00
Jetton Seed,car lot 34 00
251
bag lots 36 00
83
Join,bag lots..
oar

IX. Spring....7 60ft8 00 Oats,

spring

Patent

Wheats.8 76(ft9
Michigan Winter beat-8

Common

ft8

Sacked Bran..
60
Mids..

Michigan....7 25ft7 601 Heal,
Jats,
Sran,
6ft

St. Lotus Win8 00
7 7
ter fair
Winter good..8 00ft 8 25
Winter best. 8 60@8 76
Produce.
...

67
26 00
30 00

..

Hide,

..

Etye,

130

..

Provisions.

Hess Beef.. 11 00® 11 60
Ex Mess..12
60
Plate.14 00t®14 26
Ex Pl»te..l460@14 76
fresh Beef,
Hind Qnr...
G@l0c

14@16
Turkeys..
Spring Chickenal4@16
...

2ogl2

Fowl.
12fl4
2 6ft 2 7
Eggs.
Onions,-)? bbl. 3 00ft3 25
orate

80

..

OOftOO

ForeQur— 6% @7
Crnberries, p bbl
Maine. 6 50ft7 50 fork—
Backs..
00
..23 OOS23 25
CapeCod,8 50ft9
Clear.22 00®22 26
Round Hogs....
8ft9
20 25@20 50
Mess....
Sugar,
Granulated.10 Vi lams (covered) 13@13>4
Lars
Extra C«,. 9%
*ruif
1

Pnb,^tb....l2%@l2%

Musc’tl Raisins3 00@3 40 Pierces, lb p.l2%®l 2-'i

Layers3 20@3 30£ all....
13V4®14
Beans.
Valencia** lO'V^ftlO^c
Turkish Prunes.7@7yac ’ea.3 60®3 76
fxmdon

..

dedlnms.3 60®3 75
fellow Eyes..2 62<§2 76
Butter.
Jroamery.28® 30
Jilt EdgeVermont28®30
Lemons.
Jhoice
22@25
Messina.0 00@0 00 < Jood.18® 20
Palermo*.4 50@5 00 ! Store.15@16
Cheese.
Malaga.4 00@6 00
Nuts.
Halne.12Mi®14Mi
Oranges
b()@6 00
Messina,pbox.O 00@0 00
Valencia pease..
Ex large case $00 OOftOO

2%
6%

Gould*&|Carry..
Mexican....

(Jnion|Con.

Eureka
Northern Belle.

Savage
Yellow Jacket

8%
7%

••

Ophir...

rsase isau uonveDiioa.

%xtra

Mining tttocka.

San Francisco. Not. 2.—The following are the
closing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:

Sierra Nevada.

cases

1*,,

13V4
16%

.....

o5/8

3%
4 Vs

Chicago Live Stack market.

(By Telegraph.)
Chicago, Nov. 3.—Hogs—Receipts 26,000 head;
shipments 45,000;market is unsettled; mixed packing at 5 60@6 16; medium or butchers at at 6 00®
6 20; choice heavy 6 30@6 90.
Cattle -Receipts 6600 head shipments 2700 head;
market unchanged: exports 6 25@7 36; medium to
choice shipping 6 60@6 10; common to fair 4 (JO®
6 00; Steers at 3 10®4 00.

||Sbeep— receipts 2600head; shipments 900 head;
dull and weak; common to medium at 2 66@3 25;
choice to extra 4 60®5 20.
Domestic markets.

sullln

fBv Telegraph.!
^_
buyere'favSr wnn father "more doing for

ex-

port, mainly low grades, and light local trade
Receipts of Flour 18,973 bbls; exports 6407 bbls;
sales 19,100 bbls; No 2 at 3 3Q@4 40; Superfine

Western and State 4 40®6 20;common to good ext.
Western and State 5 20®6 40; good to choice Wester^ extra at 6 60®9 00; common to choice White
Whe*t Western extra 7 25® 8 26;fancy do at 8 30
a 9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 6 5028 25
common to choice extra St. Louis at 5 50(69 CO:
Patent Minnesota extra at 6 80@7 25; choico to
double extra at 8 60®9 00, including 4000 bbls
Qitv Mill extra at 7 10@7 30 for W I; 1200 bbls
No’2 at 3 30@4 40; 800 bbls Superfine at 4 40®
®5 20; 3800 bbls low extra at 6 20(5)5 75, mainly
5 35 §5 60; 3400 bbls Winter Wheat extra 6 60®
9 00; 4600 bbls Minnesota extra at at 6 20®9 00;
Southern flour weak; common to fair extra at 6 90
@6 90; good to choice do 7 00®8 50. Wheat-

receipts 92,000 bushrexports 89,368 bush;irregular
and unsettled, opening %@lc higher, advance lost
and declined 1®1%, closing weak with a moderate
export trade and fair business in options; sales 2,187.000 bush, including 365,000 bush on the spot:
No 2 Chicago 1 39@1 40%; ungraded at 1 22%@
1 45; No 8 do 1 37% ®1 38, steamer do at 1 31®
1 34; No 2 Red at 1 42® 1 46% new and old; No 1
Red at 1 46%; Mixed Winter 1 38; ungraded White
at 1 30® 1 40%; No 1 do, 38,000 bush atl 39%
1 40%. Rye firmer at 1 04@1 05.
Corn %®%
lower, closing heavy with moderate export and fair
speculative tradirg: receipts 101,876 bush; exports
48,960 bu8h:sales 1,124,000 bush, including 180,000 on the spot;ungraded at 66©70c: No 3 at 69®
69%c; No 2 at 69%®70%c; No 2 White 74c:No 2
for November 69% (®70c, closing at 69% e; do December at 71%@72%c, closing j71%; January at
73% a 74%c, closing at 73%c. Oats shade lower
and less active; receipts 15,800jbush; sales 2r-9,000
bush; No 3 at 46%c: do White 49%@60%c: No 2
at
do 47%®48%c: White at 60%@603/sc; No
48c; White do 53c; Mixed Western 46®48c; White
do at 60@64%c; White State at 51@56c, including
35.000 bush No 2 for November at 47%®48%c:
55.000 do December at 4y%®4y“/sc; 4",uwqo
January at 50% @61 %c. Sugar firm; refined is
unchanged: White Ex C 8%@8% ; Yellow do 7%
@8%c. m«Ia«*ea is unchanged. Petroleum is
easier; united at 86c; crude in bbls at 6%@7Vac;
refined 7Va. Tallow is guiet; sales 75,000 lbs at
7%@8. Pork wholly nominal. Gard opened 10
@12% lower and closed strong with declined nearly recovered jjsales 486 tcs prime steam on the spot
11 37Va; 140 city steam at 11 35; refined for Continent quotea at 11 75. Batter unchanged.Che*****
dull and weak; State 9@ 13c poor to choice; Wes
tern 8@12%.
steam 3%
Freight* M> Liverpool firm; W beat
Chicago.Nov. 3 —Flour quite and and weakibuyers offering lower prices; common to choice Western Springs at 4 60et6 76: common to fancy Minn,
at 5 25@7 75. Patents 7 60@0 60; Winter Wheat
flours fair to choice at 6 50@8 00; fancy do at 8 00
@8 25; low grades 3 6025 OO. Wheat active, but
lower, unsettled and irregularjNo 2 Chicago Spring
at 1 29@1 30*4 cash; 1 29 for November and all
vear;l 30% Deceiuber;l 31%@1 32 January.No 3
at 1 16; rejected 92c. Corn is dull, weak and lower
at 61%@61%c for cash: 61 %c November; 63c for
December; 63%c for January: 44% February; rejected 58%c. Oats dull, weak and lower at 43%c
for cash; 43%c for November and December; 43%
for January; 44%c February
Rye easier at 98c.
Barley easier 1 OH. Pork active, lower and unsettled at 16 00@16 25 cash; 16 97%@16 00 for No
vember: 16 06@18 10 for December; 16 95@16 00
all year;17 40@17 42% for January. Lard active,
weak and lower at 11 12%@1116 for cash and
November 11 22%@ll 26 for December: 11 42Va
@11 46 for January: 11 65@11 67% for February.
Bulk Meats heavy; shoulders at 6%; short ribs at
8 65; abort clear 9 26
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat. Corn
and Oats closed easier but not lower. Pork irregular and higher at 16 2G@1H 36 for December;17 40
for January; 17 62%@17 66 February. Lard easier
at decline of 2%.
Receipts 13,000 bbls flour, 26,000 bush whe«i,
153.000 bush corn, 62,000 bush <
7,600 buih
r/e. 64,000 bush barley.
Shipments 12 000 bbls flour, 16 000 bush wheat,
193.000 bosh com, 42 090 bush oats, 6,000 bush
rye. 26,000 bush barley.
Detroit. Nov 3.—Wheat dull and quiet: No 1
White cash and November at 1 32%; December at
1 34% ; January 1 36% ; February 1 39%; March
1 42%; all year 1 32%; No 2 White 1 31.

Receipts 23,000 bush; shipments 23,000.
New York, Nov. 3.—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands ll%o.
New Orleans, Nov. 3. -Cotton steady; Middling
uplands ll%c.
Mobile, Nov. 3.—Cotton is steady; Middling up
lands at llo.

Savannah, Nov. 3.-Cotton steady; Middling uplands 10% 0.
Memphis, Nov. 3.-Cotton steady; Middling up
lands at 11c.

7ormont....l2V4®l4Mi
Wilmington.1 60@2 00 < T Factorj.l2ya(gl4^
Virginia..i.l 76@2 00 : Skims. 7Mi@ 8Vi
Tennessee...1 45ftl 76
Apples.
Castana.ptb.
9ft 10c ferbbl.2 50®2 76
Walnuts ••
12V2ftl4c looking.1 25gl 50
12
Filberts
ftl4c fivaporated.12® 13
••
Peoan
12%@13c tried Western....6V4®7

_marriageh.

Receipt,

el iSuae

t

Boston, Nov. 2, John J. Duran, aged 49
[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock from the residence of Wm. Curran, No. 66 Washington St.
in Saccarappa. Nov. 2, by Rev. C. W. Bradlee,
Wm. W. Davis of Gorham and Miss Rebecca Rogers
of Saccarappa.
In Newfield, Oct 29, by Rev. B. Freeman, Moses
W. Gerry and Miss Edna D. L. Roberts, both of
Water boro.
In Freeport, Oct. 23, W. N. Royal of
znd Miss Cora B. Rodick of Freeport.

Richmond

PEATHB
In
at

Wakefield, Mass., Nov. 2, Mrs. Laura J. Rosco.

[Funeral

service

Friday

Church,
Newbury Street
In
Oct.

afternoon at 3

o’clock,

Bucktield,
26, Isaac C. Morrill, aged 42
years 11 mouths.
In Richmond, Oct. 23, Mrs. Eliza L. Eastman,
gged 78 vears 10 months.

eatral.

PoKTUiKD. Not. 2.
for Portland, oars 48 miscellaneous merchandise(or eonnooting roads 100 oars miscellaneous tuer,
chan disc.

York..St

Arabic.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov
Nov
Flamborough.New York. .Trinidad
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.... Nov
.Nov
York..Liverpool...
Algeria.New
Elba.Now York..Bremen.Nov
Lake Manitoba.Montreal.. .Liverpool....Nov
Knickerbocker.... New York..Hav&VCruzNov
—

Lake Nepigon.....Montreal ...Liverpool—Nov
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.Nov
Britanu
...New York..Liverpool. ...Nov

MINI AT U ;i E ALMANAC.NOVEMBER 4.
Sun rifif s.6.42 | High water, (A M).. 9.38
Sun sets.4.46 | Moon sets. 6.02

JSTEWST

MARINE

SAILING BAITS OF 8I EA TIHUIF!9.
FROM

FOR

Arizona..New York..Itverpool
Nov
Parthia..New York..Liverpool....Nov

1
2
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NOW READY.
An Elegant Assortment Of

FALL AND WINTER

Suitings!
JUST RECEIVED
Directly from the Importers.

bondsT
PORTLAND

St. LOUIS
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
LEEDS & FARMINGTON K. R.
PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG
R. R. “GOLD”
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R.
“GOLD”
Secured by Iiaud Grant of
For sale

Bangor.
Sch Mechanic, Kimball, North Boothbay.
Sch Northern Light, Brown, Calais for Boston.
Sch Anaconda, strout, Millbridge for Millbridge.
Sch I) P, Strout, Millbridge for Boston.
Sch May Flower, Kosebrook, Steuben for Boston.
Sells J B Slinson, Stinson, and Union, Lufkin,
Steuben for Boston.
Sch Henry Clay. Bickford, Steuben for Boston.
Sch Grampus, Torrey, Franklin for Boston.
Sch Susan Frances, Smith, Lamoine for Boston.
Sch Eagle. Sinclair, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch A K Woodward, Jordan, Ellsworth for-.
Sch Wm Franklin, Hammond, Sullivan for Boston
Sch Glide, Nickerson, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Phebe Ann, Clements, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Alice Oakes. Ryder. Belfast for Jacksonville.
Scbs Ada Ames, Adams, and Mabel Hall, Hall,
Rockland for New York.
Sch Emperor, Brewer, Boothbay for Boston.
Sch Old Chad, Stewart, shore fishing, with
bbls mackerel.

6s.
6s.
6s.

acres.

by

CO.,
eodtf

HOUSK

BANKING
or

6s.
6s.
7s.

—

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,

THURSDAY, Nov. 3.

Kohling

Arrived.

to Boston & Maine RR.
Sch Syrni athy, Tainter,

million

32 Exchange Street.

oet7

—

Steamer Falmouth, Chisholm, St John, NB, via
Kastport for Boston.
Sch Billow, Smith, Boston for Millbridge.
Sch Jennie, (Br) Starkey, Moncton, NB—RR ties

seven

H. M. PAYSON &

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Is

Showing

line of
Cloths as was ever seen in
this city for

now

as

fine

a

SUITINGS,
PANTAUOON1NGS,
OVERCOATINGS.
Cloths for
Black
Dress
Fine
Suits.

Particularly Superior

18 NEW »T., NEW YORK.
(NEXT BOOK TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly ou commission,
and carried as long as required, on tarorable terms

and on a moderate ibargiu. Deposits payable on demand received. Four per oent. interest allowed on
daily balances. Members of the N. Y. Stock ExmarlBeodtf
change.

Western Bonds
Information furnished regarding

'»

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and sales.
lers of

Also

buyers and

sel-

same.

JOHN F. ZEBLEV * CO.,
3 Brand Ml., (Orrxel Building,) New Yurk.
iu,\v&sJm
augl5

180

Cleared.

Overcoatings in New

and Desira-

ble Shades.

Sch Congress, Willard, Newark, NJ—J B Whit-

WOLF

more.

Sch M&riel, Anderson, Boston—E G Willard.

Snh Toronto. Doritv. Boston- J Lucas.
Sch Donna Belle, (Br) Peters, Port Gilbert, No-

Launched—At Sargentville. Oct 26tb, by W D
Gower, light draft centre-board scbr of 442 tons,
named Wyer G Sargent. She is designed for the
southern lumber trade.
Notes -J Y Cottrell, of Belfast, ha* recently
closed a contract to build a three-masted scbr of 400
tons for Tbomaston and Boston parties, to be commanded by Capt Dani M Curtis of Chelsea.
David W Dyer, of Belfast, is to build a two masted scbr of 230 tons, for Capt S G Haskell of Deer
Isle, making seven vessels now under contract to be
built at Belfast.
The new ship Jos B Thomas, recently launched
from Watts yard, Thomaston, is to be towed to Portland and placed in the dry dock to be coppered.
Four ships, of nearly 2.000 tons each, are nearly

finished and ready to be launched at Bath. They
are being coppered on the stocks.
Eight vessels, large and small, are to be built at
Thomaston next year.
FBOM ME UGH ANTS*

EXCHANGE.

Ar at New York 3d, steamers Niagara, Havana;
Knickerbocker, do.
Ar at Antwerp 2d, ship Hecla, Day, San Fran-

cisco, (June 25.)
Ar at Bowling 2d, barque Red Deer, Portland.
Ar at Curacoa 21st, brig Americus, Kangor.
#

jJUEMLO BAN I> A
Barque David Babcoek, which was wrecked on the
York to Rio Janeiro, was owned
from
New
passage
principally at Stockton and was in charge of Capt
Cleaves, (formerly mate) Capt Colcord remaining at
home this voyage.
Brig Geo S Berry, Howard, from St John. NB, for
Barbadoes, has been abandoned at sea. Crew saved.
The Geo S Berry registered 256 tons, was built in
1866, and was formerly owned in Portland, but
was condemned and sold some years since at Bermuda.
Sch Walter E Palmer, from Wilmington for Port
au Prince, (before reported) was wrecked in a hurriShe was in charge of Capt B Ellis
cane Sept 7th.
of Stockton, and was owned principally by Capt
Horace Staples of Stockton.
Sch Etta A Stimpson. forty days from Galveston,
arrived at Cedar Keys Oct 29 with loss of sails, &c,
having experienced bad weather.
Sch J R' Bod well, at Rockland, partly loaded with
lime, heeled over 2d. wetting some of the cargo and
setting it on lire. The vessel has been sealed up.
Sch Nahant, from Boston for Rockport, Me, was
abandoned 28th. leaking badly and with loss of sails
haying encountered heavy weather. The crew were
taken off by schr Percy and lanoed at Gloucester.

DOillBSTIC POlfcTM.
Ar 1st, ship Benj Scwall,
FRANCISCO
Sewall, Hakodati.
SAN

—

These Hoods will be cut artistically,
and will be made up in a superior manner by first-class workman.

KOHLINC,
No.

89

octl4e<xl8n2m

Exchange St.
__

AMERICAN LOAN & TRUST CO.
S3 Congress street, Boston,
OFFER

PORT EADS—Ar 2d, ship Caledonia; Potter, Rio
Janeiro, for order.
RICHMOND—Ar 1st, sch Georgia D Loud, Murphy, New York,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, sch Joshua S Bragdon, Jones, Kennebec.
Cld 1st. barques Thos Fletcher, Harding, Galveston; Jos Baker, Smith, do.
Cld 2d. sch Geo K Hatch. Murphy, Matanzas.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 1st, schs Carrie M
Richardson, for Portland; J D Robinson,-.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 1st, ship Great Admiral; sch Stephen G Pinkbam.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, sens Harbinger, Wentworth,
Bangor; Mercy T Trundy, Crowley, and Pushaw.
Aliev, Providence; Palestine, JPendleton, do; Geo V
Jordon. Duncan, Baltimore.
Cld 2d, barque Florence L Genovar, Francis, for
Pensacola.
Passed the Gate 2d, schs Teaser, Littlejohn, Hohnk-pii fnr Port land- Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, do
for no, Henry, Aimy, wiiBaw/t«n tor no:
Victory.
Rondout for Ellsworth.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 2d, sch Lamartine, Torrey,

Bangor.

NEWPORT—Sid 2d, schs Pearl, Milford, Geo B
and Alnomak.
In port, sch Sedona, Holbrook,Weehawken for do;
F Coffin, Bellatty, Rondout for do; Frank Maria,;
Hoboken for do; Vandalia, Alley, New York for do;
A S Emery, do for Wareham; Angola, Dyer, do for
Suiyvan: Pennsylvania, do for Lynn.
.DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port 2d,scbs S P
A'dams, from Providence lor New York; Swallow,
Kastport for do; Prospect, Clark’s Island for do;
Maud Webster, Nantucket for do; Webster Bernard,
Portland for do.
In port, sch C H Spofford, Amboy for Portsmouth;
Starlight, Webster, and Hamburg, Libby, NYork
for Portland; Garland,Libby, do for do; Normandy,
A dam 8, Bath for Darien; Robie L Foster, Hart,
Kennebec for Baltimore; Sea Breeze, Kent, Portland for New York: Agnes, Lowry, Boston for do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN— Ar 1st, steamer Per Women, Miller, from New York for Portland; Franconia, New York for do; schs Rising Sun, Newburg
for Boston; Mary B Smith, Hoboken for Dover.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, schs Concordia, Day, Bluehill;
Ohio, Smith, and Chanticleer, Wallace, Vinalliaven;
W H Archer, Bellatty, Ellsworth; Grand Island,
Harrington, Deer Isle; Tamson, Reed, Tremout;
Caroline, Hutchins, and Samaritan, Dodge, Bangor;
Sophia Wiley, Ham, do; Brunette. Babbidge, Wirterport; A L Wilder, Blake, Camden; Sassanoa,
Lewis, and Fannie Hodgkins, Lewis, fm Westport;
Ella, Coombs, and Smith Tuttle, Watson,Wiscasset;
Kate Mitchell, Oliver, Gardiner; Orizon, Hinkley,
Kennebec; Emma A Cutting, Howe, Bath.
Cld 2d, barque Nineveh, Perkins, Brunswick.
SALEM—Ar 1st, barque Levi P Andrew, (new)
Watts. Thomas ton for Brunswick; schs Isaac Orbeton, Windsor, NS; Ella Pressey. Averill, NYork;
A S Murch, Ellsworth for Rondout.
ELLSWORTH—Ar 28th, schs City of Ellsworth,
Grant, and Grape, Lord, Portland.
BATH—Ar 1st, sch B W Morse, Devereux, from

Ferguson,

Savannah.
Sid 2d, barque Minnie Hunter,’Lathwaite, Philadelphia; sch Edw Waite, Lee, do.
Brig Mattie B Russell was towed to Bowdoinham
2d to load for Philadelphia.

5s
6s
6s
5s
5s
5s
Providence
6s
Keene, N. H.
4s
Calais, Me.
7s
Chicago
-6s
St. Louis
6s
Toledo
10s
Minneapolis
6s
Union Pacific First Mort.
7s
Union Pacific Land Grant
8s
Union Pacific Sinking Fund
Union Pacific Collateral Trust 6s
Kansas Pacific 1st Cons. Mort. 6s
7s
Old Colony Railroad
7s
Fitchburg Railroad
6s
New York & New England
7s
New York & New England
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 4s
Burlington, Missouri & Nebraska 4s
Maine
New Hampshire
Boston
Fall River

oct!7 eodlm

GEM GLEANER. ($1.00. J. M. Chadwick.
Perkins’ Anthem Book. ($1.60.)
At th?s season, choirs are much in need of new
Anthems. In the above live books will be found all
tbat possibly can bo needed, and of the very best

quality.

Excellent Anthems and Easy Choruses will also be

found in Emerson’s new Herald of Praise ($1.00);
in «T. P. Cobb’s Festival Chords Book,
in Zerrahn’s Index ($1.00); in Tourjee’s Chords
Choir($1.60); in Perkins’ 'Temple ($1.00); and in

($1.26);

Emerson’s Voice

of Worship ($1.00).
-MUSICAL. SOCIETIES-

should begin to practice some good Cantata, as
«Io*eph’* Bondage. ($1.00). Chadwick.
Christum*. (80 cts) Gutterson.
There are many others. Send for Lists!
-DO WOT FORGETthrt the IDEAL (76 cts.), by Emerson, is the book of
the season for Singing Classes.
Any book mailed for Retail Price. Liberal reduc-

quantities.

Foster’s

POTTER,

sat tu

We shall Exhibit

Wednesday,

on

Oct. 5,

A Choice Stock of Silks, Shawls, Table
Linens, Dress Hoods', Sackings, Cloakings, Trimmings, &c., including the
Novelties of the season, and invite our
patrons and the public to call and see
them.

J. M. DYER & CO.,
511 Congress Street.
OCt-S.T.Thtl

an

immense stock of
are

all plush

"

We have in stock about thirty different patterns,
gome

elegant designs

in

plush.

TRUNKS

HORSE
Blankets
This year we have put in twenty-five style* of
Horse Blankets, and the prices are way down.

GLOVES
AND
BAGS

Dye House,
Employed.

Tailor’s

Pressman

4'ttntrn,

and VMt« l!lpnnit«d

lived

A»>

Every Day.
Sncqucs, Cloaks, NhnwU, Arc. Cleansed or
Dyed. Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.
sneodtf
oc7

Our Young Genes’ and Broadway silk hats are selling "rovy oar **.<*» will tmv a. new Htvle silk hat
We have all the late New York, Philadelphia and
stiff hats, also children’s hats in great variety.

COE,

USING

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
.Entirely harmless; is not a caustio.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

Callous,

VST'A CURE IS GUARANTEED,UBk
For sale by all Druggists.
25 cents.
Try it and you will bo oonvinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Mchlotterbeek’s Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
Price

THE
HATTER
197 Middle Street.
oodtr

0«29

sndtf

nov23

TT
If you

Leather trunks

Silk Hats

Corns'

Cure Your
BY

Zinc, Canvas and Sole
also make them to order.

We have
we

are

Johns1

about to

paint

send

of colors of

TO

NOTICE.

for sample card

Liquid Asbestos Paints,
—

—

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

21 market Square. Portland,

for the sale of Genuine Asbestos
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.

JOB

LOT

OF

Best Style Prints

Agents

sndtf

oc4

The Place
TO
BUY

WATCHES,
DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY,

Job Lot RUBBER CIRCULARS at
$1.50. Best bargain in Portland.
BLANKETS—We are prepared to offer
special bargains In W'liitc and Colored
Blankets.
UNDERWEAR—We have a large line
of Ladies’ and Gents’ Underwear in
while and colored, that we shall offer
at the lowest price. Please examine
them.
We have the best $1 & $1.25 PELT
SKIRT in the city: examine it.
We have a line assortment of DRESS
GOODS, Silks, Satins. Plushes,
Velvets, together with Buttons, Girdles, Fringes, &c., to match all shades.
We are offering special bargain* in Lace
Collars, Lace and Mull Ties, Black and
White Silk Fichus, Hosiery, Gloves,
Corsets, &c.
Sole agents for the
Pattern*.

Celebrated Harper's Bazar

Cor.
oct22

Congress

& Brown Sts.
eodtf

BOOTS

—AND—

WYER ME & CO

PLATED
WARE

Are Daily receiving Fall and Winter Styles in Fine Boots and Shoes,
We will mention some of om

Atwood k
509

Mary

Specialties:

Gent’s Fine Cloth Top Congress
and BUTTON BOOTS in Hand and
Machine Sewed.
Gents’ Gt. Leg Opera Boots.
Ladies’ Chamois Lined Goat
Ladies’
Boots, warm and nice.
High Cut, Scallop Top, Cupacoa Kid
Button. Common Goods always on

-IS AT-

oc29

v

F. A. ROSS & CO.

SILVER

&th&wtf

EW FALL CMS

show

Pre.ideml.

13 PREBLE STREET.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

oct29

ready to

LAP
ROBES.

sn

ROOKS.

($1.25). Johnson, Tenney and Abbey.

are now

and Buffalo Robes. Our robes
lined, and the prices are low.

■

NPOKEN.

ANTHEM HARP. ($] .25.) W.O.Perkins.
Emerson’s Book of Anthems.a.25)
American Anthem Book,

We
Wolf

...

Oct 26, South of Farralones 22 miles, ship Manuel
Llaguno, Stackpole, from San Francisco for Liverpool.

ANTHEM

WOLF
ROBES.

Massachusetts

fobekgTports.
Ar at Valparaiso Sept 27tb, ship Florida. Boyd,
San Francisco.
Sid Sept 18tht barques Nipfcon, Rogers, Huanlllos
and Europe; P C Merriman, Young, do.
Ar at Port Hawkesbury, CB, Oct 30, barque Journal, Hennessay, Portland.
Ar at do 30th, sch S W Brown, Holbrook, Portland for PE Island.
Ar at Moncton. NB, 31st, sch Active, Bishop,
Portland via Hillsboro.

ROBES,

For Investment:

AHA P.

ing repaired.

Iu East

years.

...

4 00@8 00.
ears
3 26@3 60.
Conoord Grapes
Catawba Grapes—2 $ boxes—are quoted at 2 26$.
doz.
Irish Potatoes 2 60,-82 76 $ bbl.
Sweet potatoes 4 60® 4 76.
10 lb baskets Isabella Grapes 7c $ lb.
Catawba
101b
lo@llc

Santiago.New

tion for

feurspean markets.
By Telegraph.)
London, Nov. 3.—Consols at 99 9-16.
London, Nov. 3.—American securities—United
States bonds, 4s. 119%.
Liverpool, Nov. S-12.30P. M.—Cotton market
Bteady; Uplands at 6%d; Orleans 6%d;sales 12,0 0
bales, speculation and export 1,000; futures firm.

Palermos pbx-6

Peanuts—

8
8
8
8
9
9
2
10
12
12
12

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Jeltic.New York..Liverpool....Nov
Anchoria.New York..Glasgow.Nov 6
Dder.New York.. Bremen.Nov 6
Pascal.New York..Kiver Platte.Nov 6

mas ter.

Illinois Central.131%

London, Not. 3.—Accounts of the affray at
Belmullett, County Mayo, lost week have been
exaggerated. It is now stated that only one
death resulted from shooting.
A tenant farmer named Doherty was shot
dead at Carrigan, County Galway, last evening. It is believed he was killed because he
he paid rent. He had been “boycotted” for
some time. Two persons have been arrested.
Land
Branches of the Ladies’
Leagaes
throughout the provinces complain loudly that

Jago.Nov

—

nine e-*.xu

TICKINGS, ETC.

Erie

2
3
3
3
3
6

A Oo.

were reoeived
The following
St Moulton (members of the
1 esterday by Woodbury
and Ex1 toston Stock Exchange), oorner of Middle
( hange streets:
Opening. Cloting.
8%
Land...’ 8%
J Ioston
7%
Vater Power. 7%
28
28
common
riint St Pere Marquette
67%
] lartford Si Erie 7s. 67%
140%
t T.SS. F.1*1
181
ioston & Maine.181%
24%
24%
S. St Clev.

Heavy

Amerique.New York. .Havre.Nov
Nankin.New York. .Havana,.Nov
Saratoga.New York Havana.Nov
New York..Liverpool-.**Nov
Uity of Chester
'leilert.New York.. Hamburg_Nov

..

Stock market.
quotations of atooks

--

A New Chancellor of Ireland.
London, Not. 3.—Eight Hon. Hugh Law
has been appointed Lord Chancellor of Ireland.
Austrian Floods.
Vienna, Not. 3.—Floods have caused enormous damage in Austria and Servia.
Revolt in Arabia.
Constantinople, Nov. 3.—There is much
anxiety here about affairs in Arabia. The
sheriff of Mecca is reported to have declared
himself Khalif, and to have liberated Midhat
Pasha. Some tribes in the vicinity of Mecca
are in revolt.

market.

hand.

Congress St.
^

codtf

J. Holmes.

Just published:—Madeline. A splendid new
novel by Mrs. Mary J. Holmes, whose novels sell so
enormously, and are read and re-read with such interest. Beautifully bound, price $1.60.
*4*Also hands me new editions of Mrs. Holmes’
other works—Tempest and Sunshine—Lena Rivers
—Edith Lyle—Edna Browning—Marian Grey—West
Lawn—Forest House—etc., etc.
ALSO, SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS:

Fleming.
May Agnes Another

A ('hanged Heart.
Intensely in
teresting new novel by May Amies Fleming, autho
of those capital novels-Guy Earlscourt’s Wife—A
Woi derful Womau—Mad Marriage—Silent and True
—Lost for a Woman—etc.
Beautifully bound,

price $1.60.
C.W.CAKMTONA
Y. City.

CO., Publishers. N.
oct22
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Repairing neatly

and

done.

Store open every

promptly

Evening

Wyer Greene & Co.,
480 CONGRESS

ST.,

OPP. PREBLE HOUMB.
octG

eodtf

B. C. JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.
1.000 Oak and Spruce Piles.
500.000 ft. Oak. for Car Timber,
Ship Plank and Timber.
500.000 ft. Hemlock.
100.000 ft. V-S dry pine box
boards.
octl

dtl

'‘S,

T~HCE PBE6S.
fripay sormko.

■w

THE PRESS
Mar be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of N. t
Feasenden, Marquis, Brunei ii Co., Andrews, Are
strong, Cor, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Clevelam
79iMid i:eSt., Welauder, Boston A Maine Depot, an 1
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of th e
city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, F. Pieroo.

Bangor. J. H. Babb A
Bath, oi J. O. Shaw.

Co.

Biddt ior.l, F. M. Burnham.

NEW

1

■

■■

Eaton; drawing and story books from N. G

Fessenden;
Whipple Brothers;
a

—

■

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

UlUAHillU L/UU KJVJ

iuUliU

the demand for it.
Yesterday afternoon Conant put up his ele
gaut exhibit of photography in Reception Hal
giving that part of the room a very finished

aw \JAAaAAK.

Answer This.
person living who ever saw a case
of ague, biliousness, nervousness, or neuralgia
or any disease of the stomach, liver, or kidneys that Hop Bitters will not cure?
a

“All the Ills that Flesh is Heir to,”
Arising from impurity of the blood, torpid

liver, irregular bowels, disordered kidneys,
etc., can be safely and speedily cured by Bur
dock Blood Bitters
Price $1.00, trial size
octol-dlw

10 cents.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
October

17, ISS1.

OFFICE HOURS:
to 8.30 p. m., Sundays
**"
Sunday s. open for Carriers and General
from 9 to 10 a. m.
From

—

8.00

a. m.

excepted.

Delivery

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.20
m.
Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.30 and 9.00 p.m.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.20, 6.10,8.10,
and 11.10 p.m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.30, 3.00
and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston A Maine
Railway—Arrive at 12.20 and 8.10 p.m. Closest
m.
8.15 a/m. and
Groat Southern A Western—Arrive at 12.20 6.10,
8.10 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.30,
8.00 and 9.00 p. m.
and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.05 p.
m.
Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 ft.
m. and 1.05 p.m.
Close at 11.30 a.m. and 4.45
and 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.40 a. m. Close at 7.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.0c) a.
m. and 1.05 p. m.
Close at 6.30 and 11.30 a. m.
4.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert. Jones port, Machias, Machiasport, East Machias, Mill bridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. in.
Eastport. via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m
Close at 6.00 p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sailol steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express, Augusta. Bangor and the East—Arrive at
2.05 a. in. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Sknwhegan, intermediate offices and the norm—
Arrive at 1.05 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Skowbegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canaria and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.4U p. m. Close at 1.00 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
11.30 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. A 0.
R. R.—Arrive at 6.15 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. A
O. R. R.—Arrive at 11.66 a. m. Close at 1.30 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
A R. R. K.—Arrive at 1.20 p. m. Close at 12.45
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
A R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers' deliveries are marie daily (Sundays excepted,) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. in., and 1.30 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11.45 a. mM ana 3.00 p. m. Collections
^»are made on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m.
and 2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.
*0*
p.

12.30p.

Bangor

ing

Superior Court.
NOVEMBER CIVIL TEEM, 1881, BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.

Archibald F. Mao
Achorn vs. Lewis O’Brion.for damages for a false arrest and Imprisonment, on a charge of malicious
mis. hieif In cutting up and destroying O’Brion’g
stock of clothes and clothing in Norway, Me., ths
testimony for the plaintiff was closed at five o'clock
Thursday.—In the

n

of

case

afternoon, and Major 1). R. Hastings opened
defense.
D. A. Mealier—J. J. Perry for plff.
D. R. Hastings—A. A. Strout for deft.
the

for the

supply

appearance.
The voting goes

steadily for the afghan,
opera glasses, crackers, pickles and other articles. Only two days remain for voting before the polls will be closed.
The committee returned from Boston yesterday with 20,000 new and elegant gifts.
Andrew J. Rich has purchased the large
picture of Dr. W. W. Greene.
Knight & Rodion’s contribution to the fair
was 555, not S3 as the compositor got it. Mr.
John M. Hussev has presented a beautiful
on

Household Sewing Machine.
Last night there was a great crowd in attendance making locomotion difficult. The
great feature of the evening was the individual
The entries were
drill for the gold medal.
published yesterday and the contestants went
through the silent drill, one after the other,
the time until near the closing hour.
all looked well and the general aver-

occupying
The

men

The judges were Major
excellent.
Haskins, Lieuts. Best and Koessell, the same
gentlemen who officiated Tuesday evening.
After all had finished, Nos. G, 8 and 13 were
age

was

recalled into the ante-room and went through
the drill again, in order to decide to which of
the three the second prize should be awarded.
The judges finally made the following decis"
ion:
The judges decide that the two contestants
highest in merit in the individual drill are
those who appeared fourth and ninth in order,
No. 4 being first and No. 9 second.
The first prize was consequently awarded to

Corp. P. J. McOallum of the Montgomery
Guards, and the second to Private T. J. HoThe award was
gan of the Portland Cadets.
made, amidst thunders of applause from the
audience, by Capt. George H. Abbott.
J. A. Bean drew the black walnut bedstead
at Ward Three table.
Sales were quite brisk last

gifts
were many of them quite handsome, especially the silver and glass pickle jars, the vases,
night.

The

the workstand, etc. The first prize was andoellent silver watch, with a Waltham move,
ment, worth some $15, which was captured by
H. A. Reagan, G5 Alder street.
The smoking room was not wanting in patThere are some very nice imported cirons.
gars sold here, and, if there were a chance for
a little game of euchre, nothing more could be
asked for.
The refreshment room did a good business.
In this warm season, when the ha'ls are so
hot and close, good ice-cream is very acceptable. The other refreshments .provided are all
that could be desired.
The tableau of “Single Blessedness’’ was
very amusing and elicited shouts of laughter.
The following gifts were drawn: Pickle jar,
J. P. Lyman; glass set, Mrs. Eastman; a ker-

lamp, toilet set and several vases by
The leading gift for
other lucky individuals.
this evening will be an elegant sewing maehine valued at $55.
osene

There will be
morrow

children’s entertainment toafternoon, and ten cents admission
a

will be charged.

each and costs.

Hearn’s Reception.
Hearn, the photographer, has located his
gallery and studio in the new Dow block, on
Congress street, over the elegant store of Millett & Little. Last evening a large party of

Brief Jottings.
Rainy and foggy yesterday. Mercury 50° at
sunrise, 5G° at noon, 51° at sunset; wind south-

our best known citizens visited the new rooms
by invitation of Mr. Hearn and passed a very
pleasant evening, the brilliancy and beauty indoors contrasting strongly with the fog, rain

Municipal Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE

KNIGHT.

Connors, Charles Gillen, John
Hart, Mary Susson and Frank

Thursday.—Ellen

McGinty,
Delaney. Intoxication.
Annie

B.

Fined

$5

east.
The City of Richmond will he taken to
Bath as soon as the weather will permit and
will there be rebuilt and made as fine a
steamer as can be found in this part of New

discomfort out of doors.
The studio is located on the front of the
block in the second story, It is an apartment
about twenty feet square, well lighted by day
by large plate glass windows and by elegant

England.

gasaliers

Several cases o£
among our horses.

“pink eye”
It is

a

are

reported

mild form of the

epizootic.
George J. Hodgson has bought out the

news

stand of Welander at No. 221 Spring street.
The subject of Iiov. A. Dalton’s lecture to
be delivered in St. Stephen’s church to-morbe—“How
row afternoon at 4 o’clock will
,■

cash

chewing candy man uoi
good candy but he has all he car

only makes
do to

ler’s music store, 177 Middle street.

Is there

soaps
from A. Q
Leach, Andrew Rich, Tobin Brothers, Morsi
& Bunce, J. M, Smardon, Illsley Brothers
and Charles Hehr.
The Domestic Machino booth oxhibits some
very fine stitching done on silk by Henri
and

The London cream

down—Studley.

.1 iir.^1 C.

fron

toilet

petings.

Grand opening—Beam.
A

box of nice

Thii
Case, operator from Romo, N. Y.
booth, like that of the DavisCompany, is verl
attractively fitted up with beautiful carpets
rich curtains, and elegant furniture and car

ENTERTAINMEN TS.
G. A. R. Fair—Children’s Entertainment.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Chandler’s Music Store.
XFW ADVERTISEMENTS.
W. F. Seward.
First class Investments—B. Barnes, Jr.,
D.rideml No. 4—B. Barnes, Jr.,

Mark

At the Ward Two table we noticed a hand
some towel rack contributed by several friends
and a liandsomi *
several
nice

At Ward Six table we saw an elegant as
sortment of toilet articles from John H. Whit
ney; beautiful statuary from Frank B. Clark
a nice gossamer cape and case from Hall’
Rubber Store; pretty toys from Albert E

C. E. Coombs.

—

Nations become great.”
This evening the first of the coarse of dances
of the Mechanic Blues will be given at Army
and Navy Hall.
A bnrglar robbed Win. Taylor’s store on
Free street of some tobacco and cigars Monday night, and frightened the lodgers in the
house overhead.
An adjourned

of
the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union will be held on
Saturday at the Friendly Inn. Devotional
meeting at 2.30, business meeting at 3 p. m.
On aocount of the illness of the lecturer, the

meeting

meeting of the Portland Law Students’ Club
for this evening will be postponed to Monday
or Tuesday evening of next week, notice of
which will be given in the daily papers.
A globe lantern belonging to Elder Pearson
was stolen from tbs stable in the rear of Pearl
street, between Congress and Federal streets.
from
A boy named Grace stole a coat
Thomas Jordan and sold it at a pawn shop.
Officer Stover recovered the garment.
Officers Merrill and McCallum brought in a
man

last night for using obscene language on

the street.
At the meeting of the Maine Historical
Society Nov. lGth William Goold will read a
paper on “Lafayette,” and Messft. Joseph
Williamson of Belfast and

Lewis Pierce will

contribute papers.
Governor’s Foot Guard
X UtJ

iiamuiu

ouuuujf

uuuiuat
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«

rumored in Foot Guard circles that Capt. S
E. Hascall inteuds to resign his commission
very soon, after eighteen years service in the
and
Lieuts.
Pratt, Naedele
command.
Dwyer, it is said, will not accept promotion
and the field is open. Ensign Clark has been
mentioned for captain if a vacancy occurs. At
present he is adjutant of the battalion and it
is doubtful if he would leave so acceptable a
position. He is very popular with the men
and would make a good captain.
Sergeant
Major Charles E. Gilbert has also been mentioned. He has always taken a deep interest
in the corps and in social position and military
knowledge is well qualified for command
The last one named for the position is Commissary Sergeant Albert Marwick, of the
firm of Shannon and Marwick, druggists. Ht
is not so well known to the Guard as the
other gentlemen mentioned, bathe has prob-

ably had more military experience that
He was formerly lieutenant in the
either.
Portland Cadets and daring the last politics
campaign commanded the Bulkley Guards.
The Cumberland Bank.
The Cumberland National Bank is abou
to take possession of its new quarters or

ready
ground floor

of its building on. Exchange
1
street. The front is now composed of three
immense plate glass winelows, finished off a
the top in early English fashion. Inside the
Oounters run as in the National Traders
Bank, and, in the rear is a large directors

the

roam

said of their production of the latter opera
’’The cast* is the same as when they were at tht
Globe Theatre, Helen E. H. Carter, Helex;
Grayson J. T. Dalton, Sidney C. Smith and
Wallace Allen appearing in their former parts,
the only change being the substitution of Miss
Helen Grayson as the Prince, a role which the
lady looks, plays and sings exceedingly well.
The performance throughout elicited a greal
deal of applause and enthusiasm and all the
principal numbers were encored.”
To-morrow “Olivette” and tho “Mascotte’

yesterday.

The finish is in black walnut and the
yer;

frescoing very handsome. A large and
Striking sign has been put in position-

1

At the Ward Four table was a very hand
some cradle quilt from Mrs. C. Srribner, am [
a beautiful tidy from Mrs. Charles Douglass.

CITY AND VICINITY.
1

demand, and the company—the Grayson Opera
Company—are well spoken of in their produc
tion of the “Mascotte.” The Boston Journal

Pinney.

:

■l

;

evenirgs have witnessed splendid audiences
Several new donations were made to the fai

work basket from Owen, Moore & Co.
At the Ward Three table we saw thrfce hand
some towel racks from Mr. Thomas Bibber
and an elegant oil painting from Miss Elli

Oumaeriand Mills, F. A. VerrilL
Du x.ari-cotta, E. w. Dunbar'
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryebnrg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham. J. Irish.
Hallow ell, O. L. Spaulding.
Xeewfrtou, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, 0. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A, Mlllett,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, G. C. Andrews.
Sabattns, E. H. Johnson.
Saocarappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterrille, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs A Bundle*,
Woodford's Corner, H. Moody.

~

To-night there will be a large audience pre
sent at the first performance of Gilbert ant
Sullivan’s new opera of “Patience” at the
Portland Theatre. The tickets have been ir

The Grand Army are having hard luck
far as weather is concerned bnt they hav 1
been fairly patronized afternoons, and twi
a

lap-boards,

Jeilereon’e Bookstore.

Brnlgton, Daniel Diokens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.

Yarmouth,

PATIENCE.

Another Splendid Audience Last Night

t-

hot,

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

G. A. R.

and

general

carpet

at

night.

The

papering, draperies,

ana iarmtare are an

oi me ricuesi

uc-

seription, harmonizing perfectly. Hero is a
large and elegant frame, said to be the largest
known, measuring seven by six feet in size,and
containing 150 pictures in all sizes, from the
ordinary to the panel, all taken in the highest
style of the art. The beautiful pictuie of
Mme. Majerorn, that called forth so much approbation wheu exhibited at Davis’, will be
found on the wall of this studio, along with a
very charming child’s face in pastel, and a
charming picture of a little daughter of Mr.

DAN’L.
The tickets are selling well for Barney MeAuley’s performance of “Uncle Dan’l” to take
at Portland Theatre next Monday and
UNCLE

place
Tuesday.

The New YorkTribune says: “This
work is not unknown here, and those who have
seen it are aware that it affords Mr. McAulej
the opportunity to impersonate with rough natural power, and with touches of both tenderness and humor, a
augged old countryman]
bent on a mission of justice and benevolence.
Mr. McAuley is an actor of large experience—
entirelv sincere in ^spirit and straightforward
and effective in his professional methods. He
invests the play with a personal force and interest so that the spectator comes away with a
pleasing remembrance of downright manliness, huomrous craft, many homelike attributes and associations, and considerable theatrical ingenuity.
notes.

Robert Planquette, tho well known composer
of Normandy Chimes, has just finished the
two first acts of an opera bouffe, founded on
the play of Rip Van Winkle, taken from
Waseington Irving’s delightful story. Robert
Planquette lias not, however, thought it necessary to state the source from which his piece,
which he calls by the absurb name of Rip-Rip,

Prevost, Mapleson’s new tenor, has a voice
of great range, even timbre, clear and resonant, of agreable quality, and considerable powHe captured New York with his high C
er.
in “Di quella pira” but he is very young and
knows little about singing according to tho
Tribune.
The Grayson Opera Company arrived at the
Falmouth yesterday and rehearsed “Patience”
afternoon and evening at Portland Theatre.
TO BE BUILT.

Tho Proposed New Sewer Laid Out.
A notice was published, according to law, in
the daily papers that the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen would visit the location of the proposed sewer on Commercial street Wednesday
afternoon, and hear parties interested or opposed. In accordance with that notice the
Board of Mayor and Aldermen met at the
places appointed Wednesday afternoon and

after hearing all parties interested it was voted
to lay out a sewer on Commercial street as follows;—From Maple street to Long wharf, and
from the Hampshire street sewer to Long
wharf; and also to lay out an outfall for said
side of Long wharf to
the end of said wharf, as per plan of the City
Civil Engineer presented to the Board at its
meeting Oct. 24, A. D. 1881, by a vote of three
to
yeas, no nays, Alderman Deering objecting
vote and protesting against any action being
taken. Four members, or a quorum of the
sewer

on

Board,

the

were

present.

Week of Prayer for Young Men.
NOVEMBER 13—19 INCLUSIVE.
At the Ninth World’s Conferenco of the
Young Men’s Christian Associations, in Lon-

don, England, July 30-August 6, 1881, the
second Sabbath in November, with the week
following, Nov. 13-19,1881, was set apart as a
season of special prayer for young
Young Men's Christian Associations.

men

and

At tho
24th International Convention of the American Associations, in Cleveland, Ohio, May 27,
1881, the same week was set apart for the
same object. The Portland Association will

join with the twenty-four hundred Associations of the world in the observance of this
Ministers of the Gospel, of
all denominations, are earnestly and respectfully requested to let their prayers and pulpit
season

of prayer.

ministrations, during the week, be associated
with the week of prayer for young men. The
following topics have been suggested by the
International committee:
Nov. 13.—Sunday morning—Pray for the Holy
Spirit. Ezek. xxxvi: 20-27-37. Actsviii: 14-17;
Luke xi: 13.

Sunday afternoon—The Outcome
Work from
Zcch. iv: G.

God,

not

from

man.

of ChristianI Cor. iii: 1-9;

Sunday evening—Lifted up to save. Num. xxi:
4-9; John iii; 14-18; xii: 32.
Nov. 14. Monday—An Impossible service. Matt,
vi: 24; Joshua xxiv: 14-15
Nov. 15. Tuesday—Pride a Hindrance to Blessing. II Kings v: 9-14.
Nov. 1G, v^ednesday—I pray thee have me ex-

Luke xiv: 16-24.
17. Thursday—Opposite charact rs making
Opposite Choices. Mark x: 17-22; Luke xxiii: 39-

cused.

Nov.

Nov. 18, Friday—Approving the Right—Doing
the wrong.
Rom. ii: 17-29; Act§ xxiv: 24-27.
Nov. 19, Saturday—The invitation and God’s
time for Accepting It. Rev. xxii: 17; TI Cor. vi: 2.
The services on Sunday will beat 9 a.m., 4.30
and 7 p. m.; the other services will be at 7.30 p. in.

The Savings Bank Building.
Yesterday Mr. Fassett showed a reporter for
the Press t!ie plan of the alterations in the
Savings Bank building on Exchange street.
The director’s room in the bank and the rear
half of Prince’s old express office next door,
will bo used for the express, with entrance on
Post Office court. These rooms will be plain
and neat, giving the express rooms 40 x 22 feet
>■
in size.
The wall between the old express office and
the bank, will be taken down, and the entrance
to tho bank will bo up-street, making a vestibule at the upper end of the old express office G

x

9 feet in size.

Tho cashier’s

room

will he op-

posite the vestibule, and 11$ by 9$ feet. Beyond the cashier’s room will be tho reception
the
room 22 x 18 feet, and in the rear of this,
directors room, 14 x 1G. The bank proper and
vaults will be on the right of the reception and
cashiers’ rooms, and will bo 19 x 47 feet in size
The reception room and bank will have marA.’,

in the third story, is a splendid
apartment for an operating room, with an immense skylight, the size of the apartment, 35
x 50 feet.
Blinds are arranged so as little or as
much light caD be obtained as is desirable. OS
of the operating room is a large room, with a

Up stairs,

south and west light, for the chemical drying
ladies’ parlor, beautifully
a very pretty
furnished and provided with all conveniences;
to carry oS all
a dark closet with ventilators
room,

large finishing
poisonous odors, and
One of the latter was, last evening, devoted to
Grimmer’s orchestra, who provided a most delightful concert from 8 to 9 o’clock. After
that hour the operating room, which is provided with a beautiful inlaid floor, was devoted to
dancing, and the orchestra played round dance
rooms.

two

after round dance till midnight to tho delight
of the devotees of Terpsichore.
The rooms were all of them adorned profusely with lovely flowers last evening in all

designs, and towards the close of the reception
elegant collation was served.
Mr. Hearn is, without doubt, an artist of
great ability, and in his beautiful quarters will
receive a large share of the public patronage.
ail

Personal.
Mr. William Shaw of Cumberland,

an

n__:il
V,
----©-J

respected citizen of that town, 80 years of
age, was stricken with paralysis Tuesday.
The Rev. Arthur W. Little the new Rector
of St. Paul’s church, has been authorized by
Governor Plaisted to solemnize marriages in
the State of Maine.
Mr. John Murdock of the Inverness Highlands, was in town yesterday [and visited the
Press office.
We are glad to see Dr. Brooks out again after
his severe illness.
The following members of ’83 have been
elected editors* ofjthe forthcoming Bowdoin
Bugle: II. E. Coie, N. B. K. 1'ettingill, W. S.
Pearson, G. B. Swan and R. C. Washburn.
Miss Annie Chandler of this city has gone
to Wilmington, N. C.. under the auspices of
the American Missionary Association, and is
now principal of the large school for freedmen
in the buildiDg erect id through the liberality
of Mr. Gregory ,of Newburyport. The ladies
of High street church of which Miss Chandler
is a member, together with the Sabba.h school
in which she taught are raising the money tc
furnish a room in the Home at Wilmington to
be called ‘‘The Portland Room.”
A Good School.
The Eaton Family and Day School for boyi
at Nonidgewock is having a very pleasant and
prosperous term as it deserves, for a hettei
place for boys wouid be hard to find. .Tn thi!

fitly

crowns

genuine merit.

.Thanksgiving,
Gov. Plaisted has fixed upon Thursday
November 2ith, as Thanksgiving day.

most as delicate in character as frost work.
The Provident Association.
Mr. J. R. Thompson, general agent of the
Portland Provident Association, has received
from Thomas
Task,
the following letter

superintendent of

schools:
Allow mo to express to yon, and through
of this city,
you to the Provident Aseociatiou
the great obligation I feel under in behalf of
this
city, of school
the indigent children of
age, for the great assistance the society have
been to these children in providing needed
articles of clothing for them on the condition
that they should regularly attend the public
schools the last winter. Without the reception of this charity these children would have
been either absent from school altogether or
very irregular in their attendance. Assistance
in this form lo the indigent young, to aid
and encourage them to acquire a primary
school education, is certainly a most direct
means to enable them to become self-supporting, and to keep them from vicious habits. I
therefore bespeak for your society liberal aid
from generous citizens to assist in carrying on
during the approaching winter, this and
other benevolent work.
Found.
The Debec boy of Saccarappa, reported missA
ing in yesterday’s Press, has been found.
Portland
man gave him a ride and he reached
Wednesday afternoon. He was not acquainted
with the streets and he soou found that he did
not know which way to go, to get out of the
city. He had no friends in town and did not
know what to do. Night began to fall and still
be wandered aimlessly about. At length be
became wearied out and lay down by the side
of an unoccupied buildiug on a side street on
Munjoy hill. There he went fast asleep, never

minding the rain which pattered on his upturned face. Mr Joseph Adams, who resides
on Merrill street happened to pass that way
and seeing the boy’s plight, in the kindness of
his heart, took him home and gavo him shelter
for the night. Yesterday morning ho carried

police

station to be sent home.

•Revival Services.
It was an evidence of the interest taken in
these services by our people to see how well
the Gospel Mission was filled in such miserable
Mr. King took for his
weather as last night.
text Rev. iii: 1. aided by one of his large
The gentleman gave a very in-

paintings.
teresting description of the life of Martin
Luther, aud how he preached the gospel of

After an earnest
free salvation in his timo.
appeal by the preacher, five who bad never
start ad, and a number of others, came to the
This afternoon an enquiry
altar for prayer.
and consecration service will be held at 3
o’clock and Mr. King will lecture again in the

evening.

attendance.

A11 are invited.

C)VERTISEMENTS

portions of the programme were all well am i
effectively rendered. Where all did so well i
is unnecessary to make any special} mention
The members had a very plaesant as well a *
useful session.
It was decided to

hold

the

next annua 1

Yarmouth.
The officers of the association chosen for th >
ensuing year are as follows:
President—George N, Plummer, of Net

meeting

i irsf sim
the I'limiiuim,
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Recording Secretary—James Whitney, o t
GrayTrustees—Geo. W. Plummer, John T. Mer
rill, Jas. Whitney, Columbus Knight, Nicho
las Rideout, L>. C. Mclntire, Orrin Thornes
Rufus Chase, Ralph H. Haskell.

over Millett
NEW BLOCK,)

is

cast

connection

only

truly

The Finest Pliotograpbio Display ever exhibited in New England, including many
graphy, among which is the

THE FIRST PRIZE AT MAINE STATE FAIR, 1881.
Come One!
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

ComeAll!

IT STANDS AT THE HEAD,

MARK

“

as some

small

boys in

five year old son
struck by one of them in the eye with sucl
force as to completely shatter the eyeball. Or
the following day Dr. Holt was summonec
from Portland and the eye was removed froir
its socket by him.
The money that was stolen from Mr. Duftoi
last week, and about which several items appeared in the daily papers, was found last Sunday in the bottom of the river near where the
uuuuing tne eriuge auuiuiem.
The supposition is that some boy stole the gold
and, fearing discovery, threw it into the river.
There were some $G7 worth fonnd, which was
within a few dollars of the whole amount
workmen were

stolen.
A meeting was held on Wednesday evening
in Weston Hall to devise ways and means foi
the establishment of a public library.
Tenement houses are being constructed in
of the village, preparatory to a
in the
increase of population

quarties
prospective
spring.
all

__

Accident.
Mr. Lewis Sturges, of Saccarappa, got his
foot badly jammed by a shaft of iron falling on
it

a

few days ago.

STAT i-

NEWS.

ANDEOSCOOGIN COUNTY

Eugene Lawler of Lewiston was assaulted on
Chestnut street, Lewiston, Tuesday night and
beaten until he was unconscious.
The store ot A- L. & E. F. Gross in Lewiston was entered Tuesday night and robbed of
of silver plated ware,
about $100 worth
knives, &c.
East Livermore claims to have descendants
of a Yorktown hero, the late Lieut. Samuel
His
son,
surviving
only
Benjamin.
David BenjamiD, Esq., is still living there.
His age is eighty-nino. His father, who fought
at Yorktown, died in 1824, aged seventy-one
years.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

One day last week Mr. S. M. Keep of North
Jav found in his pasture among his cows a
suck
young deer, apparently endeavoring to
He succeeded in shooting it.
one of his cows.
It was a beautiful animal, and dressed about
40 pounds.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The apartments of the Governor and Council at the State House are being refurnished.
Imported Axminster carpets of rich, warm
patterns, selectod by Gen. B. F. Harris, are
Now furniture
being placed upon the floors.
is to be put immediately; and when tbe imbe hard to
will
it
are
completed
provements
recognize, in the elegant rooms, the former
dingy and uncomfortable chambers.
WALDO COUNTY.

Kittie Patterson of Belfast attempted suicide recently by swallowing an ounce of laudaThe young woman procured the poison
num.
at one of the drug stores in the evening and
went home where she swallowed tho whole
The large quantity of
ounce at one dose.
poison made her sick and she vomited nearly
all night. Next day a physician was sent for
who prescribed an antidote and left, to be
again called later in the day. By rosorting to
patient
artificial respiration, walking the
about, &c.. the physician pulled his patient
through. The cause for the rash act is not
known, but it is said to be the second attempt
of the kind.
The Belfast conference refunding commitIt
tee met again on Saturday evening last.
was fully decided that upon request of the
city government tho manner of declaringto divthe
This will give
idends will be changed.
preferred stockholders of the railroads 6 per
cent, dividends, the balance going to the nonThe
preferred, agreeable to original charter. for
a
matter of refunding has been deferred
meet.
will
committee
the
when
again
month,
It is thought that at. this time when money is
in brisk demand nothing can be dono. After
January it is expected the money market will
be easier, when an attempt will be made to
proceed with the refunding scheme.
YOEK COUNTY.

The York county educational association at
their annual meeting last week, elected the
following officers for the ensuing year; President, Hon. E. S. Morris, Biddeford; secretary
and treasurer, M. C. Smart, Alfred; executive
committee, \V. G. Lord, Limington; J. R.
King, Saco, Miss Etta W. Lunt, Biddoford.
The Mousam Manufacturing Company at
their leather-board mill, are making over
The product
73,000 pairs of counters per day.
of the mill is two and one-half to yliree tons
hands are
per day. Seventy-five to eighty-five

regularly employed.

We have tried Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup in
family, and can assert that it is the best

our

for a Cough or Cold ever introduced.
Price 25 cents.

remedy

good a man does lives long after him, so the
a really good medicine will last for ages,
and although Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry
and Tar may be new to you, its healing properties
have long been known and appreci Ated, and when
we recommend you to give Dr. Graves’ Balsam of

Goods we

60 cts.

eta.; largo bottle, only
For Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, or Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Catharic Pills,
For
made by Dr. Graves; price, ?5 cts. per box.
sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co., Portland,

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

DIVIDEND

NO. 4.

THE EXCHANGE

have

on

Agt.,

onr new

STREET.

OF

Capital, 81,000,000.

100,000 Shares.

LOCATION OF MINE:

Whits Pine Co.,

Egan Its,,

Nevada,

OFFICE OF COMPANY:

54 Broad

St.,

New York.

is

as

sale and profitable

or

a

business

as

manufactur-

0FFICI;RS
IV H Guion, President; 11. J. Rogers, Vice President; N. W. Nowell, Treasurer; R. E. Gallagher,
Secretary.

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT $2.00 PE1I
SHARE, BY

B.

BARNES, Jr.,

NO- 30 EXCHANGE ST.
Portland, Me., Nov. 3,1881.

nov-l-dtf

SURF CUnE FOU DRUNKEXXESS^
Van
TSfintrtieiUBrs^rrit^ASi^luNES^NortU
ang20isd6n

salboro’, Me.

Preble St.

ROLLING
FOR

Art

CLARK, 516 Congress St.

and

Middle St.

and Shoe*a Fine and Medium Goods

at

low prices.
J. H. WETHERELL A CO..
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 226 Middle St.
and

Fine Confection*,
successor

Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
CABINET

DEANE BROS. A SANBORN, 183 & 185 Middle St
Manufacturer and Importer
of Havana t .’igars, Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

CIGARS.

Furniwhing Good*,
d. BURLEIGH & Co.

Nov

i
Holbrook’s

’.MERRILL.

Roy*’

and

Street. Lot 124r97 ft. Also a lot of land situated
the westerly side of ea d street, 96% ft. on Parris St. and about 81 ft. deep. Also a lot on East
side of sab! street, about 134x102 ft. Also a large
of Flats and uplands ad joining above lots.
For terms and full description of property see advertisement in Daily Argus.
BOSWELL M. RICHARDSON,
Administrator Estate N. L. Woodbury.
F. O. BAILEY A: CO., Auctioneer*.
dtd
nov2

parcel

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
NalfNrcoui
F. O.

variety
J factory Prices.
('lOAL
JUS. H.
in fhll

Dont Buy

Mpeciniy Mails-

and at

POOR,

Commercial St.

No. 263

and

ATLANTIC

S. S. RICH

SON, 133 Exchange St
Hosiery. Kid Gloves, I.aces,

Embroideries and Worsteds.
COBMETM,
Cor.
W. E.

PLUMMER,

Congress and Brown Sts
Kid Gloves. Ribbons,
Laces, Embroideries, Worstod Crewels, Ac
E. 3. MERRILL, 467 Congress St

COBMETM,

China and Glass Ware.
R. S. RAND,
669 Congress St.

CROCKERY,

I UIY GOODS, Milks,
Mbuwls,
if Goods, Woolens, Linens, Ac.

mutual Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK,

DRY

AGAINST

INSURE

UNDERWEAR

School

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making risk* binding sa

open

water-borne.

soon as

DRY

Year Ending Dec. 31, 1-880:

cleansing, Carpet Cleaning
Total Amount of Premiums for the Year
and Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY
DYEING,
Preble House.
DYE HOUSE 13Preble
Culling

and

IBNEGents’
Furnishing Goods.
ALLEN A

COMPANY, 229 Middle St
Designs and Choice
specialty.
W. E. MORION A 00., 616 Congress St
Foreign and Domestic, Candies,

;
1MEORIMTM,Funeral
Flowers

a

Children's Christmas
FRUIT,
GEO. H.

Toys.
CUSHMAN, 486 Congress St

Ranges and Mtores. Mole
agents for the improved Highland Range.
D.
W. NASH, So. 6 Exchange St
M.
A
O.

FCRNACEH,

Cnholstery.
FCBNITIRE
Fine, Medium and Common Goods,
PORTLAND FURNITURE Co., 40 Exchange St.

$5,728,622.27.
ASSETS,

$12,608,356.71
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.
Dividends to Policy Holders on
{Premiums Terminating in 1880

40 PER CENT.

and

Paid in

Losses

dtf

—AND—

FOR MEJ1V

until you have examined our stock. We
Fine
mean business.
goods and low prices
is our motto.

POUNDS, AND OVER,

in sizes

46, 48 and 50, at

$1.00 each.

for 25,000 shares of the stock at
$1.00 per share are ©ft'ered, payable in four equal
monthly instalments, beginning at date of subscription, the entire amount to be expended in rebuilding and developing the property.
OFFICERS:
Boston
President-LYMAN R. BLAKE..
Treasurer—K. P. HURD .*.*
Secretary—GEO. E. BIRD,.Portland
Asst. Secretary—A. E. AYER...1 Boston
1 LYMAN R. BU-vKE.•
I GORDON M( KAY.
J. H. GOODSPEED,
Directors l W. FRENCH SMITH, PR. I)..
Lffnii
I A. H. BREED.
I EDGAR SHAW.„

Oil, III & i
dtf

oct21

PALMER,.-..Portland

Tailor.

A

Fine

FALL and WINTER

Dress Goods.
%

—mmm—

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED
a very fine
assortment of Fall and Winter DBtiNS CJOODN
with many novelties for trimmings, such as all wool
Silk and Wool Stripes, Velvets, Plushes,
ilks and Satins.
Having selected and purchased our stock of Dress
Goods early in the season, it enables us to exhibit a
greater variety than could we do if it had been deferred until the present time.
We extend a cordial invitation to all our customers and friends to come and see our new goods
which we shall take great pleasure in showing.

Will display this morning, Sept. 17th,

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED,
Cor. Congress and Elm Sts.
eodU

Fine

&

to

Roods,

Millinery

nnd

Also

a

fine line of

Nos. 1 St 2 United States Hotel Building.
Music Books, Strings, Musical
Instruments and Merchandise.
IRA C. ST00KBR1DGE, 160 Exohange St
A MCSIC BOOKS, Pianos,
Ac.
Organs.
organs, Musical Instruments,
Q K hawj^_ m Middl0 St

MCSIC,

Autograph & Photograph Albums,

Gold Pens & Pencils, MCSIC

RIass Eyes in Brent
Roods.
Variety of Shape and Color, The best make.
0. H. F’ARLEY, No. 4 Exchange Street.

FRANK B. CLABK, OPTICAL
515
seplO

Congress St.

eodtf

|>APkill HANRINRS, Interior DworeA
tlons. Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, &c.
BOSWORTH St MORSE, 691 Congress St
Chickcring * Sons, Lindermnn

Weber, Kranicb &

Organs.
Bach Pianos, and Smith Am. Organs.
PIANOS
W.M. FURBUSH St SON, 436 Congress St
A

THE WHITNEY

All kinds Frames
Frame MPy.
Flue Gold Frames a Specialty.
to order.
37
Tbrnple Street.
R. H. KNIGHT,
Fine
C<H1KTS MADE TO ORDER,
and Neckwear.
Furnishings, UnderwearUnder
House.
Preble
MERRILL St CO-,

PICTURE

Hardware, Harness Leather
and Horse Goods. Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE M. NELSON St CO. 119 Exchange St.
Ranges, Furnaces * Kitchen
Supplies. Agents for the “Crawford Range.’’
KNIGHT & HOWARD. 233 St 236 Federal St.

Gaiter

SADDLERY
STOVES,

SI5WARD,
_d""-

aledleil

arch

IS. 1881.

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE
Underttho Falmouth Hotel.

STREET,

B. F. WHITNEY !& CO.
dtf

Jy29

WE

L.E.LUNT&CO’S,
210 Fore St., Portland, Me.
dim

STOVES,

Ranges,
Sole Agents
Magee
STOVES,
YES
A, N.

Furnaces.
Furnace Oo.’s Goods.
St SUN, 12 Exohange St

and

and

Ranges.

Furnaces,
“Falmouth Range.
Sole Agents
STOVES,
0.
NASH,
F. &

for the
It.

Always

172 St 174 Fore

on

St

bnnd the best

German, French and English Goods.
TAILOR.
W. H. KOHL1NG, 89 Exchange 8t
mAII.OR nnd Draper.
1 Firstrclass Work »

_

ha?e a few seta of old fashioned Andirons
in perfect condition, which we will sell at
reasonable prices. Also Grandfather’s Clocks, an
in ruailing order, can be seen at

Ranges auil Furnaces.
Agent for Wood, Bishop & Go.s’ Goods.
W. D. AMES, 29 Market Square.
for
No

d«tS

OLD FASHIONED .ANDIRONS!

Carriages of

MAINE.

all descriptions

own manufacture. The lowest

of

our

prices

in the State, taking quality and

style into consideration.

Attention
Special
jno4

to

kinds
Repairing of all «odtf

BARGAINS IN

POTATOES, APPLES
And

TANNED OOODJ4, nlisjhsly damn^ed by ore.

motley & "Winchester,
Commercial Stregt.

son EdMcCameron St Maine Piano Uo.’t
PIANOS;
BAILEY & NOYES, 72 Exchange St.
13^
Pianos.
and Orgnas of best mnkes.
four
of
and
of
Pianos
makes
Five
Organa.
PIANOS
SAMUEL THURSTON. N0.3 Free St Block
a.

_dtt

PORTLAND,

Millinery
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laces.
MRS. J. DKYDKN, Cor. Congress and Casco Sts

C

be found in Portland.

21 and 23 Preble Street

fancy roods,

Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, Flowers St Laces.
MILLINERY
rds,
A. k. BAltNES, 402 Congress St.
and Birthday Cards
EASTMAN & CULTS,
MILLINERY,

Visiting

TTY. AKELEY & CO.,
Carriage Manufacturers,

MRS. E.
Millinery.
B.F0mJSlN8<4JHm8t

The largest and best assortment of

sepJ7

Assort-

231 Federal St.

for
of
A tTO. S. FERNALD.

STREET.

Dealer and Importer in Patterns, will be
at the U. S. Hotel on Thursday and Friday next, to give instruction In Dfoss
Cutting by Cornell’s System. An Agent
wanted for Portland.

oct24

Clocks and Slice.

Watches.

Waro, Manufacturers of Masonio Goeds, Ao.
JEWEERY,
J. A. MERRILL A CO., 239 Middle St

OWEN,

IvirsTa^lcrippen,

oct31

Plated Ware, Fins Watch Repairing.
JE iVELRY,
ROBERT B. SWIFT. 613 Congress

ment of Imported Goods.
MERCHANT
F. A. SMITH,

Jr.,

Teaclier of Elocution,
Y. M. C. A. Booms, Congress and Elm Sts.
nov4

-OF-

Watches, Chronometers, Cl
Slaids,
JEWELRY,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SENTER
00.. 61 Exohaage St

GEOVEM,
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
KID
MOORE A 00., 607 A 609 Congress

.........

F.

St

JEWEERY,

Stationery,

vided.

~W.

manufacturer
AO.

Furs,

JEWELRY,

Machine ($.

priced

EXCHANGE

GRAND DISPLAY

Eaces, Nmallwnres and

This v aluable mining property is among the most
desirable on the Pacific coast. The officers and
stockholders of the Company are wealthy and influential men, including parties connected with the
McKay Sewing Machine Co., and the shoe interests
at Lynn. Fire recently destroyed their mill—up to
that time the mine was worked privately, paying
omy, the
$72,000 by crude working for free gold
Bulphurets remaining and being very rich. At botIs
ft.wide.
vein
the
SVz
of
main
2oO
feet,
tom
shaft,
Conservative experts report the mine can pay $7,000 to $9,000 per month. Home management, low
subscriptions and earnings to be Justly di-

nov-i

octBdtf

in

TJPTOWKf
tailor, a
Gentlemen’s Wear.
Cloths
assortment
Merchant
237 Middle
Store.
California,
Stationery

BAB.NBS,

as

matter

Watches, Clocks, Milver A

29 HIGH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

M. G.

in

dfc

i

Co.,

well for their customof insurance as
any other Agency in Portland^

doing

are

eis

St

Watches, Diamonds,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
CARTER BRQSy 621 Congress, oor. Casco St
Watches, Clocks.
Diamonds,
Silverware Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD A WENTWORTH, 609 Congress St

OFFICE OF COM1'ANY:

I

dealers
TY ARNE MM itluaufrs. and
I I
Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
163
A
Middle
A
166
LKER
CHAS. J. WA
CO.,

and
and Dealer in
A.

PiTVWT.

MIK^.

ROLLINS & ADAMS

Jewelry and Human

A

Company

McKay Sewing

Hair

Tools,
Glass and Builders’ Supplies.
HARDWARE,
T. L. MERRILL A CO., No. 9 Market Squars

a

CAPITAL $250,000. 100,000 SHARES.

Yuba

Flour, Fine Tens, and
Coffee, Pure Spices. Butter, Ao., Ac.
WILLIAM MILLIKEN A CO., 682 Congress St
4XCNM and fishing tackle.
YJT Agent for Du Pont’s POWDER, and
BEND ROCK. Q. L. BAILEY. 221 Middle iSt.

HATM

©F CALIFORNIA.

Hansonville,

Flour.

clouded shirts and drawers, HOm
Homeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D. 410 Congress

HANSOM

OJf

and

S. T. SOULE A CO.,
GROCEBIEM,Tens
47 Free Street

ToTe rsons DeWng Tosurance!

FCRM. Mpecial Fine, New
York Goods. Buffalo A Wolf Robes a specialty
MERRY, the Hattor, 237 Middle St

FIRST CLASS INVESTMENTS.

UH^TIOX

CO., Exchange A Federal St.

special JOB HATM, Caps Furs, Robes, 232 Middle St.
G.
SUSSKRAUT,
LOT of medium weight,
EO PATH IC PHARMACY.
offer

poy4d"—

tu

Wholesale and Retail.

Fine goods and low prices.
Grocerm.
W. L. WILSON A

Mtore.

Two Hundred

253 Middle Stmt.

WT

GHDCEBIEM,

cine Teas, Coffees and Fauoy Groceriee.
GEO. C. SiLAW A CO., 685A587Cong. A 236 Middle

Cutlery,

STUDLEY,

c

Goods,

Underwear Ac. Fine Shirts to order.
CHARI JI3 CUSTIS A CO., 493 Congress St

XX

Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.
HAIR
A. BL0CKL1NGER, 617 Congress St.

WEIGHING

we

rwiwmw

J. D. JONES. Preitdent,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vico President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
H.
J.
CHAfJfAN, Secretary.
feb9dlmteodllmiv6wB
Feb. 9,1881.

GROCERIEM,

HOSIERY,

Gold Mining

Thirty Days

After Proof.

St

123

A Kerosene
Fixtures Rebronied.
128
MARS

A
Kerosene
Fixtures Rebronzed and
28 Market
LEVI S.

Boots, $1.00

MARINE

ONLY.

RISKS

Dress

A LITTLE, 227 Middle Street
Goods, Fancy Goods, Milks, Fine
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, Ac,
BINES BROS, 241 A 243 Middle St.
Goods, Fancy Goods, Hosiery,
Gloves, Worsteds, Yarns, Ac.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.
M1LLETT

in

Solid Leather

Ulisses

I.JK>.

INSURANCE

Casket manufacturers,
CFF1N
and Furnishing Undertakers.
&

to Difficult

Startlingly Low Prices in Children’s Goods!
Chudren’s Spring Heel Extension' Edge
Boots, in a variety of Stock.

AI

sale of Furniture and

CLOTHING,

A

buyers.

C. W.

General Mcrohan
diae every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
oct3dtf
m.
Consignments solicited.

Regular

House

t. i.mtnmu.

IS Exchange St.

BAILKY,

Child-

Carpets, Crockery,
and
rCRNITCBE,
THEN
Furnishing Goods.
stock will be
Exchange
HOOPER, EATON CO.,
Fixtures, Eamps Ac,
found second to none Those Donga Boots!!. GAM
Old
CLEVELAND A
TON,
Exchange St
the
easy flitting and Durable Stock
our
and
in the city
Feet.
Camps
goods
Fixtures,
given
Gilded.
GAM
BROWN.
Square
closprices please the
ENTM’ Furuisliing
Neckwear,

est

o’clock

BOSTON A PORTLAND Clothing Co., 266 Middle.
men’s, YonihN dk Boys’
Fine Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
C. J. A F. B. FARRINGTON, 182 Middle St

our

The most
Market. Great attention

at 3

on

184 Middle Street.

Men’*

flLOTUlNG,

12th,
p. m.,
SATURDAY,
1 shall sell the large Brack Block of
ON
the west side of Parris
Five Hounen, situated

to

Gow, 666 Congress Street
Maker* and IJphoI«terer«,

CLOTHING and

Administrator’s Sale at Auction.
(

on

Shoe*, Fine CuMtom Work,
for Ladies and Gents, to Measure.
BOOTS
B. F. WHITNEY &
222

I. F. LORD,
C1ANDIES
J
Alien

J. W. LEAVITT, Treaf.

oc26-dtd

photography
'r3 by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.

Boot*

P.

The mill contains one 10 inch train ami one 18
inch train, with all the machinery appertaining to
the manufacture of rails and bar iron.
The property is prov ded with a thoroughly built
wharf, at which vessels of 800 tons capacity can lie
at low water, and is directly connected by rail with
all the railroads centering at Portland.
Possession given at once.

Prepara-

Co.,

1881,

M.
The property of the Company consists of 61) acres
of land on tide water, in the town of Cape Elizabeth.
Cumberland County, within ten minuses drive of
the City of Port;and. Besides the mill buildings,
the Company owns 66 tenements in 28 buildings,
one ball used for church purposes, «wo stores and a
thorough well fitted office, with tire proof vault,
and all modern improvements. All the buildings
are in good repair.

JR., 689 Congress St

Ac

lOHi,

NOV.
O’CLOCK,

AT 3

,

highest

reserve,

THURSDAY,

Square

Riank Book*.
Stationery
BOOK.*,
Clara’8 Circulating library.
FRANK B.

Tool

as

public
der. at the Mills,

Chemical*,
APOTHECARIES;
Imported Perfumes, Soaps, Toilet Articles A*
FRED T. MEAMKK &
tion of Proscription*
APOTHECARY;
Specialty.
E. DANA

SALE.
Fixtures and

LAMSON,
Drags, Paint*, Oil*,

APOTHECARIES:
W.

MILL

Heal Estate, Machinery,
the Ligonia Iron Company, will be sold
THEofauction,
bidto the
without

Fine

Arts. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
W. WHIPPLE & CO., 21 Market

BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
dtd

LOWELL, 613 Congress St,
Custom and Heady Made Clothing

Don’t you forget those Common
Sense Boots. E. T. MERRILL
Is making a specialty of
them.

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED BY

farming.

CO.. 6, 7

Street.

F. O.
nov2

watches,
American
Jewelry Silverware, Clock*, Arc.
201 Middle street
CKAS. H.

Cards and Fine Stationery.
ENGRAVING.
WILLIAM S.

Fine
On
Boats in every style,
sold only by

30

mining

well

Exchange

St, op.,

CLOAKS,
DOLMANS,
T
ULSTERS,

Turner’s Island, Cape
set of new buildings—convenient and
arranged house, shed and stable. There is about
one-balf acre of land well cultivated and laid out
with fruit trees. &c. Also at same time another lot
containing 20,290 square feet of choice land for
building or gardening Terms made known at sale.
For particulars, call on Enoch Knight, No. 10O
ett,

The following Trade Circular is respectfnllypresentca by the undersigned Retort Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the exteat and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people
oj Maine.
33r“Parties not prepared to visit Port
loud, may order goods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded.
TOOLS.UARDEN
Field and Flower Seeds. Fertilizers, &o.
AliKICDIiTPUAI.
WM. C. SAWYER &
& 9

wo

consisting of a

PORTLAND, ME.,

Wedding

YOUR

REGISTRARS:

ing

_

IN

'Farmers’ Loan and Trust Co., >ew York
Tlio Exchange Silver Mining and Milling Comits fourth monthly
pany of Nevada, lias declared
dividend of lVe per cent., payable on the 31st, ult.
show a marked Improvemeut
mine
the
from
Reports
in the value of the ore in the lower levels, (very rich);
and as the leased mill is now being made available,
is anticipated. As soon
a large increase in bullion
mill is made the Company
as the addition to the
to
26 cents per share per
expect to pay from 20
month. The managers who are practical mining
fact that
men are engaged in demonstrating tho
whoa honestly and judiciously conducted,

dim

oclO

Subscriptions

Silver lining anil Milling Go.

The first to depart from the old styles
of small arms, hard running and noisy
machines of the past, its introduction
was one of the most important changes
in the history of .-ewing machines. The
first Large-Armed, Light-Rnnning, and
almost Noiseless Machine, its extensive
imitation marks it as the

_

OF

ARTIST*’

competitors.

hand

RETAIL TRADE

MATERIAL*,Architect*’ A
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 693 Congress St

and net wishing to
carry them over, we
Acknowledged Standard of Excellence.
have this day marked And
its construction has demonstrated
that it embodies most of all that is pracline
of
a
down
tical and beautiful in the art of sewing
large
Machine hnilding, and in ease of operaof work stands without
nice goods from $1.00 tion and range
an equal. Examine it.
and $1.25 to the low
“DOMESTIC” SEWING MACHINE CO,
prices of 62c, and
BBOADWAY) NEW YORK.
at
the
75c. We shall
FrankP. Moss,
same time offer one
case of fine all wool No. 12 Elm St., Portland, Me.
wholesale and retail dealer in
armures, in all the Also,
needles for all machines, Oils and Atnew fall
shades, 44 tachments.
inches wide, at the Stitcliing:
all kinds neatly and promptly executof 50c. of
low price
ed. Orders by mail will receive prompt
illustrated
attention. Send for
These goods have been Catalogue
of “Domestic” Machines, or
call at the
selling all the season “DOMESTIC” ROOMS
for 87 1-2 cents.
NO. 12 ELM

The

Wild Cherry and Tar a {rial for the certain cure of
Sore bhroat, Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough,
Hoarseness, &e., we only ask you to use and be benefited by the same medicine that has given so much
relief to others. The Materia Medica doe3 not furnish better remedies for the diseases of the pulmoTar. Their virnary organs than Wild Cherry and
tues have long been known and appreciated, and
Graves’
you cannot fail of relief if you give Dr,
Bals.m a trial when afflicted. Sample bottle 10

large

stock of Fine Dress

__

virtues of

to the

Owing

”

o’clock

m.,
TUESDAY, Nov. Bth,
ONsituated
shall sell the homestead of the late Eliza FickElizabeth,
at
at 12

a

Fifteeu years of unprecedented success
has demonstrated that it is the acknowledged Standard of Excellence by all its

the

throwing Btones,
of Sewall Reightou wa:
were

Desirable Real Estateat Turner’s Island
by Auction.

CIRCULAR.

The Careful

DOMESTIC

DOWN.

TRADE

AUCTION SALES.

GUIDE.

CO.. 473 Congress *t

THE LIGHT-RUNNING

The water was drawn out of the mill pom

Saturday,

photo-

iu

styles

Exhibited for the first time in Maine by us, as well aa the beautiful Display of Photographs
for which was awarded

between the two dams on Sunday, so that the
abutment of the now railroad bridge could b<
built.
On last

new

BBA.UTIFU3J fastbl portrait

Saccarappa.

Rocky Hill district

Little’s,

&

Thursday Evening, Nov. 3d, Friday and Saturday Af
ternoon and Evening, Nov. 4th & 6th, 1881.
of New York.
with Photography
Palace In
This
the

at

Gloucester.
Vice Presidents—J. W. Hunger, of Port
land, Sewall Whitney, of Cumberland, Co
lnmbus Knight, of Falmouth.
Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer—AI
roy Noyes, of Pownal.

Congress St.,

(DOW’S

—

walnut and beautifully frescoed. The
director’s and cashier’s rooms will be carpeted.
One great feature will be the superb screen of
wrought and cast iron and nickel brass, now
making in New York. It will reach to the
ceiling, and embraces many lovely designs, al-

him to the

The programme was a long
varied one, consisting of vocal anthems, songs
duets, trios, quartettes, &c., and selections b;
the orchestra. The choruses and the othe
am

THE BUYERS’

r, niaY.a/l

old

and

filled at the concert on Wednesday evening
although a light rain storm prevented a large

westerly

Slack

Snow.

case success

produced.

will be

Cumberland County Musical Conventloi
The twelfth annual session of the Cumbei
land County Musical Association was held oi
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week at th
Congregational church in Falmouth. Ther
was a large attendance of singers from variou
parts of the county, and the meeting this yea
was very successful, under the able leadershi]
of Mr. E. A. Blanchard, of Cumberland, am
a small but efficient orchestra led by Mr. R. A
Bachelder, of Portland. The.church was we)

NOTICE
hereby given that the copartnership heretofore
existing between the undersigned, under name
of B. F. Whitney & Co., is this day dissolved by
mutual consent, and that the same business will be
continued by the Whitney Gaiter Shoe Company at
the oidstand.

18

BENJAMIN F. WHITNEY.
WTELIAM 0. FOX.
1881.
uovldlw
1st.
Nov.
Portland,

rax

I

Fine

Roads nnd
249

M1(M1o st,

ail.IIP AND DRAPER.
Fine Goods always on hand. Satisfaction
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal

guaranteed.

Caskets, Coans,

Robes,
every requisite
Undertakers,
McKfcs'NASi DOUG
and

WATCH
WM.

Watclies,

in COIN SILVER CASES,
only $8.50, warranted.

MEMEV, 531COSURESS ST
oct21_dlm

Rooms to Let.
Furnished, large and pleasant,
with board, in nice location up
Portland
Address “0,”
town.
Press Office,

Removal.
William Senter &

Co.,

Watch, Clock, Jewelry au«i Sanlical Store, removed to

No. 51 Exchange
their

old stand

street,
sepodm3

New Guzelteer o£ Maine.

St

wanted in every town to 8*11 this splea
a real want; ever> citi-

aid book. It supplies
AGENTS
needs it. Exclusive

zen

tion.

Street

o
^
3.-Up dtt

oct 11

directly opposite

for funerals.
HER 424 Congress St

and Clock Tinker,
Oliver Gerrish. at
SENTER & CO.’S, 61 Exchange

NEW WALT I AH ANO ELGIN

ootS

For

territory and no competiparticulars, address the publisher,
B. B. RUSSELL, 57 Corn hill, Bostcn.
d&wlrn

THE PRESS.
Spoopendyke.
Asa Reconciliation Candidate.

[Brooklyn Eagle.1]
“Smy, my dear,” ejacalatcu Mr. Spoopendyke
dashed his
as he tore into his wife's room and
hat into the baby’s crib. “Say, my dear, what
do yon think?”
“I don’t know,” replied Mrs. Spoopendyke,
“Is it something about a name for the baby?”
‘‘Dod gast the baby!” roared Mr. Spoopendyke, drawing up a chair. “It’9 something
better than that. I have been nominated for

Mayor on the reconciliation ticket!”
have?”
“Why, how many are they going to
asked Mrs. Spoopendyke in some amazement
‘There’s Mr. Tracy and General Ropes and
and Mr. Low,
Judge Slocum and Major Howell

he a mayor too.
and are you
‘‘They have all withdrawn in my favor,”
said Mr. Spoopendyke, “and they have put me
forward to reconcile all the conflicting eleto

They say
ments and contending factions.
aronnd town that Spoopendyke is the only
man in Brooklyn fit for the mayoralty. Think
of that!”
‘•I don’t know about the elements,” argued
Mrs. Spoopendyke. "Do you think yon coold
regulate those? I always supposed the weather
was

taken—”

•‘What about the weather? What do you
Got an idea he’s
suppose a mayor is, anyway?
he runs up and
a dod gasted barometer? Think
down in a wooden box and poin's himself out
with a brass thumb? Well, he doesn’t. He
sits around and takes the responsibility while
manage his otfioe for him. See
other

people

into it now?”

replied Mrs. Spoopendyke.
“And so they can’t really agree on anybody
but you?”
“It seems so,” responded Mr. Spoopendyke.
"The most respectable delegation in the city
waited on me to-day and said that t.be welfare
of Brooklyn depended on Spoopendyke.
“I'm glad it was respectable, dear, because
“Certainly,”

that the Jefferson McLaughlin delegation had their seats pretested.”
Mr. Spoopendyke.
“You saw!” growled
"You’re always seeing. If you had o'ne more
make a firsteye and sold by the bushel you’d
class potato patch! My delegation was comVan
and
Dr.
Dyke, Genposed of Dr. Talmage
eral Tracv and Mr. Ropes, Mr. Dunne and
Judge Morris, Mr. Beecher and Dr. Storrs,
■Mr. KinsePa and Mr. McLaughlin, and Mr.
Howell and Mr. Low. The chairman was Mr.
DeWitt, and he said that my nomination was
the grandest enterprise ever ‘intrusted to the
intellect of man.’ Think of that now!”
“Isn’t that perfectly splendid! I wonder if
we couldn’t get Mr. De Witt to come around
and name the baby! How do you reconcile all
those elements?”
"By being mayor, don’t you understand?
Each one wants his own man, and as he can’t
get him they agree on me and in I go. Dr. Talmage ma. e some eloquent remarks about me.
He said, ‘We nominate you, sir, to perpetuate
perpetuity. Down with our opponents! Lot
When Moses became
reconciliation reign.
mayor of the Israelites he smashed the tablets!
Let Spoopendyke break the ill conceived, misbegotten, bigoted, rotten slate of our adversaries! Quod erat demonstrandum!' I declare he
was perfectly wild over it!”
"What does it mean, that foreign language?’,
asked Mrs. Spoopendyke with warm interest.
"It was very good of him to say it, but I don’t
understand it.”
‘‘Quod erat demonstrandum? That means ii
you expect something and don’t get it, it’s all
right anyway,” explained Mr. Spoopendyke.
“Dr. Van Dyke followed him and said that he
had spoken with characteristic accuracy and
hoped that I would help in the vineyard, and
something else I’ve forgotten. That made Mr.
nf tlifiin

are not.

I

saw

Talmage cry.”
"The poor man,” sympathized Mrs. Spcopendyke. “I don’t see how you can reconcile men
who hurt each other’s feelings.”
"If he’d hurt his feelings there’d have been
These ministers only
a row instead of tears.
cry when they feel good. Then Mr. McLaughlin made a speech and said that he would help
me when I got to be mayor.”
“Isn’t he just too 6weet?” murmured Mrs.
Spoopendyke. "If baby was only a boy We’d
name

him

McLaughlin Spoopendyke.

inquired

Mrs.

^hofds

the Eagle office, and he said
to bring
was the first
before the public. He thought he had been
instrumental in my nomination, and hoped I
would see tbit proper delegations were sent to
the State conventions. He’s a nice man, Kinsella. Some say that he and I look alike.”
“He must be a handsome man,” said Mrs.
Spoopendyke. contemplating her husbaDd admiringly. “I’m sorry we can’t name the baby
after him. What did Mr. Beecher say?”
“Mr. Beeches said that some men were no
more born mayors than they were born policemen; but they svbsequentiy developed inwardness that raised them to the power and glory of
office and dignity, though they might have
originally been regular old hunks. That
brought up Dr. Storrs, who said that the finest
particles of animate nature frequently conspired in the same individual, and lifted him
so far above the finite that unobserving men
mistook them for the infinite.”
"Good gracious!” squealed Mrs. Spoopendyke, “and to think that they all meant you!
The first time I see Dr. Storrs he shall kiss tha

frankly that his paper
me

baby.”
V* asn

ll

&iuriuu&i

Spoopendyke dancing
‘‘Mr.
Ropes wanted

cAwauuB

around

the

ml.

room.

him
get
and
State
the
of
a
lease
Prisons,
General Tracy asked my influence In securing
a
misan act, making Young Republicanism
demeanor .punishable by fine or imprisonment
to

me

or both.
You never heard of such a time in
your life! Judge Morris made a speech in favor of life tenure of office, and Mr. Dunne
made me promisetto turn the judge loose on
the criminal classes. It was a regular love
feast. Mr. Howell made some remarks about
a general license systetg, and Mr. Low made a
glowing speech, in which he congratulated the
aristocracy on nominating a man who could
sign his name with a glove on. I wish you
could have been there. There was another
man whose name I’ve forgotten, but he urged
be honest. Said he’d been honest ail
me to
his life. Made a business of it. Never ventured on outside speculations, but traded solely in honesty—wholesale, retail, gallon, small
measure or pint.
Honesty furnished at short
notice. Discount to the trade. Canned goods
for Western consumption. He was a good
one!”
"Well, 1 never heard anything like it!”
cooed Mrs. Spoopendyke. “I suppose now the
Common Council will come ap here to play
with the baby; but say, dear, you won’t be
compelled to steal any books and run away,
will von?”
"No, I won’t, won’t I?” howled Mr. Spoopendyke. "I tell you I am going to have plain
sailing. The whole town is in favor of me, and
I’ll be the first popular mayor this village has
ever had.”
"Will you have to be out late nights with
the delegation, reconciling?” inquired Mrs.

Spoopendyke.

"I tell you they are all reconciled. They
reconciled on me. Do you know what a reconciliation is? Got a notion that it's the side door
of a liquor saloon? Imagine that the delegation is going around town with its hat on one
side singing ‘The keg is empty, beer all gone,’
at four in the morning?
Well, they ; in’L As
I said in my speech accepting the nomination,
this is the era of peace and respectability, and
or
yon don’t want to go around upsetting it,
you'll hear from me.”
“Certainly,” replied Mrs. Spoopendyke, undressing the baby. “When you’re elected I’m
coming down to your office to bring my work
and the baby, and I’ll help you when you’ve
got too much to do.”
“Yes, you will,” bawled Mr. Spoopendyke.
“You’d be a great help! AH you want is a
seedy overcoat and a clerk, to he the whole
municipal government! You can help! When
I get time, l'!l fit you up with a broken bench
and a gas bill and start a political headquartLet me catch you around the
ers with you.
City Ball mending socks and shoving a go
cart while I’m in office, and I’ll fit you out
with a red mustache and au interest in an all
night gin mill, and start you around as a police
force!”
And with these improvements on liis mind,
the Reconciliation candidate popped out of his
clothes and floptied into bed.
"I don’t care,
soliloquized Mrs. Spoopendyke as she drew on. the baby's night dress,
“as long as he don’t go around nights with his
delegation he can be Mayor after all, for then
he can widen the street and have an engine iD
front of the house everv night to put out files
and burglars.
With which reflection Mrs. Spoopendyke
filed the baby away in the crib, aud went to
sleep, dreaming that Mr. Spoopendyke had
been elected a fire bell, and had resigned his
office to know what she “wanted the dod
gained sheet half mast for, noless it was to
freeze his measly feet!”
_

(The United Service.]

Cats at Sea.
Certain animals wero once thought to proyoke storms at sea, aud wore thus regarded as
unlucky by Seamen. A dead hare on board

ship has long

been

thought

a

storm-bringer.

The hare is unlucky in many folk-lore stories.
Many people, as Lapps, Finns atid Chinese,
will not eat it. As an animal supposed to see
at night, it was connected with the moon,
shining by night, and we have Eastern traditions of the hare in the moon. Hence it is'
with the moon, a weather-maker. The cat
was still more widely feared as a storm-bringer
and is always unlucky on board ship. She
“carries a gale in her tail,” and is thought to
storm by playing with a gown 01
her fur the
apron, rubbing her face, licking
Provoking a cat will certain,
wrong way, &c.

provoke a

gale, in sailor belief, and drowning
one will surely raise a tempest. Fielding, in a
voyage to Lisbon, (1775) says: “Tbe kitten al
last recovered, to the great joy of the good captain, but to the very great disappointment oi
some of the sailors, who asserted that the
ly bring

a

steel claws and a tigerish countenance. In
one nichGermany there is a proverb that any at
his fuing a cat his enemy will be attended
neral by rats and rain. Cats see better at
night, are connected with the moon by many
are
legends, are witches’ familiars, and hence
eyed askant by many. The Egyptian goddess
of *vil, Pasht, was a cat-headed goddeBS. Cats
witches in
were, as we have seen, used by
raising a gale, and are said to smell a wind,
while pigs see it. On shipboard the malevolent character of the cat is shown in nautical
nomenclature, and the song now popular—
“It was the cat”—
is liable to more than a double interpretation.
The cat-o-nine-tails is not a desirable acquaintance, nor do sailors have a love for the miscellaneous gear connected with raising the anchor
such as the cat-head, cat-fall, cat-tail, cat-hook
cat-back, &c. The lubber’s-hole, through
which it is thought derogatory to the able seaman to pass, is in French “Trou de Chat.
Weak tea is called by sailors” cat-lap.” Freya
the Norse goddess, was attended by cats, and
thus Friday, her day, was thought unlucky.
A spectral dog “shony” is said to predict a
storm when appearing on the Cornish beach.—
nas

[London Society.]

Pythagorean Ideas.
A curious trait of middle age is that as life
goes on some likeness to au animal is often ap_
parent, even to an extent that might seem
to countenance the Pythagorean idea of the
transmigration of souls. Every one must
know a certain number of people who bear
a

dogs. These,

likeness to horses and

striking

that, in the
however are the nobler animals,
ease of such a comparison, the likeness is permore flattering to the human being than
so

haps

the dumb animal. It Is not often given, even to the SQft, melting eye of womanhood, to
have that look of courage, endurance, and devotion which we sometimes meet in the eye ofDickens was true to nature when
a hound.
he described the dignified little hops of Dora’s
to

Now and then the middle
of the parrot description of bird
the human subject may be like a
cat, or even like a moukey. A great many
are like snakes: indeed, sneak and snake are
different forms of the same word, and the mo.
ral fact is as true as the etymological. When
Cicero, in his oration against Piso, attacks that
noble Bomau in an extremely personal manner, he is apparently likening him, by a very
“Beast,”
common tigure of speech, to a viper.
there is no mistaking the evisays Cicero,
those
slave-like
or
that
hue,
bristly
dence
cheeks, those discolored fangs. Your eyes,
your brows, your face, your whole aspect, are
the tacit index to your soul.” There was
Tinnevelly
a certain German missionary at
who made himself extremely disagreeable to
the European members of that community.
As he observed different animals in the streets
he used to point out to his friends the likeness
which existed between themselves and these
creatures.
“There’s your picture,” Jie would
say to one, pointing to a pig.” There is the
the likeness of your beastly soul,” he would
say to another, pointing to a goat. One day
he made the usual inquiry about a friend’s
health, who answered by mentioning some
bodily ailment. “I don’t ask after your stinking body,” was the rejoinder, but I want to
know about your soul.” A very painful maul
Voltaire
bad
which
room
the
In
certain
are
there
Souci
at
Sans
delicate hits of satire ujK>n him carved in
wood. For instance, there is a monkey which
Is supposed to represent his portrait; a parrot
which conveys an idea of his volubility of
speech; and a stork, to signify his migrations
to and from Prussia, coming in Summer and
going away in the Winter. Wilson, the ornithologist, presumably by brooding so much over
birds, became very much like a bird himself.
He got the dark, luminous eyes, and his nose
Yes,
w»b shaped like the very beak of a bird.
this is a curious fancy that in middle age the
will
on.
It
likeness to some animal may come
be within the recolleotion of many Oxford
men that a quarter of a century ago there
were two great scholars at Oxford, both of
them middle-aged men, ene of whom was
krownbythe name of the Sickly Vulture,
while the other was the Debauched Crow.
aunts.

bird-like

aged lady is
and possibly

That

wall there. Great artist—"Exactly so.
little bit in your hand is done in water color.
of the
They come high just now on account

drought.”—The Judge.

New Bloomfield, Miss., Jan. 2,1880.
I wish to say to you that I have been suffering
for the last five years with a severe itching all
I have heard of Hop Bitters and have
over.
it. X have used up four bottles, and it

the authorities of the place where he professes
to have been born will be written to, and if the
information he has given] be found incorrect
he will be liable to six months’ imprisonment
for being a vagabond; nor will his troubles end

has done me more good than all the doctors
and medicines that they could use on or with
I am old and poor but feel to bless you
me.
for such a relief by your medicine and from
torment of the doctors. I have had fifteen
doctors at me. One gave me seven ounces of
solution of arsenic; another took four quarts of

burdensome that he will tell the
little peace. French criminals
a
of the lower classes scarcely ever try to conceal
their identity. In the course of fifty years the

ascerall1 endeavors to
tain what his name was. This wretched man
had been arrested for a petty theft, and stated
that he was an Italian. This proved to be

false; at least it was discovered that no person
bearing his name had been born in the commune which he described as his birth-place.
He was kept in prison 15 months and questioned 80 times by a Juge d’lnstruction, but to no

purpose, so that he was at last tried for being a
thief and a vagabond, and sentenced to a year’s
imprisonment. On his release he was treated
as a foreigner—that
is, he was expelled the
country byorder o t the Perfect of Police, and
being conveyed to the frontier between two
gendarmes he was given up to the Italian authorities as a suspected criminal. The Italian
Police system being like the French, the vagabond was taken to jail and asked to give an account of himself. As he persisted in telling
palpable untruths about his birth-place he was
kept for several months in durance, then sentenced to six months for vagabondage, and on
the expiration of his term he was sent bfuik to
France. This time the French Police did not
arrest him, but they watched him. The unhappy man seeking for work as a stone mason soon
found|employment; but gave his master a name
different to that which he had been sentenced.
The Police were down upon him at once Having ascertained that his new name was not his
own they got him sentenced
again to a year’s
imprisonment, “pour usurpation de faux
noms,” and upon his discharge they told him
plainly that he could expect no peace until he
made an avowal of his identity. He was consigned to a “Depot Mendicate” or depot for incorrigible vagabonds, and there committed suicide. Who he was has never been ascertained;
but the relentless pertinacity with which he
was hunted to death shows what a grim duel
it is which the French Police wages against
crimi"als. If this unfortunate man had given
himself out as aa Englishman and had got himself conveyed to Dover, his troubles would
he touched
English
ceased when
have
soil, for the British Police would have had
him or to ship him back to
no right to worry
France.

Bulletin.

spirit; that “mighty face” threatens to crumble and fall. This calamity has been predicted
before, but never was its destruction so imminAnt. aa nnw
The attention of the Appalachian
Club was called, early in the season this year,
to the precarious condition of this wonderful
landmark, and Mr. A. E. Scott, of this city,the
club’s councillor of improvements, has made
two visits to the mountains, the last one on
Monday of this week. He says the whole ledge
is in a crumbling condition. A large fragment
forms the
which
of
rock
part
upper
of the forehead has become separated from
the
cliff, and is now poised on the
outer edge of the mass of rock uponl|Which the
This gap has been slowly
forehead rests.
widened for years. Some fifteen or twenty
is
a
feet back
huge crevice. This is filled with
loose gravel and water, and the action of. the
frost the coming winter, it is feared, will so
jar the upper-forehead fragment, fifteen feet
long and four to five feet in width and depth,
that it will fall, and perhaps injure, if not destroy, the features below. In time, Mr. Scott
thinks all the rock in front of the large crevice
will soon slice off. To prevent the falling of
the forehead stone means must be provided to
carry off the water and gravel from the rear
crevice, and it is thought that the small fissure
may be prevented from widening by means of
iron clamps. Cementing the rocks solidly together was first suggested, but when the difficult climb up the steep mountain-side was fully
considered and the fact brought to mind that
a man could not carry more than a pailful of
cement to the cliffs at a time, the idea was
abandoned. The scheme decided upon seems
the only practical one, and this will be but a
temporary salvation of the face, in Mr. Scott’s

opinion.

a

double 2Vs

hpuse.

rater, and taa» a good
Lot about 40*96.

cemented cellar ana cistern-

For terms, dkc., apply to

L. A. GRAY,
Business College, Cor. Congress and Casco Sts.
eod2w
oc31

FOR SALE
For Kale.
good working oxen.

FOUR
nov3d3t*

WALTER FICKETT,
Stroudwater.
““

HORSES FOR SALE.
The two flue Horses belonging to estate of the late Dr. Wm. W. tlreene—
one a sorrel, 8 years old, and the other
black, 12 years old. Enquire of D. W.
FESSENDEN, Adm’r, No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.
oc26-dtf

_

Women that have been bedridden for years
have been entirely cured of female weakness
by the use Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound. Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham,
233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets.

Good Horse for Sale.
for any business. Erqulre of

SUITABLE
oc28-dlw

W. C. COBB & CO..
Pearl St.

TO LET.

_

The editor of London Punch has fourteen
daughters. When one of them misbehaves
he punishes her by compelling her to write all
the jokes for Punch one week. This is what
makes Punch so funny.—Norristown Herald.
‘‘The Commodore.”
Jos. L. Foote, the Commodore, Elgin, 111.,
him of
says Thomas’ Eclectric Oil cured
sciatica with one application, thoroughly applied. It also cured him of a severe cold and

cough. He thinks it a very valuable remedy,
and will never be without it.-

you have
already been convicted three times. Prisoner, insinuatingly— Well, y-es, your honor, but
I was recommended to mercy every time?
The

TO

The easterly half of double brick botiBe No. 75
Dan’orth street, is offered for sale or exchange, for
less valuable property, or will be leased to a good
party. Possession given Nov. 1. This house is first
class in all its appointments, warm, dry, drainage
perfect, parlor, sitting, dining room and kitchen on
ground floor, with seven large, nice sleeping rooms,
bath room, hot and cold water, brick furnace, slate
roof, also stable and carriage house. No chance to

repairs. Enquire of
SMITH, GAGE & CO.,

make

octSldtfNo. 92 Commercial Street.

Indignant mother—“Surely

you don’t mean
son? Why the boy

this for a likeness of my
looks like an idiot.”
Photographer—“I’m
very sorry, but I oan’t help that, ma'am.”—
London Judy.
_

-ajstx>

Photographer’s Rooms 518 V2 Congress st„
recently occupied by J. M. Peck, and now oc-

THE

cupied by C. W. Hearn, and also other rooms.
Apply to ELBRIDGE GERRY.
Portland. Oct.. 14th, 1881.
octl4dtf

WANTS.

WANTED.
A situation by a FIRST-CLASS
CUSTOM CUTTER of GENTS
Will go into city or
CLOTHING.

Address,

country.

C. W.

P.,

Press Office.
dlw

oct29_
WANTED.

buy 4 Schooner Smack, 35 to 60 tons N. M.
Well smack preferred. F. W. MILLER & CO.,
oct29d2m»
Mobile,

TO

Ala._

Wanted.
experienced Dry Goods Salesman, who can
furnish good references and has a good trade
Address P. O. Box 856, Portland, Me.
of his own.

AN

dtf

hov2

facturers of Portland.
The Merchant
and Manufacturer will here find conveniently classified and indexed, general
merchandise and supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade by firms whose facilities, experience and enterprise have given this City
an honored position among the Wholeale Markets of the countryPLOWS.
JOHN J. FRYE, Mf’r., Ill Greene St.
A
implements, seed.
KENDALL A WHITNEY, Market Square
Agricultural
and Dairy Implement*. GEO. BLANCHARD A BRO. 46 Union
AGRICULTURAL
materials, Picture Frames,
Art Goods. CYRUS F. DAVIS, 693 Cong. St
ARTISTS*
m*fr*s. Beat Oak Tanned.
BELTING
J. K. FOY A CO., 136 Middle St.
Domestic and Chicago Dressed.
JOHN L. BEST A CO., 289 Comercial St.
BEEF.
Fertilizers and menl, Lime, Ac.
C. W. BELKNAP A SON, 142 Commercial St
BONE
Shoes and moccasins.
BOOTS,LORD, HASKELL
A CO., 136 Middle St
and
Leather A- Findings
F. COX A SON. ManufacturerBOOTS A.Shoes,
and Shoes, Leather A Findings.
O. J. WALKER A GO., 163 and 166 Middle St
BOOTS
end Shoes, manfrs. and Jobbers.
BOOTS
CHASE, KNIGHT A CO., 62 and 64 Union St
Shoes, Leather and Findings.
B. B. FARNSWORTH A CO., 133 Middle St
BOOTS,
a Shoes, mfrs. Ladies* & misses'
Fine Shoe*.
BOOTS
SHAW, GODING A CO.
A Shoes, Leather A Findings.
BOOTS B. F. WHITNEY A CO.. 222 Middle St.
and Cooperage slock.
BARRELS
E. S. HAMLEN, 140 Com’l St, A 240 Fore St.
makers and Blacksmiths.
BOILER
QUINN A CO. Office, 35 Commercial St
Stationery and Room Papers.
BAILEY A NOYES, 68.70 A 72 Exchange St
BOOKS,
Stationery A Room Papers.
BOOKS,
LORING, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle S
Blank Books and Stationery,
BOOKS,
DRESSER, MoLELLAN A CO., 47 Exchange
Town Goods and S. S. Supplies
BOOKS,
HOYT, FOGG A DONHAM, 193 Middle at.
«•»*<

n.

TAEOR LAMPS.

ART

STORE,

593 CONGRESS STREET.

^yrusTdavi^

vr

unu

Mir**., Paint, Whitewash, Ac,,
TRUE BROTHERS, 190 Fore St.
BRUSH
Makers. Fine Furniture.
DEANE BROS. A SANBORN, 183 Middle St.
CAH1NET
and Paper Hangings.
CARPETINGS
MARRETT, BAILEY A CO.. 190 A 192 Middle
A Sleigh Mfrs. A Dealers.
CARRIAGE
MARTIN, PENNELL A CG., Elm A Cumberland
and Sleigh Mfrs. A Dea lers
ZENAS THOMPSON, Jb„ 34 to 38 Union S
CARRIAGE
and Saddlery Hardware.
JAMES BAILEY A CO., 204 Middle S
CARRIAGE
Meats, Fish and Vegetables.
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
CANNED
Manufacturer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS.
Exchange and Middle
Tobaccos, Canned Goods, Ac
G. W. SIMONTON A CO., 13 and 15 Union St
CIGARS,
ING and Furnishing Goods
J. T. LEWIS A CO., 147 Middle St
CLOT
Manufacturers A Jobbers
ALLEN A CO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple Stl
CLOTHING
oor.

d'tOAL, Wholesale, by Cargoor Carload.
Vy RANDALL A MCALLISTER, 60 Commercial St
by the Cargo, Carload or Ton.
S. ROUNDS A SON, 36 Commercial St
riOAL, Dealer in Special Coals.
HENRY L. PAINE. 267 Commercial S
U
Lehigh, White Ash and Cumberland.
WARREN & RING, 162 Commercial St
Wholesale by Carload or Ton.
CHARLES H O'BRXON, 236 Com’l St

COAL,

COAL.
COAL.
Roasters and Spice Grinders.
H. H. NEVENS A CO., 184 A 186 Fore St
COFFEE
Spices. Cream Tartar, Ac
A RUMERY, 184 & 186 Com. St.

ROLLINS

and Glass Ware.
140 A 142 Middle St

China
A

CROCKERY,JOSE CO.,
HAYES
CROCKERY,
DOUGLASS,
C. E.

Glass aad Plated Ware.
242 Middle St.

A

Rorder, Emery
PIPE,
J. W. STOCK WELL.
Wheels. Ao.
DRAIN
Rlinds
and Fixtures
Windows,
LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble St
DOORS,
Pamtem A Mfrs. Supplie
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,134 to 138 Middle S
DRUGGISTS,
Chemicals A Drag’!* Sundries.
J. W. PERKINS A CO.. 74 A 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,
Paints, Oils, Ac.
E. L. STANWOOD A CO., Market et
DRUGS, Chemicals,
Medicines, Paint* and Oils.
W. W. WHIPPLE A CO., 21 M trket Square.
DRUGS,
Medicines. Paints and Oils
C. A. PARSONS A CO.,117 and 119Middle S
DRUGS,
Goods, Woolens, and Fancy Goods.
DRY
DEERING, MLLIKEN A CO., 166 Middle St
Woolens and Fancy Goods
STORER BROS. A CO, 64 A 66 Middle St
DRY Goods,
goods and woolens.
Dry
WOODMAN, TRUE A CO., 1 7 to 141 Middle St
woolens, Ac.
A. LITTLE A CO., 236 A 238 Middle St
Dry goods,
Woolens
and Fancy Goods.
Goods,
DRY
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN A CO., 169 Middle
Laces, Fancy Goods
JOHN F. RAND, 96 Cross St
EMHROIDERIES,
and
Dry
Pickled, Dealers in Salt.
DANA A CO., 124 Commercial St
FISH, Dry.
Pickled aad Smoked.
GEO.TREFETHEN A CO. 6Commercial What
FISH,
aad Groceries.
FLOUR
WILLIAMS, PULSIFER A CO.. 69 Com'l St.
Groceries and Provisions.
FLOUR,E. C. HERSEY A CO., 93 A 96 Com’l st.
of Every
Description.
PORTLAND FURNITURE CO., 40 Exchange
FURNITURE
Manfrs. Fine A Common
WALTER COREY A Co., 28 Free St
FURNITURE
IRON, Gutters A Cornices.
W. H. SCOTT. Mfrs., 29, 31 A 33 Union St
GALVANIZED
Floor and Provisions.
A 109 Commercial S
W. A C. R. Millikf
GROCERIES,
Flonr and Provisions.
COUSENS A TOMLINSON, 217 A 21H Oorn
GROCERS.
Spioe Grinders A Coffee Koasten
GROCERS,
TWITCHELL, CHAMP LIN A CO., 176 Com’

M-E-N-’-S
Double sole, Morocco Leg, Hand sewed, Calf boots
A, B, C and D.

MEN'S
Single

Hand

sole,

Bevel edge, Morocco leg boots, A
B, C, and D.

M N'S
pegged,

boots,

Wescott calf
and F.

D,E

MEN’S
Hand sewed and Machine sewed calf Balmorals,
all widths and sixes.

Horse

Blankets,
Cloves,
WanteD. Fur Trimmings
Cloth top, In button Congress hoots, A and B.

feet. My increasing trade compels me to add to my stock a larger and finer assortment of men’s goods. I shall endeavor to keep
in the future a stock of men’s BOOTS and SHOES,
second to none in Portland.

Long slim

narrow

Your difficult feet perfectly fitted at

At 421 com STREET.

THE SHOE

DEALER.

SIGN OF THE GOED BOOT.
odtf

oc!6

THE

Admiration

AT A
BARGAIN
o
Plush | H
Blankets. For
Robes.
Felt lined. 89.00,1 $1.16 to $8.00; a large
30b
over
assortment,
$10.00 to $16.00.
)
A
to select from.
BufT.lo Robes.
few left, $6.00 to $7.00 Cloves ro fit any hand,
Fine Ones. $10.00 to| or any business, or any
$16.00.
pocket book.
FDR TRinmiNCS of every description and
at all the low prices.

Wolf
and

OF THE

r1

Ur

ROCERS.
11 HAS, MCLAUGHLIN A CO,. Central st.

Stage connections with Be in is, Rangeley Lakes,
yron, Mexico, Dixfield, Pern, Livermore, West
lmner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFORD, Supt.

ROCERS and Dealers in Flour.
ii,

emu

uaur, st

uu.,

Portland,

buy ticket* (at any

or

yz commercial si

Cutlery and Farm Tools
SMITH, TIBBETTS A CO., 131 Middle St
Agents for Oriental Powder Mills.
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
miu supplies, Agts. wtuiams
KINO A DEXTER, 260 Middle S1
Belting.
Caps, Ears, Robes and Gloves.
BYRON ORE ENOUGH A CO., 234 Middle St
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
A. E. STEVENS A 0O„ 146 A 160 Commercial
Steel, Carriage Hardware Ac.
E. COREY A CO., 126 A 127 Commercial St

HARDWARE.
Hardware.
Hardware,
HATS,
IRON,
IRON,
Ship Knees and Ship HtnldLCHIBER,
ing. W. H. S1MONTON, 314 Commerce 1 St
Southern Pine Timber, Plank and
J. W. DEEPING, 210 Commercial.
LUMBER.
Boaras.
all kinds. Black Wain t
LUMBER,
ciaity. S. W. LAKRABEE SON, 104 Com’
Cement. Cal. A Land Flastei and
Hair. C. A. B. MORSE A 00., 6 Com’l Whf
LIME,
Spruce, Pine aud Short.
LIMBER,
RUMERY, B1RN1E OO.. 332 Commercia. -t
of All Kinds, “Mannfr’s.’
EDWIN CLEMENT A CO., 272 Commercial St
LUMBER
Eastern, Western A Southern
S. H. A A. R. DOTEN. 266 to 264 Fore S
LUMBER,
BPt. ofull kinds of Spruce
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., Com’l. foot of Park.
LUMBER.
Kiln-dried Hardwood FloorLEUltOW BROS., 24 Preble St
LUMBER,
ing,
Mich. Pine A Hard Wood.
LUMBER. WIDBER A BACON, 220 Com’] SI.
Steam, Gas, A Water
MACHINIaTS,
Piping. DANIEL WINSLOW A SON.
and Boiler Makers.
PORTLAND COMPANY, East Ena, Fore St
MACHINISTS
and MiUinery Goods.
MILLINERY
BIBBER, MORRILL A McMANN, 92 Cross tt
and Straw Goods, Mfrs
G. D. HILLMAN A CO, 98 and 100 Cross St.
MILLINEBV
Petroleum, Ligonia and
Water White Oils. PORTLAND KEROOIL.—Reined
194 ForeSt.
SENE OIL

WORLD’S

FINE
HATS

HairRestorer

IS PERFECTIONl
For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or
FADED HAIR to its youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY. It
renews its life, strength and growth.
Dandruff quickly removed. A matchless Hair Dressing. Its perfume rich
and rare. Sold by all Druggists.
Established overdo years.
Enormous and increasing sales
Throughout Europe and America.

Zylo Balsamum

always be found to fit any head. Our specialties
fine hats. The DUNLAP or KNOX styles, also
$2.00 Hats, are the best.

Look at Our $1.00 Hats.
flue entire new Knox Silk Hats.
Scotch Caps $1.00.
Fine Traveling Fags,
Fine Umbrellas,
Winter Caps for Boys and Children.

$3.50 buys our

Goods

sent C. O. D.

or

(M Allen’s)

A lovely tonic and Hair Creasing. It
removes Dandruff, allays all itching,
stops falling Hair and promotes a
healthy growth with a rich, beautiful

gloss, and is delightfully fragrant.
Price Seventy-five Cents in large
glass stoppered Bottles. Sold by all Druggiata.
Jan

can
are
our

by mail.

s

CO,

Shippers.
TIMMONS A HAWES, 119 Commercial St
OYSTERs.
Oils, Varnishes A Supplies.
JOHN W. PERKINS A CO, 74 A 76 Com’l
PAINTS,
Planters and

MERRY,

Hangings,
Stationery
Middle
LORING, SHORT
HARMON,
PAPER
Cnrpetings.
Paper-hangings
MARRETT,
1.0.,
Materials.
J.
DEXTER
Photographic CO, Congress
Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup
PETTENGLLL Co, Mfrs,
PICKLES,
Boohs A

A

208

and
190 A 192 Middle

BAILEY A

D.

8*W*w8jnoa2*

Street,

287 Middle
SIGN

GOLD

OF

WM. M.

111

Kiohange,

Exchange St., Portland,

Order, oy mall

or

in person

n

Me.

Specialty.

promptly atte .<,ed to.

Pnrticnlar attention paid tc Punk and
Pamphlet Printing
InThStf
pjyJ

ILSLEY

_I

BROTHERS,

UNDERTAKERS
210 Federal Street.

W. F. PHILLIES & CO., Wholesale Agts
aug30

TnThasiy

seplO-Ta-Tli-ft-S-3-m

st

Ae
8 A 10 Market

A

HATf. POKK. PACKERS.

MARKS,

Fine J.b Printing

480

LARD, Hams, Sausages, Ac
THOMPSON, FOWLER A CO., 80 Portland St

Bool, Card, and Job Printer,
V .-inters’

A

E. D.

St

PORK TRUE A LEIGHTON, 13 A 16 Silver St
Wholesale and Commission.
THOMPSON A HALL, 163 Commeicial St.
GOODS.—Hall Rubber Co.
Portland Branch, cor. Middle A Union sts.

PRODUCE,

FARE,
New York and Fhlladolpbia

;

{ g~uSd.s, *458

\

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

319

Wasliisigrton Street, Boston.
BALDWIN,

H. P.
mhZBdtt

(Jen. Paw.

Agent O. R. R. of N. J.

MAINE CENTRAL

j

stations on E. A- IV. A. Railway,
12.40, and fU.15 p m.; St. Andrews, Sit. SiteFredericton, Aroo*took
C'onnty,
looMchead Lake, and all stations on B. St
111.16 p. m., (or 12.40 p.
PiHcataqui* R,
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Mkowhegan, 12.30 p. m., 12.40 p. m., $11.16 p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.30 p. m., 12.40
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, RichDiond.anil Brunswick 7.00 a. m.,12.40 p.
m., 5.16 p. m.. til.16 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.40 p. m., 6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
St Lincoln K. R., 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p.
m.; Auburn and Lewiston, 12.30 p. m.,
5,05 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., til.15 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillips,

and all

R.^

Rangeley Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Beadfleld. West

Waterville

Anson, 12.30v p. m.,
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

and

IVortb

via

Farmington

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. m.; St.

John, 8.15 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Houlton, 9.00
a. m.;
Nt. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.; Uucksport,
6.00 a. m., 5. p. m,; Bangor, 7.05 a. m., t7.46
7.10 a. m., 4.15 p. m.; Belfast,
Dexter,
m.;
.25 a. m., 2.45 p. m.; Mkowhegan, 8.10 a. m.,
2.30 p. m.; Waterville, 9.12a.m. 1.55, $10.00

S.

p. m.; and 5.10
6.00 a. m 9.58

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
Portland and Bangor,
S teamers runing between
1 lockland, Mt. Desert, Maohias, East port, Calais, St.
ohn and Halifax. Algo connect with Grand Trunk
I rains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
I nd Portland Sc Ogdenshurg trains at Transfer Stot lon.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshienta. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
'ransfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
t ioutn may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
Boston A Maine Depot, and at Union
4 Lgent,
rlcket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sup;.
S. H. STEVENS, G«n. Agent. Portland.
dtf
octl6

?

(Mondays only) Augusta,

a. m.

a. in., 2.42 p. m., $10,65 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m., 3.03 p. m.,
)1.04 p. m. Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.06 a. m., 4.00
p. m., Brunswick, 7.25 a. in., 11.35 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., $12.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.20 a. in., 1.25 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.15 a. m., 4.16 p. m. Phillips, 6.30 a. m.
Farmington, 8.10 a. m.; Winthrop 10.15
as
follows: The
a. m. being due in Portland
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
8.40.
The day trains
8.36 a. m. Lewiston.

Portiand & Ogdensburg Railroad
la ud

LEAVING PORTLAND
at.—For all atatlons, through to Barlington, Nwaatoa, Montreal and Ogdetuburg.
I. 13 p. at.—For Fabyan’s and Intermediate stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
II. 43 a. at.—From Fabyan’s.
1.37 p. as.—From Burlington and 8wanton.
«J. HAMILTON, Snp’t.
oeldtf
Portland. Oct. 1, 1881.

$.23

a. m.

$ Sleeping Cars attached, ran daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central B. R.

only.

mnrnintr

anil Sbnw-

began Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

not

morning.

ARRANGEMENT.
Monday, Oct. 17
1881, Passenger Trains will leave
On and after

No

For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboroand Saco River. 7.30 a. m., 1.25
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.Oo
a. m., and 3.55 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., fl.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For Gorham, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and
Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.20 a. m., fl.25, 0.20 and (mixed)
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.25 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer Jane, with Usotmc Tnnnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. A N. E. R.
R, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
outh and with Boston A Albany R. R. for
the West.
Olose connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rolling & Adams’, No. 22 Ex-

Returning

FALL

A

and
17 and 10

St.

Bent TrimCenter St.

Grocers’ Sundries.
G. W. SIMONTON A CO.. Mfrs, 13 A 16 Union
WAKE, Mfg’s. and Dealers.
TENNEY A LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
nWUNKS, Bags Ae., Mfrs. and Dealers,
0. B. BROAD A 00, 162 Exchange*
X
Dealers in Sawed Wood and
Kindlings. MOBwE A Ft .. TT, 10 Plum.

TEAS,
TIN

Coffees, Spices

WOOD.

and

Mass.

Through bills
agents.
Passage

evening,

TIME.
17th,

ALLAN
r\

Weekly services from GLASGOW, GALWAY.
LONDONDERRY
AND
LIVERPOOL, DIRECT TO BOSTON AND QUEBEC. Fortnightly steamers from Liverpool and
Queenstown to Baltimore.
Kind treatment to steerage passengers made a

specialty

and guaranteed.
For passage and information apply to E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
LEVE & ALDEN, 207 B’way, N. Yt; 201 Washington St., Boston; 107 South 5th St, Phila.

ISLAND STEAMERS
TELEPHONE

FOR

Auburn, 8.30

Gorham, 8.30, 9.40

From
m.

From Chicago,
12.30 p.m.

a.

in.,

a.

m-,

and 12.30

Montreal nnd Quebec,

at

steamer

Maine

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Millwankee
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points In the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
To

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER .Superintendent,

___oct!7dtf

7.10 A.M.

9.30

9.16

11.06
2,30 P.M.

10.66
2.20
3.36

P.M.

dtf

DIRECTORY.

HOTEL

Embraclngthe leading Hotel* at
Panes may always be

which the

Daily

found.

ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Coding, Proprietor.
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. ft A. Young, Proprietors.
AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.-Charle* MlUlkeu,

Proprietor.

BATH.

SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BOLSTER’S HILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School 8t.-H. D. Parker ft Co
Proprietor*.
CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.-Stumcke ft Good,
win, Proprietors.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Itle
on

Proprietors.

P.

ft

BRUNSWICK.
K. dinino ROOMS- w. R. Field,

Proprleto

CORNISH.

DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE HOTEL—W. « Mor
till, Proprietor.
EAST BROWNFIELD.
UBEBTY HOUSE—W. H. Stickney, Proprietor.
EASTPOBT.

PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. H.
Proprietor.

Bueknam,

HIRAM.

CUTLEB HOUSE—Hiram Baston, Proprietor
PORTLAND.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Cor. of Middle and Inula St.

Mr.

C. H.

Wilkins, Proprietor.

CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green St*.
J. K. Martin. Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—O. M. Shaw ft Son, Proprietors.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G. Perry

Steamship Company.

Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—J. Lindsey ft Son
Proprietors.
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal St*
—McDonald ft New begin, Proprietors.
ROCKPORT.
CARLTON HOUSE—J. A. Nutter, Pr
RAYMOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
SACCABAPPA

PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,-W. S. Pratt, Proprleto
SKOWHEGAN.
ELM HOUSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor
TURNER HOUSE,—W. G. Heselton, Proprleto
PHILLIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. I. Saunders, Prop.
HOULTON.
SNELL HOUSE *D. O. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Qulnby ft Murch, Proprietor

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

NORBIDGEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—D. Danforth, Proprietor.
NORTH ANSON.
80MERS
HOUSE, Brown ft Hilton, Proprietor*

PALE ARRANGEMENTS.
THREE

...

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

BUSINESS

AFTER MONDAY, SEPT. 19ih,Steam
of
er.
this Line will

■

Accountant and Notary Public.

Railroad Wharf,
foot
of
State
street,
every
Monday.
at 6 p. in., for Eastport and
Wednesday, and
It. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston,
It.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
3 rand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,

KBSOSSaii

Leave

GBO. C. CODMAN, Ofllcc No. 184 Middle
Street, Partlmiii.

Friday

BUIdeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Nowburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special .Sleeping Car will be
at 6.30a. m.
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 0.00
p. id. and is attached to this train for Boston.
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11

Book Binders.
WM. A. QCINC1T, Boom 11, Priauia
Exchange No. Ill Exeban^e Street.

Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
■Mctou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
itations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Inter>olonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Connies, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,

p. m.
At 8.45

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro,
Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburvport, Salem, Gloucester, Rockport,
Lynn, Chelsia and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.

«I. I.

me*

md

Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any Ingy Freight
formation regarding tho same may be had at the
>fflce of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Rate Rooms and further information apply at
T. C. HERCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
5EY, President, and Manager.
seplSdtf

At 1.00 p. u». for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Bi. deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea ana

Berwick,

connecting with
Southern ana West-

m.

DIRECTORY.

ON AND

ju~r

Pattern and Model Maker.
UR, 33 € roaa 8t., Portload

BAKU

ADVERTISIN G

AGEN TS

DODD’S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,

points.

Ml WASHINGTON NT.,
BOSTON
Advertisements received tor every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowe**
Contract Prices. Any information eheertnlly given

Train* leave Boston.
At 7.‘JO n. in. and arrive in Portland at 12 05 p.
m. at 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. at 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cara.

and estimates promptly furnished.
Tile of the PRitas sept for inspection at any tim*
Eitlmates furnished.
Send for Circular.
A List of 100 choice newspaper,.*

Steamers!

trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. ana trains leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
in. and 1.00 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portlaud at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to all point* Went and
Mouth may be had of J. M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
On

The xuvonto Steamers Forest City and
John
brooks will alternately leave FRAN KLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se:ure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
md inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
KP"* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.

and

S. n. PETTENOILL A CO.’S

Advertising Agency,
10 Music Ms.. I
BOSTON. |
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in
in the United State* and British Provnaea.

Newspapers

rOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York,

via the various
and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
taken as usual.
J* H. COYLE, Jr#, (1. r*» Agent.
uprb
dtf

W. W. SHARPE A CO.,
Advertising A rents,

tail

SMfORD$~

Freight

8

PABK BOW,
Advertisements

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia & New

England
STEAMSHIP LINES

FROfVf
] n connection with

•GINGER*

Impure water, unhealthy climate, unripe fruit,

>

BOSTON
OLD LOLOJfY
ROAD.

RAH..

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
rime. I.ow
leui-Weekly Line, Quick
Rule, Frequent Departure..
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
LIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Mteum!«, Nailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATUR)A V to Fkilndelphin direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clvde Steam Linea to Ckurlean, N. €., Wnniiingtun, D. C., tlr.rueand aU Ral
owu, D. C., Alexandria, Va.,
tnd water Lines.
Through Rate a uaiaed and Bills of Lading ivec
roru any point in New England to Phlladelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Maas,
Am. P. Clyde Sc Co., General Managers,
No. IS So, Delaware Are., Philadelphia.
feb6

^

ESTABLISHED IN 1840.

FARE $1.00.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and » icfcet Agent
D. W. SaNBORN, Master Transpo rtation
dtf
octl6

eodftwSn

7.00 A.M.

eel 4

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Railroad,

Fall and Winter Arrangements will go
into effect on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 188t

aug!3

Evergreen Landings.

6.00
6.10
6.10
6.40
6.30
Tickets fur Round Trip A3 cent*.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY .at 0
f. M., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
(very MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted ap with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
iteamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, Including
State Room, 36; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination al
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 87, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 33
Bxcnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no pasdecBdtf
■engers will be taken by this line.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

good.

Peak*.

and

M.

4.30

bEnioiun,

74 EXCHANGE STREET

unwholsome food, cramps, chills, malaria, excessive heat and the thousand and one ills that beset the traveler or family are nothing to those
fortified and sustained by the use of Sanford’s
Ginger, “the delicious.” As a beverage it
cuenches thirst, opens the pores, relieves the nead,
regulates the stomach and bowels, eradicates a
craving for intoxicants and imparts new life to the
languid, careworn, overworked,nervous and sleepAsk
less. Beware of imitations said to be as
for Sanford’s Ginger and take no other.
Sold everywhere. Weeks & Potter, Boston 4

Diamond, Trefetheu’s

10.30
2.00 P.M.
3.16

CHARLES DEERING.
Muter, will leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland,
every
Taemlay
11.15 o’clock, or on ar rival of

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat*
Berth* sold at Depot Ticket Office.

Line.

STEAMER MINNEHAHA

ARRANGEMENT

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia

Boston, arriving at 6.30 p
Sound ami Rail Lines for all

%

THEJS LANDS.

LEAVES

PASSENGER OFFICES

Eastern

493.

Tourists’ Steamboat

Coming West,

ARRIVALS.
m.

LINE

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.

QUEENSTOWN,

connects at Rockland (Monday and Thursday) with
Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings
for Portland.
53P*Pas8engers and shippers of freight will notice
that the steamer does not go to Jonesport or Machiasport on her Tuesday trip.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Oct. 20,1881.
oc20-dtf

m.

and

the aDOTe named

so3dtf

Express Train from Boston, far Rockland, Cantine, Deer Itsie, Sedgwick, So. Went Harbor, Bar Harbor and Millbridge. Will leave
same wharf every Friday evrnfng ui 11.15
o’clock, for Rockland, Caatine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, oS. West Harbor, Bar Harbor,
Millbridge Joneaport, and Machiaaport.
Returning, leaves Machiasport every Monday Morning, at 4.30 o’clock, and Millbridge every Monday and Thursday at 8.00 a. m.,
Couching as above, arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting with Pullman night train for
Boston and the West.
Connects every trip at Rockland with Sanford
8. 8. Co. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
Landings; also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
steamer for Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.

Railway of Canada.

Lew iston

lading given by

of

Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class, 81 ‘J
2d Class, 89.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washor
other
information
to
ington,
apply
E. SAMPSON, Agent, Centra! Whan inoton.
to

From

me

of every

A
8.

Raleigh, Charlotte,
Spertansborg, Graenrllle,
Carolina! and Georgia Points Waldo A.
Pearoe, Agent, No. 229 Washington Street, Boston,

the

Commencing October 23lh.

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m.,
12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 4.00 p. in., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
From

Steamship

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.

Pram Boston direct erery WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY at 3 P. M.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake ead
through ratee gtTon. Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all Points Sonth and South
C. P Gaither,
west Tla Va. and Georgia Air Line.
Agent,240 Washington street, Boston Mass. To all
points of North and Sonth Carolina and beyond Tla
Atlantlo Coast Line, and Tla Seaboard Air Line to

STEAMBOAT CO.

change Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WE>
T. Supt.
ju24dtf

12.30, 3,16 and 6.00 p.

Clam

JOHN HOPKi 8,
WE. LAWRENCE,

Portland, Bangor & Machia

ghia,

ern

STEAMSHIP LIME,
Pirei

p.
Pine Street Wnarf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
for
the
West
by the Penn. R. R., and Sontb
Freight
by connecting lines-forwarded free of commission.
Passage Eight Delian. Round Trip SIS,
Meals and Room Included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
fi. R. SAMPSON, Agent,
10 Long Wharf, Heaton
dealt

Clinton.
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and tl.25 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.25 p. m.

p.

Norfolk. Baltimore & Washington

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8

m.

m.
ft or

CHANGlToF

di
*

--—

Saturday.

^w'”"w5l>#i'tland

p.

■

Leaves each Fort Every Wednesday and

at 7.30 a. m.,
and
wn
"“■•1.25 p. u*., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.80 p. m.
leave
Returning
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.

after MONDAY, OCT.
1881, trains will run as follows:

rTOWdIBESS STREET.

l',W

n

Direct Steamship Line.

WINTER

ON

Eurepeun Steamers
sailing weekly from Boston and New Fork. For
call
on
further particulars
or add raw
T. P. MeGOWAN, Bookseller,

PHILADELPHIA

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

and

Inmau, While Star aad

Author l.iur. of

6.16 A.
8.45

Portland and Worcester Line.

Grand Trunk

Steerage Tickets by the

Cabin and

Uuaurd, Allan,

Portland.

Com’l st

W.

European Ticket Office."

tf

Octl3

and
St

Ae.

8.

STEAMERS.

EMEKY A FUR, 1SH, Head of Union Wharf,
BROKERS, Stores A Chandlery.
J. S. WINSLOW A OO, 3 A 4 Central Whf
A KELSEY. 161

below.
8. Acapulco, for Istbmus of Panama only
Not. 10.
8.(8. Colon ..Not. 30 | 8.8. Crescent City,. .Nor. 29
For freight or passage rates and the tallest Inf or
■nation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C.X. BARTLETT Ac CO.,
113 Slate Street, cel. Bread St., Beaten.
or to W. D. LITTLE A OO.,
81 Kxohange St.. Portland.
JeSSdtf

as

a.

Limited Tickets first and second class for
9'. John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Oct. 17 th, 1881.

A Dealers.

SALT.
SHIP
BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery
Commercial
Stores. RYAN
SHIP
Chains, Anchors, Blocks,
> Pumps,
G.M.StauwoodACo. 171-3
SIHIPSMITHH,
CASES
Drscription.
SHOW CHARLES H. BLalvE, 78 Cross St
HFATING
Plumbing.
Union
H. PENNELL
STEAM
CO.,
Molasses Importers.
GEO.
HUNT A Co, Agts Eagle Refinery
SUGAR
Galvanized
mings. T.LAUGHLINA SON,
TACKLE

Fork

carrying passengers

r~*!(

and all intermediat stations and
roads
at
12.45 and 12.50 Vp.
trains from
Watervillo.
The afternoon
m.
Rockland
and Lewiston at 5.40
Bath,
Augusta,
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.50

Pnni t.hrnnff)i tn Rarumravurv

aad

oct4d3m

connecting

♦

CHANGE OF TIME,
after Monday, October 3rd, 1881,

Zealand

steamers sail from N.w
and 80th of each month
and freight for San Francisco

CTatll further notice passenger train,
will run at follows:

Bangor,

from

I.luad., New
Australia.

new an
splendid
on tbo 10tb, 29th

The

■

RATLKOAB. ]

On and after Monday, Oct. 17th, Passenger
Train* will run as follows: Leave Portland
for 8t. John, Halifax and the Province*,

Shea,

bunk.at 8.45 a. m.(1.00, 3.80 and 5.30 p.m.
’or Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Fall*,
rent Falla, Dover, New Market, Exeter,
laverhill. Lawrence and Lowell, 8.46 a.
i., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. For Rochester, and
Farmington, N. II., at 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and
.30 p. m. For Alton Bay, at 8.45 a. m. and
For Manchester and Concord,
.30 p. ni.
P f. II., (via Lawrence.) at 8.46a.m.; (via New
B Larket Junction) at 3.30 p. m. Morning
Train
1* aves Kenuebunk for Portland at 7.26.
Parlor Car on train leaving Portland Portland at
1 .00 p. m. Returning on train leaving Boston at
1 2.30 p. m.
Parlor Car Seat* *ecnred in advance at
1 lepot Ticket Office.
OTThe 1.00 p. m. train from Portland oonneots
n ith Sound Line Steamer* for New
York
a nd all rail lines for the West.
The 3.30 p. m.
t rain connects with all Rail Line* for New
! fork and the South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland for
Boato*
1 BoHton and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
f ?r Portland at 6.00 p. m.

■

RUBBER

Importers

laxdwlch

frill

a

Mrs.S.A.Allerts

and after Monday. Oct.
Train*
1881, Paiienger
PORTLAND
LEAVE
“-“-I OB BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.00
id 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston ac 1.16, 6.30,
id 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30
m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at
2.06, 6.00, and 8.00 p. m. Portland for
carboi;ough Beach, Pine Point, Old Orhard Beach, Saco, Biddeford, and Kfi-

JAPAN, CHINA,

On

__

a

WORLD.

17,1881.oclSdtt

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

England) via
BROOK ROUTE.

BOUND

Oct.

1 I0ST0N & MAINE RAILROAD.

steam

-AND-

GROC/K-RS
SAWYER, irOSS A DEERING.1 Centra Whrf
and Provisions.
CONANT A RAND, 163 Commercial St
GROCERIES
Flour and Provision*.
FLETCHER & CO., 169 Commercial St
GROCERIES.
Flour and Provision*.
H. S. MELCHER & CO., 147 Commercial St
GROCERIES.
Provisions and Flour.
P CHASE & CO, 167 Commercial St
W.
GROCERS.
VS

sure u»

CALIFORNIA,'

FOR
__._Leave Canton for Portland and
f!?f??£55£!5^Lewi8ton. 4.20 and 9.30 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 7.30
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston
and
m.
1.67 p. m.
a.
7.20
Saturday tickets to return Monday at reduced

boat office In New

Wlf

CON
STOCK Exporters.
GEO. S. HUNT A CO., Ill Commercial St
COOPERAGE

_

BEAUTIFUL

uiw

»»

Be

lumlord Falls & Bucfctield PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO

p dees.

STREETS,

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
railroad

D. WHITE A SONS, 127 Middle St

FECTION AR V, Plnin A Fancy Mfr
L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress St.

Boots, A, B,

i.

Philadelphia

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Garden

Double sole. Hand sewed Congress
C and D.

Philadelphia. J
1

NINTH AND GREEN

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and Manu-

Blocks

FINE

New York, Trenton &

OF PORTLAND, ME.

U

MEN’S

-BETWEEN-

Philadelphia &c Readme It. K.

riOFFEES,

A

Bound Brook Route.

STATION IN NEW YORK

JJ

To Let.

NewYork & Phjlaglphla New Line'
Most Central Station In

aim »•

Oldbody.
Guiteao could never sleep at proper hours,
cursed with abnormal activity, his nerves were
always on the qui vive. Could he have
had the soothing benefit of Dr. Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills, his wretched‘brains
would not have raged with improper fancies.

LET!

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

judge, severely—Prisoner,

Mrs. Spriggins was boasting of her new
house. The windows, she said, were all stained. “That’s too bad! But won’t turpentine or
benzine wash it off?” asked the good Mrs

WHOLESALE

-STEEL AND IKON

__

[Boston Transcript.]

The Profile at the White Mountains, that
great stone face jutting out in bold relief from
the nearly perpendicular wall of Mount Gannon, the most remarkable natural phenomenon
of its kind tho world over; that was worshiped
by aborigines, says tradition, as the mountain

irranged

they could

To refuse to pay the landlords is the densest
form of the Irish ignore-renU— Philadelphia

_

The Old M an of the Mountain.

All

get
God.”—The Judge.

so

obstinately [resisted

me.

A little son of an evangelical clergyman
"wished that he could die and go to heaven.”
"Why,” asks his grandmother, feeling that he
’Cause I want to
is getting to good too live.
to
some pf the pennies I've been giving

truth to get

Perfecture have had many cases of Englishmen and Americans who gave false names and
whose |identity could not be discovered because the English and I American police could
afford no assistance in the matter, but they
could only quote one case of a Frenchman who

FOR SALE.
westerly half of

«tory
172 Clark Street, with 13 anisiied rooms
rHENo. for
two families, with olosets and Sebago

tell was that it
Now, after these fou botwas skin sickness.
tles of your medicine, my skin is well, clean
Hehry Knoche.
and smooth as ever,

blood from

there, for the Police will take it for granted
that he is only concealing his identity because
he has committed some great crime, and he
will be placed under surveillance till his life
become

rHE

tried

Tracked to Death.
If a man in France be arrested, or merely
suspected, he must say who he is. Concealment is useless, for the police will not release
the man until they have exhausted all means
of ascertaining the truth. He may give a
false name, or say that he is a foreigner, but

Mill, situated in the town
Orrington
of Orrington, Maine, about three miles from
mill has a never failing
Said
he City of Bangor.
vater power, two run of four foot burrs and all
for
doing a large custom busileccessary machinery
less.
Always ground more or less western wheat
of
ind has the reputation
being the best four mill
Good dwelling nouse goes with the
n the vicinity.
111
health of the propriefor
selling:
nill. Reason
or.
For further information, call on or address
BRASTOW BROS.,
cct21d&wtf43Brewer Village, Maine
Flour

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

_RAILROADS.

FORJ88I.

FOR SALE.

Seven dollars for
patron—"What!
this! Why, you only charged me two dollars
and a half for that fine large oil piece on the
Art

CIRCULAR

TRADE

ESTATE.

REAL

Wit and Wisdom.

[Cornhill Magazine.1

Who else

spoke?”

“Mr. Kinsella was the next.”
"What office does he hold?”

drowning of a cat was the very surest way of
raising a favorable wind.” Flaws on the surface of the water are in sailor-lore, "oat paws.”
There is a Hungarian proverb that a cat does
not die in water, hence its paws disturb the
surface. A larger flurry on the water is a
“cat-skin.” So it rains cats and dogs, and the
Enstormy north west wind in some parts of
In Chinese lore tigland is the “cat's nose.
gers cause storms, and the Japanese wind-god

NEW YOHH

written

and proofs given, free ofe

*

appropriately displayed
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EVANS’
and Printers’

Advertising Agency

Warehouse,
1041 WASHINGTON Ms.,
BOSTON.
Dealer In Wood and Metal Type, and all hinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices
Send for estimates.
■

S. K. MILES,
Advertising Agent,

BOSTON
« TBEMONT ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in a
ltles a ad towns of the United States. Canada and
British Provincar.

J. H. BATES,
Late of 8. M. PettengiU A Co.

NewspaperMAdvertisln

Agent,
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